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THE ESSEN GAMES 2013
Assisted by Kurt Schellenbauer and Bernhard Czermak
A new„Spiel“ in the truest sense of the word:
Instead of the halls which we knew for more
than two decades, Spiel 2013 was held in
Halls 1, 2 and 3, bigger, nicer and more thrilling than ever before.
It sounds like a repetition from previous
years but again there was an incredible
plethora of new releases, and again a great
many of them were co-productions of publishers from different countries. If a game
carries the logo of the German publisher
or more than one logo, I will usually list the
game with the German partner, otherwise
with the original publisher with a note on
the German distributor. Different brands of
a publishing company are listed under the
brand names, for instance „alea“ or „Drei
Magier“.
The trend to publish games using financing
platforms like Kickstarter or Spieleschmiede is still going strong, quite a lot of those
games were also brought to Essen and offered for sale there.
For the many companies that are handled
in the German market by distributors like
Heidelberger, Pegasus, Asmodee or UGG, I
have tried – without any guarantee on completeness – to mention announcements,
previews, new releases etc. and have listed
them in the section of exhibitors at Essen.

1-2-3-games
Editions

2D6.EE

Chicago Stock Exchange by Pak Cormier
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Trading en miniature – you stack commodities and move

Lembitu by Aigar Alaveer for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Estonia suffers an invasion by
several factions – the forces of Danes, Cru-

your marker along those stacks; you then
take commodities from adjacent stacks,
keep one and sell the other; the value of the
sold commodity is reduced by one level.

saders, Prince of Novgorod – and only by
cooperation you can avoid the Lithuanian
Crusade happening. Only available as a
demo version.
Roundhouse Kick by Aigar Alaveer for 1-4
players, ages 8+: Your jail break-out has
worked perfectly, but unfortunately your

1nite
Werewolf
One Night Werewolf by Akihisa Okui for
3-7 players, ages 10+: The goal for the Human faction is to identify and eliminate a
werewolf, the goal for the werewolves is to

The cosmopolitan character of the event is
steadily increasing, in additions to companies from Japan, Taiwan or Korea there is
a growing influx of publishers from China,
Russia and the Baltic states, but also from
Greece or Bulgaria.
Our own booth was more than well attended and attracting lots of visitors this year,
our games „Händler der Karibik” and “Sissi!
Die Bohnenkaiserin“ turned out to be big
attractions and our Games Handbook also
generated lots of interest.
But now for the new releases that we have
seen, acquired, been given, came too late to
acquire or which we will receive in the weeks
to come; as usual, there will be an overview
of new releases that were announced for
the Essen date or thereabouts, but were not
represented at Essen.
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next stop-over is full of monsters that you
must defeat, so no safe house for you. The
game ends when all monsters or all players
are dead.

stay in play. There is a day and night phase;
in a game of four players is played with two
humans and two werewolves. Night has actions for Seer, Werewolves and the Phantom
Thief, limited to 10 seconds per character.
Day only features discussion and voting on
werewolf/human status and elimination of
the suspected wolf or wolves.

2F-Spiele
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Falter for 1 player, ages 10+: A collection of
eight different logic or labyrinth puzzles.
Frieses Wucherer by Friedemann Friese for
2-6 players, ages 12+: This is a revised new
edition of Wucherer. You rent out apart-

Futterneid by Friedemann Friese for 2-5
players, ages 8+: A game on collecting titbits at the games table – who snatches
which snack? In the phases of choosing a
favorite, handing out snacks and collecting
victory points you secure, collect and score
points and win with most points after two
rounds.

ments and earn money, have troubles with
tenants and illegally occupied houses; you
must pay bail when in jail and use actions to
win with most money in the end. The English version is called Friese’s Landlord.
Fünf Gurken, edited by Friedemann Friese,
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: In the card game
you want to avoid winning the last trick.
Depending on the card with which you win
a trick you take between 0 and five cucum-

40 Zeilen für Meeples
Dagmar de Cassan, Chefredakteur

8th Summit
Represented at the Passport Game Studio
booth:
Ace Detective by Richard Launius for 2-5
players, ages 14+: 1941 in San Francisco is
the setting for this card game which tells

bers; you play one of seven cards, equal to
higher than the card played by your predecessor, or your lowest card. If you have five
penalty cucumbers you lose.
Funkenschlag: Australien & Indischer
Subkontinent by Friedemann Friese for
2-6 players, ages 12+: Expansion for Power
Grid – Australia has no connected power
network, towns are only connected in the
outer regions; therefore you can connect
to any town; Uranium is not used but sold

to other countries. In India power cut-offs
can happen, when the network grows too
quickly; the resources market is limited.
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a story of crime and detectives in the city
of San Francisco; you score action points
for well played cards and well told stories;
those action points are necessary to place
for clues on suspects. An Arclight edition is
announced.

„Games also have authors“, this slogan is
used by SAZ, the Game Designers Association, to promote naming and recognizing of
authors as originators of games.
At Spiel in Essen game authors gave a strong
signal of their existence. In 2012 there were
665 authors (it might have been more, but
not every publisher prints the name on the
box), and this year we could collect a hefty
number 747 authors, an impressive rise!
Surely, Kickstarter and similar platforms will
have contributed to the fact that nowadays a
game cannot be presented without presenting its designer - the number of publishers
has risen, too, from 333 to 380. If really every new author will start his own publishing
company - we will see it on Kickstarter.
Yes, Spiel at Essen was not only in new halls,
but has grown again, and keeps being the
center of the universe for all lovers of games,
it is well worth your while to already plan for
2014.
We try to give you a - nearly complete - overview over nearly all games, whenever possible with a picture, to be able to recommend a
game to each and every taste of our readers.
Please recommend this issue 457 of WIN
(the German edition, too), it is available for
all who want to read it as a free download,
the more it gets read the more fun we have
in compiling it.
Unfortunately we have a backlog in the regular issues of WIN due to my husband‘s illness,
we are working hard on catching up.
Read it regularly, please:
http://www.gamesjournal.at
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Ace Detective Strange Tales by Richard
Launius for 2-5 players, ages 14+ is announced as a first expansion in a standalone version.

have the same goals as in Bang! The Card
Game and you roll five dice, a maximum of

first to fill your size 6 enclosure, you take the
Lynx and retain it; at the end of the game

three times, including setting aside and rerolling dice. The dice symbols with different
effects are evaluated in the order of Arrow,
Dynamite, Target 1 and Target 2, Beer and
Machine gun in relation to yourself, your
neighbor and all players.
Hanabi Deluxe by Antoine Bauza, 2-5 players, ages 8+: Game of the Year 2013 in Germany, luxury edition in a wooden box.
Monuments: Vergil by Stefan Risthaus, 2-4

you then can do an additional money action before scoring.

999 Games
Eight minute Empire by Ryan Laukat for
2-5 players, ages 8+:
Editions announced at 999 Games,
Bard Centrum Gier, Iello, Red Raven and
Schwerkraft-Verlag

AB Spiele
Lands of Orange by Jan Thomas Alter and
Nils Buber for 2 players: Card placement
game, you need to defeat the opposing

Abanico
This is a distribution company with a mixed
range, among other things you find Lego
bricks that are illuminated with LED, and
also two games:
Move it!, by Peter Beim and Rasmus Perstrup for up to players, ages 8+: A game with

hero and thereby unite the lands of Orange
and end the civil war in those lands.

Abacusspiele
Airlines Europe: Neue Bonusverbindungen by Alan R. Moon for 2-5 players, ages
10+: A mini expansion, featuring the new

links Berlin-Moscow (+4) and Ankara-Paris
(+5).
Bang! The Dice Game by Michael Palm and
Lukas Zach for 3-8 players, ages 8+: ShoutOut in Wild West using dice for weapons! As
Sheriff, Outlaw, Deputy and Renegade you
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players, ages 10+: Fifth expansion for Monuments.
Ricochet Robots by Alex Randolph for 1
or more players, ages 10+: On a modular
board targets are marked in the colors of
four robots. In each round a target is chosen
and each player by himself tries to find the
shortest possible way for the robot in the

target color, according to the rules for robot movement. This new edition includes
all boards that have been published for this
game, as well as a solo variant by Anson
Bischoff.
Zooloretto Luchs by Michael Schacht: Expansion for Zooloretto, for the first time
exclusively available at LeiraCon in 2010,
now as a give-away at Essen 2013. If you are

a sports topic with an emphasis on training
and fitness, already shown at Nuremberg in
2012 and 2013.
New Amici has been taken over from
Californian Products, it is a game to learn

languages, first published in 2003, again
shown in its German/English edition.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Academy
Games

Adlung
Spiele

Adrenaline
Brush

Birth of America 1775 Rebellion by Beau
Beckett and Jeph Stahl for 2-4 players, ages
10+. This is the second game in the Birth of

Der Kleine König und seine Freunde by
Bernhard Naegele and Karsten Adlung for
2-4 players, ages 3+ or 7+: This is a version
of Buntbär & Co, featuring the license char-

Raani by Nellie Maan for 2-4 players, ages
8+: Placement and movement games, you

America Series, on the topic of American
Revolution; now the native Indians are joining the ranks on both sides of the battle.
Conflict of Heroes: Awakening the Bear
by John H. Butterfield, Uwe Eickert and
Gunter Eickert for 1 player, ages 13+: Expansion for the first game in the Conflict of He-

acter Der Kleine König – he and his friends
want to paint a picture of Tante Röschen,
but have mislaid their paint pots; players
collect the pots.
Light Line by Jörg Domberger for 1-8 players, ages 7+ players, ages 7+ or 5+: You

need to place your markers in the four corners of the board.
Square Route by Nellie Maan for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Already shown at Nuremberg;

you collect points, avoid obstacles and must
not be caught by your opponent.
roes series, providing a solo scenario.
Freedom - The Underground Railroad by
Brian Mayer for 2-4 players: A cooperative
game featuring the topic of financial support for transporting slaves from the American South to freedom in Canada. The slave

place cards to extend colored lines and to
find the longest one.
Zweins by Dinah and Bernhard Naegele,
based on a word-picture idea by Uschi
and Wolfgang Kramer, for 2-6 players from
ages 6+ or 10+: Picture cards are on display

hunters are played by the game mechanism
itself.
Distribution partner for Germany: Schwerkraft Verlag

and all players search for combined nouns
made up from two nouns using the images
on two cards - A clock and a table could become timetable.

www.gamesjournal.at

Albe Pavo
Carnival Zombie by Matteo Santus for 1-6
players, ages 13+: A cooperative game on

the topic of Carnival in Venice, but featuring zombies; four days are split into day and
night; whoever did not manage to escape
from Venice by the end of Day Four has lost.
A game without an element of chance, but
partly governed by stress points.
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Alderac
Entertainement Group

monsters and use spells to help the monsters they did bet on to victory. But there are
judges who do not let pass all of the spells

ages 12+: A sort of deck-building game on
the topic of trains, personnel and installa-

Agent Hunter by Mike Elliott for 2 players,
ages 12+: 2 agents try to eliminate the Safe
Houses of the opponents, represented by

face-down cards; the nearer you get to your
goal the more you expose yourself. You can
attack with cards from your hand or from
your Safe House or swap agents.
Canalis by Philip duBarry for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: The fourth game in the Tempest
saga – A huge storm has made available
new land near the City state for develop-

and so sometimes a spell will turn against
you.
Maximum Throwdown by Jason Tagmire
for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Card throwing
game – you throw cards in order to cover
icon markings on opponents‘ cards; with
suitable icons still visible you have advantages like throwing more cards, steal cards

tions; you build railways and buildings and
expand cities. Originally published 2012 by
Japon Brand / Okazu Brand, German edition
by Pegasus.

alea
Las Vegas Lights by Rüdiger Dorn for up to
7 players - Expansion for Las Vegas, shown
as a demo prototype, that is intended to be

ment. You place canals to connect buildings
and resources.
Card of the Dead by Motohiro Nakamura
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: English edition
of the game that was published in 2012 by
Japon Brand / Tamakonnyaku; topic of the

from opponents, keep off the playing area,
etc.
Nightfall: Eastern Skies by David Gregg
for 2-5 players, ages 12+: A new expansion
for the deck building game, featuring a new
Link mechanism for faster play; the game
works as a stand-alone game as well as an
expansion for other editions of Nightfall.
published at Nuremberg 2014; it features
components for two more players, money,
target cards and dice with special abilities.

Amigo
Spiel + Freizeit

game is the fight against Zombies, your
goal is to survive.
Cheaty Mages by Seiji Kanai for 3-6 players: English language edition, the game was
originally published in 2008 from Japon
Brand / Kanai Factory: Players are mages
who have a certain amount of spells at their
command. In an arena they bet on fighting

6
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Romance of the Nine Empires by Mark
Wootton for 2-5 players, ages 12+: a fictitious collectible card game, based on the
collectible card game of Legend of the Five
Rings, linked to the film The Gamers: Hands
of Fate. This 15 Years Anniversary Edition
features all decks of the top players for each
faction that reached the Quarter Finals of
the World Championship of 2012.
Trains by Hisashi Hayashi for 2-4 players,

Amigo has split his new releases for Essen
into six categories, which I have used here,
too:
Family games:
Galapagos by Björn Heismann for 2-4 players, ages 8+: In this placement and acquisition game you search for turtle varieties on
the randomly assembled island. Each round
comprises a planning phase for all players
and a movement phase in turn order. In
the planning phase you roll color dice and
and set them down in the order you want

www.gamesjournal.at
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to use them. Each die allows you one step
on an adjacent tile of the dice color; if you

encounter a turtle on a tile that you enter
you can pick it up. At the end you score sets
of turtles.
Pharaoh Code by Jung-Hun Lim for 2-5
players, ages 10+ is the German language
edition of the same game from Korea

Party games:
Word on the Street by Jack Degnan for 2-10
players, ages 12+: Word game on letters, for
two teams - you need to “conquer” 8 of the
17 letters that are on display in a vertical line

OUR REPORT

for animals, but cannot check what you
have already got. In descending amounts of
bids you choose one of the cards, a green
chip can modify this action. Pairs give you
points, quartets bonuses and single animals
score penalty points.
Flash 10 by Wolfgang Kramer for 2-5
players, ages 8+: In a round you have ten
cards laid out face-down, turn them up and take - simultaneously with all others - a
card from the middle to put on one of your
cards. You can stack any number of cards
and you must not put back a card. If you

in the middle of the board. One team tries
to find a valid word and moves the tile for
each letter in that word by one position for
each occurrence toward the team’s edge
of the board. Letters going off board are
conquered, they can be used but no longer
moved. German first edition of the game
published by Out of the Box Games.
Dice games:
Käse würfeln by Michael Feldkötter for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Collect cheese with dice!
You roll eight dice, set aside any number
of dice after each roll and can re-roll dice
already set aside. After a maximum of four

Boardgames. 48 tiles show numbers and
can be won by correct mathematical operation. Three dice are rolled and each player
combines at least two of those dice in his
mind, using basic mathematical operations
to achieve one of the results on display,
which come in four levels of difficulty. Each
die can be used only once.
Speed Cups by Haim Shafir for 2-4 players,
ages 6+: In this reaction game you hold five
cups, one cup each in blue, red, green, black
and yellow. Those cups are represented
rolls you collect cheese when there is a
number of dice equal to a pip number on
a dice. Pieces of cheese are stacked in descending order or you take them maybe
from your neighbor. For some stacks you
can earn a bonus.

have a complete row of ascending numbers
you stop the round.
Rommé Bridge Canasta for 2+ players,
ages 8+: A version of the classic game with
extra-large icons and also featuring two
card holders.

Games for children:
Mein erstes Quartett by Haim Shafir for 2-4
players, ages 4+: Version of the classic game
of Happy Families, featuring two card holders and the same color for the images of one
quartet; when the player who was asked for

Card games:
Arche Noah by Christoph Behre for 2-5
players, ages 8+: You bid with purple chips
on task cards by different images like five
flowers or five houses, etc. The top card is
revealed and, depending on the way those
images are depicted on the card, horizontally or vertically, you must align the cups
or stack the cups, in the correct color sequence.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Pipifax by Wolfgang Dirscherl for 2-5 players, ages 4+: Once again baby animals have
escaped and must be collected, the die determines which animal must be found. If

maps with special rules for turning complete hexes and a station master action.

Arctic
Union
Arctic Union is a distribution organization as
a joint venture of Finnish game publishers,
series of Shadow Specters. The Legendary
Collection Series is continued with Legendary Collection 4 Joey’s World.

you do find it, you can continue, but must
now find the next animal in another color
group. If you can turn up four animals in
your turn, each in a different color group,
you win instantly. In a variant you do not
group by backside color.
Collectible card games:
Pokémon: For the Schwarz & Weiß cycle
the new extension Plasma-Blaster is published, featuring more than 100 cards; there

Ammon
Miniatures
Da Clash by Valentine Zak and Ludovic
Geisert for 2 players, ages 12+, on the topic of
Wrestling. The combatant cards feature spe-

cial abilities, and a move comprises coaching
and then the phase of the round itself.
are also three new Pokémon Tin Boxes.
Yu-Gi-Oh! celebretes a comeback with
Judgment of the Light Deluxe Edition,
which in each of its boosters is featuring one
of two preview cards from the new booster

AoS
Team
Age of Steam Box 3 by Alban Viard was
only available via pre-order and was mailed
to customers prior to Spiel. The box con-

tains six expansions in all: Two expansions
with Alps scenarios, with the box simulating
the mountains. Two more scenarios feature
the Mediterranean and a map of the world
on a 90x42 cm board; the third pair is titled
Railroad Switches and introduces two new

8
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produced games are presented and distributed and they also show demo versions and
prototypes.
Publishers presented this year:
Aqua Games
Dragon Dawn
Hyptik
Revision Games
Roll D6 Games
Sewelli
Trivitria
UnBound Games

Ares Games
Galaxy Defenders by Simone Romano
and Nunzio Surace for 1-5 players, ages
13+: As a Secret Agent you fight enemy
aliens together with a team of five agents,
in a complex SciFi combat simulation.
You command individual abilities to

defend the planet, based on features of
Conflict Simulation Games. Enemy aliens
are controlled by the game, each mission
features various end-of-game conditions
- successful, partly successful and failed and the outcome of a mission changes the
flow of the story. At the same time the first
expansion is published,

www.gamesjournal.at
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Galaxy Defenders Elite Alien Army,
featuring six different elite versions of the
armies featured in the core game.
Inkognito by Leo Colovini und Alex Randolph for 3-5 players, ages 10+:
Published by Ares, Devir, Iello and Piatnik.
Distributor for Germany, Hungary and

OUR REPORT

viadis for 2-6 players, ages 12+: This expansions introduces Ambassadors as a fourth
action; they can be invited into the station
and admitted to the Council. Each ambassador has his own individual special abilities.
Archon: Glory & Machination by Nikolas
Sakaloglou and Sotirios Tsantilas for 2-4
players, ages 12+: Players defend the lands

Argentum
Verlag
Czech Republic: Piatnik
Sails of Glory by Andrea Angiolino and Andrea Mainini for 2 players, ages 13+: Naval
battles at the time of the Napoleonic Wars
- Sails of Glory is a game system based on

the Air Combat simulation Wings of Glory,
adapted to simulate naval battles. You use
ship miniatures and cards for ship abilities
and maneuvers.
Wings of Glory: WW2 Airplane Pack by
Andrea Angiolino and Pier Giorgio Paglia
for 1 player, ages 10+, is the third box of
miniatures for the game system of Wings of

Yunnan by Aaron Haag for 2-5 players, ages
10+: In an auction and worker placement
game you guide the fates of a Tea Dynasty,
played in rounds comprising the phases of

Auction and Travel. In the auction phase you
place bids in market or building in the guise
of a trader, or pass. Then you pay and take
trader ands and acquired developments.
In the travel phase you travel, chase
off opposing traders, construction and
relocating the provincial governor as well as
guest gifts and evaluating revenues.
Hansa Teutonica: England by Andreas Steding for 2-5 players, ages 12+: The expansion for Hansa Teutonica was announced as
a prototype, but not on show at Spiel.

Artipia
Games
Among The Stars: The Ambassadors by
Vangelis Bagiartakis and Panagiotis Zino-

of Cardis to win the favor of the king, use
influence on courtiers and other figures of
power; in three seasons the king issues demands that must be met.
Lap Dance by Panagiotis Tsirogiannis for
2-5 players, ages 18+: The Boss is travelling
on business and each player temporarily is
in charge of one of his strip clubs. During
day-time you take care of administration
and during night-time you need to meet
customer demands to earn enough revenues. Announced for 2014.
New Dawn by Konstantinos Kokkinis and
Sotirios Tsantilas for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Announced as a demo version, New Dawn
is a thematic sequel game for Among the

Star. The Alliance now want to reconstruct
some space stations and begin re-colonization.
Pinza De Ropa by Tony Cimino for 2-5 players, ages 6+: You hang out washing on the
cloth lines; you roll dice and modify the

Glory WWII.
The release date for War of the Ring the
Battle of Five Armies by Roberto di Meglio, Marco Maggi and Francesco Nepitello,
which was announced for 2013, has been
moved to 2014. It will be a stand-alone
game, based on Tolkien’s “The Hobbit”, featuring the Battle at Lonely Mountain.

www.gamesjournal.at
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result of the rolls using cards; for each dice
result not equal to the floor number you
chose a clothes peg is moved to another
floor - if possible according to the special
target card of a player. Available in a Print &
Play version.
Shadows over the Empire by Babis Giannios for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Cardis has
been conquered and now four factions rival
for power in the land by influencing personalities, who are apt to change their loyalties.

There are also the expansions called Azarias, Fallen Allies and a Promo-Pack.

Asmodee
Asmodee is both publishing and distribution company and so publishes its own
games and distributes German language
versions of games published by her partners.
Ascension: Aufstieg von Vigil by Justin
Gary for 2-4 players, ages 13+: This expan-

cards in the guise of “Energy shards”, which
allow you to activate new abilities featured
on other cards.
Dixit 4 by Jean-Louis Roubira for 3-6 players, ages 8+: The third expansion for Dixit,
sometimes also called Dixit Origins; the
expansion introduces 84 new cards created
by artist Clément Lefévre; you can use them
to expand the core game of Dixit or use the
cards as a stand-alone game.
Dungeon Twister: The Card Game by
Christophe Boelinger for 2 players, ages 13+:

You guide a team of adventures, provide
their equipment, construct the dungeon
and enter the dungeon. You always act in
the phases of acquiring action points and
then using all or some of your action points;
you can keep up to three of them for later
use. There are tutorials with introductory
scenarios, rules and possible choices get
more and more complex.
Eclipse: Ship Pack One by Touko Tahkokallio for 2-6 players, ages 14+: The first Ship
Expansion introduces six different sets of
space ship miniatures and also star bases,
corresponding to the species featured in
the core game, and also player boards for
Terrans and Magellan.
Hotel Tycoon by Denys Fisher for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The new edition of Hotel, originally published by Milton Bradley Games,
and visually as spectacular as the original

Nations by Einar Rosén, Robert Rosén,
Nina Hákansson and Rustan Hákansson for
1-4 players, ages 14+: in four eras, each of

them comprising two rounds, you lead your
nation from ancient times to the beginning
of the 20th century, adhering to very
complex rules, trying for a balance of needs,
long-time growth, threats and possibilities
and chances as well as victory points for
achievements. A round comprises the
phases Supply, Action and Evaluation with
Production, War and two Historical Events
that were revealed in the supply phase, as
well as Famine and End-of-Era scoring.
Pandemie by Matt Leacock for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: New edition of the game with a
revised design and introducing two new
characters - Quarantine specialist and
Contingency Planner.

Seasons: Enchanted Kingdom by Régis
Bonnessée for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
AN expansion for Seasons; the cards for
enchantment can be used randomly or
by player’s choice; then there are also new

sion for Ascension works as a stand-alone
game for 2-4 players or an expansion for any
edition of Ascension. It introduces Treasure
game. You set up a hotel empire by rolling,
moving and implementing the effects of
spaces you reach: Buying adjacent lots of
land, if they are still empty you can also by
them from the current owner; or you roll
for building permits and - in case of a positive result - construct a building for free or
at cost.
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ability markers to be used once in the game
and new power cards for new possibilities.
Terry Pratchett: Die Hexen by Martin Wallace for 1-4 players, ages 8+: The second
game featuring a Disc World topic; Young

www.gamesjournal.at
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witches in training at Lancre must solve
problems by rolling dice and using cards,
can drink tea with senior witches or do
nothing and win with the highest score af-

ASS
Altenburger
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The Phantom Society by Frédéric Colombier and Hervé Marly for 2-4 players, ages
8+: Co-production with Funforge and As-

Dominion: Die Gilden by Donald X.
Vaccarino for 2-4 players, ages 10+, Rio
Grande Games. In this eight expansion
for Dominion all suddenly begin to worry
about their jobs and advancement.
Suddenly, nobody is ploughing in the fields
in happy anonymity, but all join a guild,
learn a craft and work at their master piece.

terion.
ter deducting penalty points for too much
cackling.
Original published by Treefrog Games
Zombicide by Raphaël Guiton, JeanBaptiste Lullien and Nicolas Raoult for 1-6
players, ages 13+: Humans in cooperative
efforts, fighting Zombies that are controlled
by the game itself; trying to achieve mission
goals and to survive, all on basis of the
TV series. Turns comprise player phase
and zombie phase. Players activate their
survivors for three action each, zombies use

Asylum
Games
German edition of Dominion The Guilds, Rio
Grande Games.
Dominion Special Edition by Donald X.
Vaccarino for 2-4 players, ages 10+.
Ass is distribution partner of Rio Grande
Games for German language editions.

tion game in a setting of pirates, loot, rum
and fame the captain commands and the
crew obeys. First, the captain chooses an
action. If you do not want to follow him,
you can choose a cabin action or instigate
mutiny. If you pay most this you are the new
captain!
Banjooli Xeet by Diego Ibañez for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Whoever gives the most accurate predictions for the results of the ostrich

only one action.
Distribution and cooperation partners of
Asmodee:
Bombyx
Cool Mini or not
Days of Wonder
Gameworks
Gigamic
Hobby World
Hurrican
Lautapelit
Lookout Spiele
Libellud
Ludically
Lui-Même
Marabunta
Moonster
Repos
Space Cowboys
Treefrog Games
University Games
Ystari
WizKids
Z-Man Games

www.gamesjournal.at

21 Mutinies Arrr! Edition by Perepau Llistosella for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Presented
in 2011 as a prototype and now produced
and available: In the placement and acquisi-

Asterion
Press
Gnominia by Stefano Castelli for 1-4 players,
ages 8+: Announced for 2014; you manage
a village full of gnomes and rival with
other villages for most trophies; the game
uses a kind of deck building mechanism
combined, with dice.
Hyperborea by Andrea Chiarvesio und
Pierluca Zizzi for 2-6 players, ages 12+:
Co-production with Yemaia, also announced
for 2014 - it is a kind of Civilization light;
you start with a small tribe and some basic
knowledge and develop your tribe.

races will be the new tribal mage; you must
correctly guess the order of crossing the finish line, while avoiding obstacles, collecting
berries and avoiding both lions and waking
up crocodiles
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Asyncron
Games

must have assembled three trees for Status
3 as well as fruits and animals.

L’Aéropostale by Olivier Chanry und Michel Pinon for 3-5 players, ages 12+: Historic
simulation featuring early air travel compa-

Axel

too close for comfort.

Might & Magic Heroes: The Board Game
by Marcin Tomczyk for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Already shown in 2012, and presented

Bard
Centrum Gier
nies, you create stop-overs and try to break
records.
Pentos by Bruno Cathala for 2-5 players,
ages 7+: A card game featuring a topic of
magic cauldrons and potion ingredients,

Eight minute Empire by Ryan Laukat for
2-5 players, ages 8+:
Published by 999, Bard Centrum Gier, Iello,
Red Raven and Schwerkraft-Verlag
again this year, supplemented by a Mini expansion, Crag Hack The Barbarian.

Backspindle
Games
Luchador! by Mark Rivera for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: In a game for two players or two
teams you simulate Lucha Libre, Mexican

Battlefront
Miniatures
Firefly: The Game by Aaron Dill, John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart for 2 players, ages
13+: Published by Battlefront Miniatures,
Gale Force 9 and Heidelberger Spieleverlag

you score for sets and individual ingredients. If you cast the Megalos spell you end
the game and win it, otherwise the winner
is whoever has the highest score after three
rounds.

Aurum Inc.
Shown as a prototype last year, this year as
a finished game:
Forest for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You are
a forestry specialist and are tasked with

Wrestling for professionals. In each round
both parties roll their four dice. The dice results of Hit, No Hit, Blockade, Counterattack
or Hold-Down are compared against each
other. Based on those results you then roll
Hit dice for Hit points from Drop Kick etc.

Firefly: The Game Breakin’ Atmo: Expansions, featuring 25 Job cards and 25 Supply
cards.

Beautiful
Disaster Games
Assault on Doomrock by Tom Stasiak for

Baksha
Games

revitalizing a devastated area, where
sometimes hunters and loiterers appear in
order to hinder work. In order to win you
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What’s He Building in There? by Sean
Scott Garrity for 2-6 players, ages 12+: As
an evil scientist you build a world-ending
Doomsday Machine using a kind of worker
placement mechanism, but you also need
an escape plan in case Scotland Yard gets
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2-4 players, ages 10+: You experience cooperative adventures in a comedian world
of fantasy; you use randomly generated heroes like a Coward Warrior in also randomly
created surroundings. While you search for
treasure you need to master four encounters of increasing difficulty that are played
with a special battle system.

into stock and draw a new card.

OUR REPORT

Bézier
Games
Suburbia Inc. by Ted Alspach for 1-4 players, ages 8+: Expansion for Suburbia; German language edition at Lookout Games.
Ultimate Werewolf: Inquisition by Dan
Hoffman for 3-12 players, ages 8+: German
language edition as Werwölfe: Inquisition at

Beleduc
Balamari by Peter Joppig and Helmut
Punke for 2 or 4 players, ages 4+: To escape
Shark Hugo, players must get fish into the
color-marked holes of the cloth and avoid
to put them into Black Holes. Four fish are

Best-T.A.G.
Games
A new company from Hungary, presenting
Alarm! U-Boot! by Balász-Norbert Soós for
2 players, ages 8+: In the tradition of Battle-

placed on the cloth; two players lift it up and
try to slide one fish each into a colored hole.
Then fishes are assigned according to cards
that were revealed. Remaining fish and
those that fell of the cloth or into a black
hole are all eaten by the shark.
Doodle Monster for 1-4 players, ages 4+:
In this drawing game Dragon Julius and his
friends chase friendly monsters in order to
draw them. You have a monster card for a
template or model and turn over a green

ship and similar games two fleets encounter
each other and you have different means at
your disposal to destroy your opponent’s
flag ship.

BeWitched
-Spiele
Funstir by Andrea Meyer for 4-6 players,
ages 13+, is the first expansion for Frigiti,
using the same rules; but in this expansion

and a red chip. The green one shows the
body part you can draw with the mold and
the red one shows the pattern. You can
choose the color.
Pizza Fiesta by Wolfgang Dirscherl for 2-4
players, ages 3+: Pizzas must be topped
correctly with toppings according to
demand cards. You hold pizza bottom, draw
a card and roll dice for toppings. When you
have completed a card or a topping is no
longer available you put the toppings back

www.gamesjournal.at

you try to invent brand names and
marketing slogans; already presented at
Essen 2012 and again announced as new
release this year.

Pegasus Spiele
You Suck by Ted Alspach for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: You want to own the best, most
beautiful and most astonishing collection of

ticks and play cards for seven kinds of ticks,
each with special abilities which you can
use to acquire more ticks for your collection.

Black Box Games
Publishing
Lords of War: Elves versus Lizardmen by
Nick Street and Martin Vaux for 2-8 players,
ages 12+: Strategic card game featuring
aliens fighting each other; the decks put

the emphasis on cavalry and long-range
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combat.
Lords of War: Orcs versus Dwarves by
Nick Street and Martin Vaux for 2-8 players,
ages 12+; those decks were published in

group. The game follows a Path of Action;
when all play their cards correctly the path
can help individual players or the whole
group.

Gobblet by Thierry Denoual for 2 players,
ages 7+: New edition of the game originally
published in 2003 by Gigamic. You hold
twelve pieces of one color in four different

Blue Orange
Games
This label is now not only used to publish
the games from Blue Orange USA, but since the cooperation agreement - also the
games published by Jactalea, partly still
showing the Jactalea Label.
2012 and presented again.
Distribution partner: LocWorks

Battle Sheep by Francesco Rotta for 2-4
players, ages 7+: Revised new edition of the

Blackrock
Editions
Armadöra by Christward Conrad for 2-4
players, ages 8+: In this new edition of Nuggets you are an orc, an elf, a magician or a
dwarf and look for dwarven gold by staking

game Split, published in 201, featuring the
same rules but now accommodating up to
four players. You first construct the board,
then place stacks of discs and move discs
from stacks across the board, leaving behind at least one disc.
Bendomino by Thierry Denoual for 2-4
players, ages 5+: New edition as a multilingual edition at Blue Orange; the German
out claims. When the last player has passed
the game is scored. If you have the majority of points in an area you take all the gold
there and you win with most gold.

sizes and try to arrange four of them in a
row; a bigger piece can gobble up a smaller
opposing piece.
Gobblet Gobblers by Thierry Denoual for 2
players, ages 5+: The junior edition of Gobblet; each player only holds six pieces in
three sizes and must arrange three pieces

in a row.
Longhorn by Bruno Cathala for 2 players,
ages 8+: As one of two Outlaws you try to
steal cattle and gold to be the richest one
at the end or to have the opponent arrested

Blast City
Games
The Mushroom Eaters by Nate Hayden for
2-5 players, ages 18+: The old Shaman is
looking for a successors, players are apprentices you did swallow the hallucinogenic.
The Shaman is guiding and watching the
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language edition was originally published
by Huch! & friends; you play Dominoes with
curved tiles.
Braverats by Seiji Kanai for 2 players, ages
10+: This is the French edition of “R”, originally published 2012 by Kanai Factory. You
compare two cards out of a total of eight,
the stronger card wins; special effects can
change the outcome.
Full Moon by Claude Leroy for 2 players,
ages 8+: Wolves are asked to congregate in
order to howl at the full moon; if you are first
to arrange four of your wolves in a column
you win.

by the sheriff.
NADA! for 2-6 players, ages 7+; The dice
and reaction game was already shown at
Nuremberg, the German edition is published by Huch! & friends.
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boardgame
travel.com
boardGameTravel.com is a combination of
travelling and playing games - Destination
of the first summer trip “Cardboard & Sun”
was Patros; the January 2014 destination
is Yliäs / Lapponia. The guest’s gift /
promotional item for the 2013 trip was:
Thermopyles by Touko Tahkokallio for 1-4
players, ages 10+. In this cooperative card
game all players together guide the brave
Spartans in their battle against the invading

site. Announced for 2013, not yet published.

Cardline by Frédéric Henry for 2-8 players,
ages 7+ is a card placement game with the
mechanism of comparing of characteristic

OUR REPORT

scheduled with Asmodee for 2014.
Takenoko Collector’s Edition by Antoine

Bauza, 2-4 players, ages 8+: Co-production
with Matagot.

Brain Games
Dig Mars by Oliver Sihiveer for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Excavations on Mars, you use

Persians. When to use the strongest units is
the deciding factor in the game.

Bom Basta
Spiele
Omertá by Sebastian Marwecki for 4-9 players, ages 12+: In the Mafia card game your
family must survive. The currently inactive
players play cards at other; the active player

data. For each game you decide on one kind
of three different data. A starting card is displayed and players put - as in Anno Domini one of their cards face-down to a seemingly
correct position into the row and reveal it.
Depending on the result the card stays in
place or you draw a new face-down card.
Available as Cardline Animals and, new, as
Cardline Globetrotter for countries.
Continental Express by Charles Chevallier
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You place cars at
your stations to meet targets and complete
contracts by collecting icons of pre-set col-

Movement, Digging, Securing and Improvement of equipment.
Om Nom Nom by Meelis Looveer for 1-6
players: You roll dice for prey and then play

reads out all cards previously received and
can then do an action.

Bombyx
Builders or Les Batisseurs - Moyen-Âge
by Frédéric Henry for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Cards in the game represent buildings or
workers; you earn money or receive workers for the completion of buildings and you
pay money to place workers at a building

www.gamesjournal.at

ors or groups of icons or markers; cards are
chosen by drafting, partly by paying money
for them, too. You can also choose characters and use their abilities. German edition
planned at Asmodee for 2014.
Sultaniya by Charles Chevallier for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You build the most beautiful
palace for the Sultan; each card added must
correspond on all sides to cards already in
place. You must complete four open and
two secret goals; Djinns help when receiving payments of sapphires. German edition
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Hunter cards to eat prey and thereby score
points.
Social Network by Brian Gomez for 2-6
players, ages 8+: Party game on the activities in social networks, focusing on the goal
to have the best profile.

House culture; clever placement of guests
and VIPs earns you victory points: You need
to reserve places according to guests’ wishes, for instance by color and shape of furniture. Action cards influence placement or
trigger additional scoring.

a color, turn over a card and all other players
must at the same time find words and items
depicted in this color, but ignore those on
black or white backgrounds.

Capstone

Cocktail
Games

Cogitate
Games

The French company had no booth this
year, but was placed at the German distribution partner Hutter.
Give Me Five by Jacques Bariot und Dominique Della Scaffa for 4-9 players, ages 12+:
A letter and a topic are given; you think up a

Crokinole for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Classic
game in luxurious materials-

Moobie by Rachel Ho for 4-6 players, ages
6+: Announced, no further information as
yet available.
Wooolf! by Bono Light for 4-8 players, ages

Mini-Crokinole for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Miniature edition of the classic game.
Distribution partner: LocWorks
8: Published by Capstone, Smiling Monster
and Swan Panasia.

Carta Mundi
Carta Mundi is named as publisher, because
the game won the Carta Mundi Award at
Premio Archimede 2012; the game was
available at the Post Scriptum booth.
Wild Arena by Luca Bellini for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: You play a rules card face down

and all try to guess the rule by playing a
wrestler card; when all have played a card,
cards are revealed and scored.

Clicker
Spiele
Café Melange by Stephan Riedel for 2-4
players, ages 10+: The scene is Café Central in Vienna in the heydays of the Coffee
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suitable word and give a good clue to your
partner who has five seconds to correctly
guess the word that you have chosen.
Rallye Photo by Julien Sentis for 2-24 players, ages 10+: Each of two Team has a list
of items and a time frame of 20 minutes
in order to physically locate those items in

the surrounding depicted on the card (city,
countryside, beach or winter sports) and to
take a picture with a camera or other means
of recording.
Visual Panic by Alexandre Droit for 2-7
players, ages 8+: You close your eyes, name

conception
Eggs of Ostrich by Shinpei Sato for 3
players, ages 12+: You collect ostrich eggs,
but the bags are thin and the eggs are
heavy. A card is turned up: You play claim

or skip and eggs are distributed to all who
played claim. If you receive more eggs then
your chosen bag can take the bag is torn
and goes out of play together with the
claim card.

Conquistador
Games
The New Science by Dirk Knemeyer for 2-5
players, ages 12+: In the worker placement
game you are part of the scientific revolution
in Europe during the 17th century; a turn
comprises the phases energy allocation,
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actions and clean-up; you take your turn
in the pre-set order of scientists and can
publish when prerequisites are met.

Tomorrow by Dirk Knemeyer for 4-6
players, ages 18+: Something, anything
must happen to avoid the extinction of
mankind! All players cooperate in order
to save mankind and at the same time
compete with each other for the position

as the up and coming super power. A turn
comprised Event, Cyberspace, Selection
and finally Implementation of actions.
Essential for the game are negotiations
and also treaties with other powers. Drastic
actions like pandemics or military actions
might become necessary.
Co-productions with Game Salute, shown
at their booth.

with a fantasy topic, with a mechanism
based on cards and featuring different ways
to play, head-to head confrontations or
partnership alliances or Maximum Kaos for
three or four players.
Rivet Wars by Bill Podurgiel and Ted
Terranova for 2 players: A miniature game
set in a parallel universe at the times of

OUR REPORT

Dungeon Fighter: The Big Wave by Aureliano Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lorenzo
Tucci Sorrentino for 1-6 players, ages 8+:
Second expansion for Dungeon Fighter; for
2014; featured topic: Water.
Steam Park announced by Aureliano Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lorenzo Tucci
Sorrentino for 2-4 players, ages 10: German
edition at Heidelberger.
Distribution and co-production partner:
Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Cubiko Games

WWI, using crazy technology, for instance
armored cavalry or armory powered by
diesel fuel.
Zombicide by Raphael Guiton, JeanBaptiste Lullien and Nicolas Raoult for 1-6
players, ages 13+: Cooperative adventure
game with a Zombies topic.
Published also by Asmodee, Asterion
Press, Black Monk, Edge Entertainment,
Galápagos Jogos and Guillotine Games.
German distribution partner for Cool Mini
or Not: Asmodee

Cranio
Creations
Dungeon Fighter: Fire at Will by Aureliano
Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lorenzo Tucci

Gavin Birnbaum designs games and in a
way produces them on demand, he usually
has very few games ready for sale.
Hole of Doom by Gavin Birnbaum for 2
players: A game of dexterity with spinning

tops, planned for 2014.
Snapps by Gavin Birnbaum - no copy available, the designer calls Snapps a game
thrilling enough to bite your nails, and that
was all he is telling at the moment.
Steeplechase by Gavin Birnbaum for 2-10
players, ages 8+: Horse racing game; you are
dealt a marker and decide if you play it or
swap it; should you end up on an obstacle,

Cool Mini
Or Not
Kaosball: The Fantasy Sport of Total
Domination by Eric M. Lang for 2-4 players,
ages 13+, announced for 2014: Sports game

www.gamesjournal.at

Sorrentino for 1-6 players, ages 8+: English
language edition, German edition published by Heidelberger.
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you cannot move.
Yellow Jersey by Gavin Birnbaum for 2-4
players, ages 8+: A game on bicycle racing,
planned for 2015.

him to be an infiltrator. Will you unmask
the infiltrators and will you manage a safe

Galaxy Trucker: Latest Models by Vlaada

cuboro
cuboro tricky way by Johannes Guischard
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: By rearranging cuboro elements you try to create the longest
possible paths for a marble rolling from the

Chvátil for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Published
by CGE, Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Iello and
Rio Grande Games.

landing?

Czech Board
Games
Doktor Hrubec by Štěpán Peterka for
2-5 players, ages 13+: A fast card game
providing a fun party game, in which you
starting tower into an empty finish spot. In
Version 1 you use paths, or grooves, on the
surface of the elements. In Version 2 you
also use grooves inside the elements.

Last Will: Getting Sacked by Vladimír
Suchy for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Published
by CGE, Heidelberger Spieleverlag and Rio
Grande Games.

Cwali
Factory Fever by Corné van Moorsel for 1-4
players, ages 10+: In the warehouse, familiar
from the game Factory Fun, you should
now store goods allegedly produced in
Factory Fun; identical goods must be stored
in groups or connected by conveyor belts.
Announced for Essen, but not available.
Leelawadee by Corné van Moorsel
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Butterflies are
searching the garden for flowers, players

assemble a team of crazy doctors and try
to cure equally crazy and extraordinary
patients - small wonder that the hospital is
threatened with being closed. Each doctor
has area of expertise and each patient has
his special problem.

Czech Games
Edition
Dungeon Petz: Dark Alleys by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Published

are gardeners providing those flowers and
score for butterflies in their garden.
Mayday! Mayday! by Corné van Moorsel
for 5-8 players, ages 10+: During Flight LK
886 the pilot suddenly dies, but the crew
does not trust the co-pilot and believes
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by CGE, Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Mindok
and Z-Man Games

Tash-Kalar: Arena of Legends by Vlaada
Chvátil for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Published
by Cranio Creations, CGE, Heidelberger
Spieleverlag, Hobby Japan, Iello, Rexhry and
Z-Man Games
Tzolk’in: The Mayan Calendar: Tribes &
Prophecies by Simone Luciani and Daniele

Tascini for 2-5 players, ages 13+: Published
by Cranio Creations, Czech Games Edition,
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Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Lex Games, Rebel.pl, Rio Grande Games.

can chose between eight pilots, demands
a mix of bluff and planning and if offers

D & K Spiele
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Deinko
Patchistory by Yeon-Min Jung and JunHyup Kim for 2-4 players, ages 12+: This
much-talked-about game was only available
in a trial run of 50 copies and therefore
instantly sold out - in the game you acquire
cards of historic heroes and miracles and
display them in your area - 5x5 for the first

Kardey by Michael Deyda and Anne Kardinal for 1 or more players, ages 8+: Presented
already at Nuremberg in 2012 and desig-

different modes of playing and variants, and
also includes deck building rules.

Days of Wonder
nated as superlative dice game: You agree
on a target score, roll dice, set aside at least
one die with scoring; in the individual scoring only 1 and 5 do score, and you must play
until a minimum remaining dice.

Relic Runners by Matthew Dunstan for
2-5 players, ages 10+: In the guise of an
adventurer you search the jungle for

Dangermoose
Entertainment

Devil Pig
Games

Serpent Stones by Robert Harrington for
2 players, ages 8+: Replica of a game, believed to be an Aztec game of 500 years. You

command a team of Aztec warriors who are
tasked with conquering the opposing temple stone.
Produced with Game Salute, and presented
at the Game Salute booth.

Dast@Work

epoch, 6x6 for the second one and 7x7 for
the third epoch. When the layout is correct,
card functions are activated and you can
score victory points.

temple ruins holding antiques and treasure.
Exploring is done by discarding a day’s
ration and then implementing the action
of the explored tile or implementation of
explorer actions - base camp, relics, tool box
and its tile or expeditions for treasure.
Zug um Zug: Die Niederlande / Ticket to
Ride Nederlands by Alan R. Moon for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Volume 4 of the maps
collection expands Ticket to Ride / Zug um
Zug and introduces the new mechanism of
Bridge Toll; the first player pays toll to the
bank for a bridge on a double track, the
second player at the same bridge pays toll
to the player who came first.

Heroes of Normandie by Yann et Clem
for 2 players, ages 10+: Summer 1944

in Normandy, the source for a strategic
miniature game without miniatures,
inspired by Hollywood war films. New
editions of Frontiers, co-production of Degil
Pig games and Schwerkraft Verlag.

C.O.A.L. by Stefano Castelli for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Already available in Italy since
spring. C.O.A.L. is short for Combat Oriented
Armored League, a game on the topic of
combat between steam-driven units, called
steambots. The game system, for which you
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Diablos
Polacos
Czas Honoru: Operacja Most III by Michał
Ozon for 2 players, ages 12+: See Phalanx

care should the whale decide to dive!
Prinzessin Lillifee Die Suche nach dem
Bergkristall by Anja Dreier-Brückner for
2-4 players, ages 4+: The gnome who is
guarding the rock crystal has hidden it well

Dizemo
Entertainment
Red Code by Pablo Bella for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: Naval battles are features, the ship
Games Polska

Dice Tower
Games
Nothing Personal by Stephen Avery and
Tom Vasel for 3-5 players, ages 8+: The Clan’s
Don or Capo is considering retirement, or

between trees and bushes; players assist
Princess Lillifee to search for it and to find
the rock crystal.
Ritter Vincelot Auf zum Ritterturnier by
Kirsten Hiese for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Vincelot and his friends want to participate in the
tournament and must assemble their ar-

movements are governed by an individual
player board.
Wetland on Pablo Bella for 2-4 players, ages
8+: A purely abstract logic puzzle, you have

so you hope, and pull your strings in the
background to manage to become his
successor.
Produced with Games Salute, available at
the Game Salute booth.

mory as quickly as they can.
Ritter Vincelot Flucht vor Fürst Finster
by Simon Dirscherl for 2-4 players, ages 4+:
Vincelot and the King need to find Princess
Paula in this cooperative dice game, before

two cards and two markers and must join
your markers before the other player manages to do so.

Die Spiegelburg
Capt’n Sharky Auf und davon! by for 2-4
players, ages 5+: The whale wants to swim
into southern waters and Capt’n Sharky and
some parrots want to join him on this trip in
a game of balance and dexterity - but take
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dlp
games
Fürst Finster catches her.
The Monsterbox Monster Buzzer - The
hopping monster is chased by hitting the
buzzer, but monsters eat and are eaten
and only the random sound of the buzzer
decides what happens with your cards.

Citrus by Jeffrey D. Allers for 2-5 players,
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ages 10+: You are a fruit farmer and must
either construct or harvest, followed by
special actions based on landscape tiles, in
any number and order. If you harvest, you
remove the worker and are receiving points
and income.

Dragon
Dawn

Drei Hasen in der
Abendsonne
Jetzt fahrn wir übern See... by Alex Randolph for 2-8 players, ages 4+: The game of
singing and spotting comes in a new edi-
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cannot reconstruct it you have lost. Not yet
available.
Raben stapeln by Paul Kappler for 1 or
more players, ages 3+, already announced
at Nuremberg, is still in prototype/demo

Abyss by Thomas Klausner, Timo Multamäki
and Kevin Wilson for 1-6 players, ages 12+,

version status.
tion that features 40 songs for children, the
text is given you sum or sing the song and
search for the corresponding picture.
nullern by Kathi Kappler and Johann Rüttinger for 2-7 players, ages 8+: A version of
a classic game using 80 cards in four suits.
co-production with UnBound Games: Still
in the prototype and demo stage, planned
for Kickstarter in 2014 - a cooperative fantasy horror game with action wheel and
without dice; you must locate the demon in
the abyss, destroy him and escape.
Black Hat by Thomas Klausner and Timo
Multamäki for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Kickstarter Project on the topic of computer

You play 20 rounds of trick taking with announcement. Fulfilled announcements
score 10 + the number of tricks, or else you
score -5 points or -5 points + number of
tricks taken.
Talo by Bernd Poloczek, Jens-Peter
Schliemann and Uta Krueger for 2-4 players,
ages 6+: In the building and climbing game
systems and hackers, simulated by a tricktaking card game.
Modern Society by Jussi Autio for 3-5 players, ages 10+: Published first in 2009 by Tuonela, now available from Dragon Dawn.

Der geheimnisvolle Spiegel by Frank
Bebenroth for 2-4 players, ages 5+: In a
mysterious mirror lit-up signs are appearing
- the little magicians can paint through the

mirror with their wands and you must guess
what was painted. You draw a symbol,
switch on the wand and draw the symbol
on the backside of the mirror. The other
players watch and call out suggestions.

dV Giochi

you build and then move your marker upwards. In a turn you take on or two pieces
with a total length equal to a dice roll result.
You add them horizontally or vertically, exactly adhering to the grid of the construction area and to a maximum height of 10.
From level 2 on pieces can protrude the
area. When the construct topples and you

www.gamesjournal.at

Drei Magier
Spiele

Bang! The Dice Game by Michael Palm and
Lukas Zach for 3-8 players, ages 8+: Published by dV Giochi and Abacusspiele
German distribution partner: Abacusspiele
Shooting Star by Isabella Amoretti and
Valerio Zini for 2-5 players, ages 10+: A card
game in which you destroy everything that
meets your eye - planets, meteorites, etc.
You also need to destroy the destruction
cards of your opponents and to complete
your own secret mission.
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ages 7+: Dice game with a railway topic;
you build tracks that begin in your personal

Edigrafica
Games
Fanhunter: Las Montañas de la Locura by
Jorge Piñan and Ignacio Sánchez Usera for

Lucca The City of Games by Alessandro
Zucchini for 3-5 players, ages 8+: New edition of Lucca Città on occasion of the 10
starting city, with the help of two landscape
dice and two track dice; cities that have
been connected yield advantages like dice
for re-rolling and cards offering strategic
options.
Railways of Great Britain by Sean Brown
for 2-5 players, ages 13+: New edition of

1-5 players, ages 10+: A cooperative game
using features of Cthulhu on a topic of lost
expeditions in Antarctica.

Edition
Essentia
Essence: Im Labyrinth des Lebens by
Claas Fischer for 2-5 players, ages 12+:

Year Anniversary of the Lucca Competition
for the best unpublished game. Lucca Città
was the 2005 winner.
The Great Persuader by C. H. Dilek, N. Tekin
and Ş. Ç. Barlok for 3-8 players, ages 12+:
This is a game about convincing and persuasion: Two offers are read out and nonRailways of England and Wales as well as an
expansion for Railways of the World, played
on a map of Great Britain; only playable together with Railway of the World.
Railways of North America by Sean Brown
and Rick Holzgrafe for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
Expansion for Railways of the World, featur-

This expansion turns the card game Essence
into a board game; the board replaces the
discard table.
active players bet which one of the two active persuaders will be chosen be the active
customer. Depending on the result of rolling a color die A must praise the advantages
of his offer as opposed to the offer of B, or B
must praise those of his offers opposed to
A’s offer, or both persuaders must convince
the customer on the disadvantage of their
own offer.

Eagle Games

eggertspiele

ing a Map of North America.
Triassic Terror by Peter Hawes for 2-6 players, ages 14+: Co-production with Kayal
Games.
Distribution partner for:
Kayal Games

Glück Auf by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Published by eggertspiele/Pegasus, Gigamic, R&R Games
Glück Auf Holzbox by Wolfgang Kramer

Francis Drake by Peter Hawes for 3-5 players, ages 14+: Co-production with Kayal
Games.
Railways Express by Sean Brown, Carey
Grayson and Rick Soued for 2-4 players,
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and Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages
10+
Rokoko by Stefan Malz, Matthias Cramer
and Louis Malz for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
Published by eggertspiele/Pegasus, Eagle
Games und Filosofia
There are expansions for two games coproduced by eggertspiele and Pegasus:
Qin: Toad and Dragon Turtle Game
Boards by Reiner Knizia for 2-4 players, ages
8+: A new double-sided game board offers
new layouts.

OUR REPORT

2-4 players, ages 12+, you start with banks
and safety boxes in each of the four colors
as well as a personal safety box where you
can store cards. The cards are used to win
points; Banco cards are used to close a bank
and you want to score with cards in your
safety boxes and with closed banks.
Ready to Rock by Tommaso Bonetti for 3-9
players, ages 14+:
A card game on the topic of a rock concert,
illustrated with pictures taken at real
the management of a band from writing
and composing songs to the hiring of musicians; the only problem is that the musicians found their own band when they become too famous!

EuroChess
International
At the booth of Joodix there were also
Yedo: Sakoku by Thomas Vande Ginste
and Wolf Plancke for 2-5 players, ages 14+:
The mini expansions introduces a thematic
event card for shuffling into the event card
stack.

concerts. After preparing the display and
your decision for the starting ticked you
draw one card per turn and have two
actions; playing of a card is one action: You
get your rocker to the stage along path
cards, cards that you stepped on are turned
over. Wall cards block paths.
Announced for the Designers Workshop
was Piwne Imperium by Filip Glowacz and
Ireneusz Huszcza for 2-3 players, ages 12+:
Each player runs his own brewery, from
growing hops and making malt to selling

games presented that featured the Logo ECI
of Eurochess International:
Quadro Schach und Dame for 2-4 players
Schach und Dame for 2 players

Eigenverlage
As usual, there were some games at Essen that were produced by their designers
themselves and offered by them, I have collected some them here in this part of the
report:
BancoBanco by William van Schagen for

of the final products; event cards influence
the game flow. Publication is planned
for the end of 2013 and the game is also
mentioned in the list of planned games for
publication from a publisher called Cube
Factory of Ideas.

Elven Ear
Games
At the booth of Playthisone a presence of
Elven Ear Games was announced, at least
by booth number, presenting a game called
Let’s Start a Band! by Thomas Jansen for
2-4 players, ages 12+: Topic of the game is
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F-Hein
Spiele

sources of energy or defeats all opposing
warriors will win the game.

Die Sanduhren by Matthias Kumpernaß
for 2 players, ages 5+: Not a game but a

Fabryka Gier
Historycznych

The Outcast Heroes Alternative Missions
by Adam Kwapiński und Michał Sieńko, for
2-4 players, ages 10+: Free expansion for

A new publisher from Poland that evolved
from a university project; the company is
also using the English name of Historical
Games Factory.
Sigismundus Augustus: Dei gratia rex
Poloniae by Adam Kwapiński and Michał
Sieńko for 3-5 players, ages 12+: As head of
The Outcast Heroes
Theomachie by Tomasz Bylina, Adam
Kwapiński and Jakub Wasilewski for 2-4
players, ages 10+: As one of the Old Gods

game accessory that offers lots of ideas to
speed up game play and to limit the time
for a turn.
Mondgewitter by Ferdinand Hein for 2-4
players, ages 8+: A very beautiful place &
move game; you place cards with clouds,
moons, lightning or Black holes and move
a Polish noble family in the 16th century you
must fight for influence on and power over
your neighbors in order to become the First
Magnate of Rzeczpospolita.
Sigismundus Augustus: Queen Bona
Sforza d’Aragona by Adam Kwapiński and
Michał Sieńko for 3-5 players, ages 12+ -

your marker; cards placed determine the
distance for movement. Depending on the
number of players there are different conditions for winning.

you preside over your devotees and want
to eliminate those of rivalling gods in order
to achieve Ultimate Power. Second edition,
revised for up to four players.
W Zakładzie: Lubelski Lipiec ‘80 by Adam
Kwapiński, Iga Walczewska-Bińczyk and Oskar Walczewski for 3-6 players, ages 10+: As
a worker in a Communist lorry factory you
must meet a given target; to do so you place

FableSmith
Ortus by Joost Das for 2 players, ages 12+:
Legendary war lords meet in the Arena of
Ortus to decide who among all of them is

Free expansion for Sigismundus.
The Outcast Heroes by Adam Kwapiński
and Michał Sieńko for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
At the end of World War II you are a member
three workers to activate segments of the
game board.

the very best. They command a group of
warriors who are all trained in one of the
primary elements. Whoever controls five
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Facily
Jeux
Pan t’es mort! by Lutche for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: You want to be the last in play, by

Eldritch Horror by Corey Konieczka, Richard Launius and Nikki Valens for 1-8 players,
ages 14+: A cooperative adventure game;
you embody investigators travelling the
world to to solve riddles, collect clues and
protect the world from one of the Ancient
Ones!
Mansions of Madness The Laboratory by
Samuel Bailey and Richard Launius for 2-5
players, ages 14+: Based on H.P. Lovecraft’s

From the many new releases which are either available in their original English Fantasy Flight Editions from Heidelberger or also
in German language editions from Heidelberger, I have picked a few novelties:
Battlestar Galactica: Daybreak Expansion by Corey Konieczka and Tim Uren for
3-7 players, ages 13+: Two new boards, 12

Die Glasstraße by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-4
players, ages 12+: In four building periods
you produce glass for windows in buildings, built from wood, clay and bricks you
produced, supported by five specialists
for each period. Resources acquisition and
transformation into building materials is
governed by production wheels for glass,
bricks, specialists and buildings as well as
for changes in landscapes. Buildings yield
points, one-time effects and additional possibilities for transformations.
Published also by Filosofia Editions, White
Goblin Games and Z-Man Games

Filosofia
Éditions

playing a trick-taking game, and must quit
the game according to detailed rules if you
uncover a “Pan” card.

Fantasy Flight
Games

OUR REPORT

story “From Beyond”, can only be played together with the core game and the Forbidden Alchemy expansion

Maîtres Couturiers by Matthias Cramer,
Louis Malz and Stefan Malz for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: French language edition of Ro-

Ferti
Yōkaï no mori by Madoka Kitao for 2 players, ages 7+: This is a combined edition of
Dobutso Shogi, first on show at Essen in
koko, eggertspiele / Pegasus
La Route de Verre by Uwe Rosenberg for
1-4 players, ages 12+: French language edition of Die Glasstraße, Feuerland Spiele.

Flatlined
Games
new characters, 30 new crises and 25 new
abilities, to name only a few of the new features, all for the battle for missions, against
mutiny and the possibility of an optional
scenario “The Search for Home” with a new
end game and a new board for the Demetrius.

2009, published by Japon Brand/Gentosha, and Goro-Goro Dobutso Shogi, both
are simplified versions of Shogi, played on
smaller boards.

Twin Tin Bots by Philippe Keyaerts for 2-6
players, ages 10+: Companies mine crystals
used as energy resources and use specially

Feuerland
Spiele

designed robots for mining. Each player
guides two robots which repeat their routines and offer only a few possibilities to
change the program, but can interact.
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Frost Forge
Games

Flipflops
Heart of Crown by ginkgo for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: The realm needs a successor
for the monarch and players try to install
one of the princesses on the throne. You
use familiar deck building mechanisms to
acquire cards for your deck that yield more

Published in cooperation with Game Salute
and available at their booth:
Island Fortress by Bryan Johnson for 2-4
players, ages 13+: You are a master builder
selected by the governor to assist in
building Fort Aldenford including the use
of the penalty colony on Alcott Island. All
and trees, but no brakes.

Franjos
Spieleverlag
Domus Domini by Heinz-Georg Thiemann
is planned as a crowdfunding project on
startnext: The church of Cluny III is on
income and possibilities for attack, defense
and support. As soon as you have acquired
one princess and her abilities you have set
up a realm and with it the possibilities of
additional actions.

Force
of Will
Game and company go by the same name:
Force of Will for 2 players, you use your avatar/regent to activate resonators through
your will-power; resonators will fight each

players have an identical deck of five cards
with roles for actions.
Island Fortress 5-6 Player Expansion by
Bryan Johnson for 2-6 players, ages 13+:
Expansion comprising components for a 5th
and 6th player.

the planning board the Cluny Abbey, the
monasteries in the neighborhood are
tasked with providing assistance with food;
players are abbots of those monasteries
and deliver the revenue accrued by their
monasteries. Large revenues earn fame,
small revenues bring money for further
investments.
Glastonbury by Günter Burkhardt for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Glastonbury, a shopping

Fryx
Games
Space Station: Core Modules by Jakob
Fryxelius: Four new modules - luxury, miliother and you can support them with incantations.

Fragor
Games
Mush Mush - Snow Tails 2 by Gordon
Lamont and Fraser Lamont for 2-8 players,
ages 12+: The sequel to Snow Tails, offering
the choice of running single races or to play
a championship of three races, run on three
different tracks - a game including houses
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font for potion ingredients which you need
to collect for your cauldron. The marker is
advanced by the number of steps indicated
on the top card and you take one card from
the row it reached, but not from corners.
Some cards deliver an action related to
movement or card taking and are not placed
in the cauldron, but displayed openly. Using
those cards is marked by turning them. New
edition of Kupferkessel & Co

tary, science and support - provide extensions for Space Station.
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Wilderness: Female Characters by Daniel
Fryxelius: Expansion for Wilderness. Available for download is the Wilderness Hun-

comprises actions and advance cards.
Tokaido: Crossroads by Antoine Bauza for
2-5 players, ages 8+: The expansion provides new attractions for travelers: Blossoming of cherry trees, bath houses, calligraphy
and secret gambling dens.
The Phantom Society by Frédéric Colombier and Hervé Marly for 2-4 players, ages
8+: Basically an abstract deduction game
with a witty and unusual topic; Poltergeists
are smashing up rooms in a Scottish hotel
up to a given value; one player embodies
the ghosts, the other(s) the ghost hunters.

OUR REPORT

with three-dimensional pieces instead of
flat ones.
Raverun by Jȩdrzej Doczkal for 2-3 play-

G3
7 Days of Westerplatte by Łukasz Woźniak,
1-4 players, ages 8+: Cooperative conflict

ger Games Scenario by Enoch Fryxelius.
Special tin miniatures are available for both
games.

ers, ages 8+: Card game on the topic of
competition for a once rich and prosperous
land, with an emphasis on development of
troops to provide you with the strongest

Funforge
Quantum by Eric Zimmermann for 2-4
players, ages 8+: You command a space
fleet on a modular game board and want
to conquer a sector of space. Dice stand in

simulation on the topic of defending the
peninsula of Westerplatte in 1939; you can
play in three different levels of difficulty.
Craftsmen by Krysztof Matusik for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Market bustle in a small medieval town; you want to be the best entremercenaries; there are eight characters,
each of them features three levels of energy.

for space ships; the dice results determine
movement and combat strength, the lower
the result the slower and stronger your ship.
Each type of ship has a special ability. A turn

www.gamesjournal.at

Galakta
preneur and you you’re your assistants into
the town buildings, playing three rounds
consisting of four seasons, which in turn
comprise several phases.
Enclave: Zakon Krańca Świata by Krzysztof Wolicki for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Postapocalypse, because religious leaders have
discovered how to control reality; you need
to transfer into higher levels to bring back
what they need for re-installing their control and power.
K-Dron by Janusz Kapusta for 1 player is
a logic puzzle in the tradition of Tangrom

End of Atlantis: Revised Edition by Marcin
Wełnicki for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Revised
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edition of End of Atlantis; as head of a noble
family you fight the coming doom with
building ships and trying to manipulate
the political situation in favor of your own
house.
King & Assassins by Łukasz Woźniak for 2
players, ages 10+: One player embodies the
evil king and his minions which try to fight
their way through the gaggle of citizens

Game-o-gami
Goblins Drool, Fairies Rule! by David Luis
Sanhueza for 1-4 players, ages 7+: Goblins
have broken through the Fairy Ring of

Clever Mojo
Conquistador Games
Dice Tower Games
Frost Forge Games
Gozer Games

Game Sapiens
- controlled by other players, as are three
assassins - to reach the castle.
Metallum by Wojtek Krupnik and Wojtek
Wojcik for 2 players, ages 10+: Huge robot
ships extract mineral resources on far-away
planets, controlled by two companies
in an instable equilibrium, but only until
Metallum is discovered - who creates a

The Korean publisher had two games to
show:
Dictator of the Sea for 2 players, ages 8+:
A naval battle between marine forces and

mushrooms in the forest and need to be
sent back, but unfortunately there are
rhymes which turn fairies into goblins and
goblins into fairies…
Co-production with Game Salute, presented at the Game Salute booth.

Gen X
Games
Seven Swords von Óscar Arévalo for 2
players, ages 14+: The desperate popula-

better network to mine the substance,
which might make possible interstellar
travel for living creatures?

pirates; you turn a tile over and activate your
own unit, whale or shark, in case they are
revealed, and then bribe opposing units.
The Exodus for 2- players, ages 8+: Based
on the Bible text on the exodus from Egypt;
one player embodies Moses who wants
to take his people across the Red Sea, the

Gerhards
Spiel und Design

Gale Force 9

Blocco by Wolfgang Urban for 2-4 players,

Firefly: The Game by Aaron Dill, John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart for 2 players, ages
13+: Published by Battlefront Miniatures,
Gale Force 9 and Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Game Salute

tion of the village has engaged seven brave
samurais who - hopefully - fill defend them
against the bandits who have been terrorizing the village for years.

other is the Pharao who wants to hinder
him.

A production and finance company
publishing games of other designers and
publishers, partly also via Kickstarter:
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ages 8+: In the roll & move game aim of the
game is to move; you first introduce pieces
to the board, roll, move orthogonally and
leave a blockade piece on the square you
left. You can jump over pieces and defeat
opposing ones, all for various end-of-game
conditions.
Parallelo by Sjaak Griffioen und Fred Horn
for 2 players, ages 10+: You have three
The Sheep Race by Roberto Mancino for
2-6 players, ages 10+, multi-lingual edition,
see Heidelberger.

OUR REPORT

mechanism in a game for two players.
Professor Tempus by Arno Steinwender
und Wilfrid Lepuschitz for 2-5 players, ages
8+: A card game on the topic of time. The
sand timers on the cards are valuable and if
you collected most of them you will win in
the end.
Ovo by Rachel Foulon for 2-4 players, ages
8+: In the placement game you need to get
your own eggs into the opposing camp
with symbols visible and then you must

Gigamic

pieces in six colors each, place one per turn
onto the board and take all pieces if you
have formed a parallelogram of four pieces
of one color - so you always need an opponent’s piece for a complete parallelogram.
Quint-X by Hartmut Kommerell for 2 players, ages 10+: The game is currently available exclusively via the Bild der Wissenschaft

All released reported for Essen have already
been presented at Nuremberg and were
published in summer.
Fish Fish by Lionel Borg for 2-8 players, ages
8+: A game on bait, you bluff and bid and

turn them over to hide the symbols and get
them back to your own camp correctly.
And then there is Gueules Noires, the
French edition of Glück auf.
German distribution partner: Asmodee

Gigantoskop

alternate in representing fish or fisherman.
In a round as a fisher you cast five five lines,
but only two lines will catch fish.
Katamino Duo for 1 or 2 players, ages

Primate Fear by Peter Hansson for 2-6
players, ages 12+: On the junk yard over a
spooky cemetery re-animated body parts

Shop. In five squares five dents stand for the
five squares; when you place a marble into
the middle dent, the next player must place
a marble into the middle square; the position he fills marks the square his successor
must use. If you have a majority in three
squares or fill a square completely, you win.

Ghenos
Games
Leonardo by Charles Chevallier for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Leonardo is featured as a
young, impetuous observer of the world
who gulls inventions from his observationsAs a player you collect inventions and the
components necessary for them by revealing a character card and a movement card
and by picking up the card on the spot thus
reached.

www.gamesjournal.at

3+: Implementation of the Katamino

of a monkey are appearing. To escape the
monkey you need to be fast to build the
highest tower and topple the towers of
other players so let them be caught by the
monkey first. Can be combined with „Spank
the Monkey“.

Giochi
Uniti
Venetia for 2-4 players, ages 12+ by Marco
Maggi and Francesco Nepitello:
Co-production with Stratelibri, Heidelberger and Passport Game Studio
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Giochix.it
Gladiatori Deluxe by Michele Quondam
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Limited edition

end?
Romolo o Remo? God Demands Expansion by Michele Quondam for 1-4 players,
ages 14+: A set of tiles providing objectives
which you implement for resources and victory points.
Romolo o Remo Hidden Terrains Expansion by Michele Quondam for 1-4 players,
ages 14+: Three special tiles - Silver Mine,
the topic of the Afghanistan conflict. Two
COIN factions must reconcile competing
visions for Afghanistan in order to
coordinate a campaign against a dangerous
twin insurgency situation.
Cuba Libre for 1-4 players, ages 12+ by Jeff
Grossman und Volko Ruhnke: Cuba Libre
is based, like A Distant Plain, on the COIN
system that was first introduced in Andean
Abyss. COIN is short for Counterinsurgency.

with metal pieces.
Gladiatori Weapons Expansion by Michele Quondam for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Swamp and Eremite Hut; plus three resources cubes for silver.

Gmeiner
Verlag
Millionenraub by Inka und Markus Brand
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In the crime and
deduction game one player creates a room
Three cards, featuring additional weapons
which can be combined with other weapons in the game.
Romolo o Remo? by Michele Quondam
for 1-4 players, ages 12+: In Latium, the site

of a future Rome, there are currently many
small kingdoms. You achieve growth via the
aspects citizens and territory. Which of the
small realms will the dominant one in the

of the museum on a 6x6 grid, according to
specifications for corridors and locations of
visitors and works of art. He chooses a starting position and a sequence of clues and
enters this information on a sheet “clue collection”, that is on display for all. His fellow
players reconstruct the room by questioning witnesses. This questioning is simulated
by playing police and witness cards for clue
cards.
Distribution partner: Hutter Trade

A deck of 48 event cards brings Fidel
Castro’s Cuba of the 1950 back to life.
He began his model Leftist Insurgency
with only 12 men in 1956 and could due
to effective maneuvering take over the
country two years later. The basic COIN
system was adapted to Cuban conditions
and circumstances.
France ‘40 by Mark Simonitch for 2 players,
ages 12+: Ten days in May 1040 - The
German Army achieves a breakthrough
at the Meuse and reaches the channel at
Abbeville. While the British troops retreat
to Dunkirk, the the 1st and 7th French army

GMT Games
From the great number of new releases I
picked the following selection:
A Distant Plain by Volke Ruhnke und Brian
Train for 1-4 players, ages 12+: the latest
volume in a series of games called COIN
series - COIN means Counterinsurgent - on
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is trapped in Picardy. The game begins with
May 13th.
Navajo Wars by Joel Toppen for 1-2
players, ages 12+: The only means against
an ever-changing and aggressive enemy,
from the Spaniards in 1595 to the US army
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led by Kit Carson in 1864, is sophisticated
and cunning planning. You use a mix of
cards; enemy actions are governed by an

is reported, actions are implemented and
consequences checked.
Fallen City of Karez by Elad Goldsteen for
1-5 players, ages 12+: The Kickstarter project from 2012 was again available; in the cooperative worker placement game you are

OUR REPORT

ages 4-8: Nauseous horror game - Monster
Glubschie Glibber has gobbled up half of
the room’s interior and is having a digestion
catnap; if you have enough courage you
can reach into his mouth and try to get out
some of the items.
Triominos Tri-Balance by Michael Sohre
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: New edition of the
game originally published by Theta; you

instruction matrix.
Distribution: UGG
tasked with reconstruction the ruined city
over eight rounds.

Golden Egg
Games
Alliances by Elad Goldsteen for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Control the world by a trick-taking
card game! Each trick represents a conflict

Goliath Toys

need to place the pieces of different weight
on the board in a way to keep the board balanced. If you disturb the balance you pass
your turn and do not score.
Stick Storm Mega-Stunt is the mega-sized
box of the construction game for 1 or more
players, ages 7+, featuring 250 sticks for a

All games that were announced already at
Nuremberg have been released in September and are therefore listed again as new
releases for Essen:
Karlo Karottenschreck for 2-4 players, ages
4+: Karlo is in his burrow and the wheel of

total length of 7,5 m.
about control over a country. You use three
suits for political, economic and military
power and bid for the number of tricks and
dominant color of the campaign with a total of 12 tricks.
City Council by Elad Goldsteen for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Worker Placement Spiel on
small favors for representatives of political
factions. You propose plans; they are voted

on and implemented if accepted. Buildings
and zones are activated, unemployment

www.gamesjournal.at

Goliath, too, is publishing family games
with apps:
Captain Jack’Pott for 2-4 players, ages 7+:
The treasure chest must get to the life raft,
fortune shows a player if can steal carrots
or loses carrots. When you frighten Karlo
Karottenschreck he does a big jump up into
the air; if you manage to catch him can steal
a carrot from every player and then carrots
of all players are counted.
Glubschie Glibber for 2-4 players from

the app gives clues from Captain Jack’Pott
for all players or from the parrot for the active player only.
Spin it! is the familiar game of Turn a Bottle,
the telephone with app is in the bottle and
you have to comply with what the app demands, tell the truth or implement a task.
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Traumtelefon for 2-4 players, ages 7+ uses

Goty Games

Granna

DuCo by Henrik Larsson for 1-5 players,
ages 7+: Nine cards are laid out in the
shape of a cross. In your turn you place
one of your cards in a way that the icons
at the edges correspond to icons on cards
already laid out, by shape or color. You can
turn your cards any way, but the edges must
correspond, they may not be misaligned.

CV Das wahre Leben by Filip Miłuński for
2-4 players, ages 10+: Polish

Edition, German language edition from Heidelberger, see there.

Greater Than Games
the app to provide the clues that help to
identify the Prince of your Dreams.

Then you score, 1 point for correlation color
or shape, 2 points for both.

Gotha Games
Race! Formula 90 by Alessandro Lala for
2-6 players, ages 14+: A car racing game
featuring a mechanism without the use of

Galactic Strike Force by Christopher Badell
for 2-6 players: Cooperative deck building
game, now announced for 2014 and already on display. You control ship and crew

Gozer Games
Titans of Industry by Matthew Duhan and
Brian Lewis for 3-6 players, ages 13+: As an
industry tycoon in the 1920ties you invest
in factories, produce commodities and sell

to defend the galaxy, but in the guise of rapscallions. There are no single turns for individual players; instead, you are continuously
active during all phases of the game.
dice, but using cards, featuring all elements
typical for the topic; each game turn equals
one or several rounds, each player drives
only one car.
Also on show at the booth as 1865 Sardinia by Alessandro Lala: A railway game in the
18xx series, it was called a prototype, but
has already been mentioned first in 2011.
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GreenEye
Games.com
them for victory points while you need
to take care achieve a balance of money,
production and goals in this mix of worker
placement and resources management.
Co-production with Game Salute, presented at the Game Salute booth.

At the booth of RuneQuest Gesellschaft one
could take a look at Cthulhu Wars by Sandy
Petersen for 3-5 players, ages 12+, from the
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new publishing company GreenEye Games:
A miniature game on the familiar topic, announced for 2014.

Grosso Modo
Éditions
30 Carats by Fabien Chevillon for 3-6 players, ages 8+: The new release for 2013 is a
trading game featuring gold and gems; You
lay out a transaction card and offer a corre-

OUR REPORT

again.

Grounding
Machi Koro by Masao Suganuma for 2-4
players, ages 7+: You are a company owner
and develop your town. For each player
or reputation. In order to win you must
accumulate gold and reputation.

Gry
Leonardo

sponding combination; all others offer gold
and gems according to the card (simultaneously or secretly). You accept an offer or
pay 1 gold and sell to the bank. After three
rounds you score gems and gold according
to accumulated Secret Value cards.
Nosferatu by Pierre-Yves Lebeau for 5-8
players, ages 10+: Set in the Genre of the
Werewolf games, but setting Vampires

two establishment are laid out openly as
“built” and four landmarks face-down as
“under construction” to begin his town.
You roll one dice at the beginning and two
when you have completed your station:
The corresponding type of establishment is
activated and yields income, if you own the
type.
Sukimono by Masao Suganuma for 2-6
players, ages 9+: You search for items your
master wants and earn wages and the

Letnisko by Karol Madaj for 2-5 players,
ages 8+:
Topic of the game is the development of

summer resorts along the railway line from
Warsaw to Obwock in the 1030ties. Three
kinds of resorts yield different amounts of
points at the end of the game; you start
with two family members used for action
markers and one house.
Nehemiah by Łukasz Woźniak for 2-4
players, ages 10+: After the fall of Wall of
Jerusalem tribe and city are no longer safe;
against Vampire Hunters. The hunters must
identify Nosferatu and eliminate him with
the Ancestral Stake before Nosferatu has
played five Vampire cards.
Rome & Carthage by Jean-René Vernes for
2-4 players, ages 10+: A game of conquest
using cards featuring conquest of Byzantium, Carthage, Alexandria and Rome, was
already published in 2012 and was shown

difference between buying and selling
prices. Five “wanted” items are on display.
In order of the number cards received you
search one draw pile for wanted objects,
replace it and take a number card. You pay
for taken objects and can sell them in any
combination and amount or store them for
later use.

Grublin Games
Publishing
Cornish Smuggler by The M.N.G. Collective
/ Henry Jasper for 2-5 players, ages 13+:
You embody a smuggler who buys and
sells goods illegally. You play in rounds
which are split into a series of actions
which are implemented one after the other.
Actions are paid for with gold, influence
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Nehemiah coordinates the rebuilding;
players are leaders of Israelite tribes and
use a new kind of worker placement
mechanism. Still in the development and
prototype status.
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Gryphon Games

at Essen - it is a race game on the topic of
salmon rising for spawning, using a deck
building mechanism.

Fleet: Arctic Bounty by Ben Pinchback and
Matt Riddle for 1-4 players, ages 10+: Announced for 20134; an expansion featuring
more than 120 new cards, especially new

Salmon Run: Fishermen Expansion by
Jesse Catron for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Features four different expansions, which originally were available via Kickstarter - Fisher-

Meine ersten Spiele
Großer Spielezauber by Annemarie
Hölscher, Christiane Hüpper, Markus Nikisch and Johannes Zirm for 1-3 players,
ages 1½+: A collection of ten different
games with increasing levels of difficulty,
but always with simple rules and short playing time, from Bilderlotto to Schau genau.

man Board, Fork/Cataract Falls, Grizzly Bear
und 5th Player Expansion.
Wizard’s Brew by Alan R. Moon und Aaron
Weissblum for 3-6 players, ages 13+: Revised new edition of Das Amulett, the game
was first published in 2001 by Goldsieber

Lillis Lieblingskleider by Gabriela Kratochvil for 2-4 players, ages 2+: Memo game on
the topic of dressing; when you remember
best if socks are stared in the cupboard or
the wardrobe you can finish dressing your
girl first.

Games.

Mimis Kullerspaß by Markus Nikisch for
1-2 players from ages 1½: Mimi Maus is
playing five different ideas for games providing first rule-governed games, using the
sets from Meine Erste Kugelbahn.

premium and basic licenses as well as boat
cards with new bonuses, dock cards, new
crew cards, etc.
Karesansui von Joseph Kisenwether for 3-6
players, ages 10+: You are a Second Grade
Apprentice in the Abbey and look after the

Master’s rock garden with the goal of avoiding forbidden combinations. First Grade Apprentices bring new supplies of rocks and
take away rocks you do not need; but those
First Grade Apprentices are scarce and they
will give new rocks to whoever has the fewest rocks that need to be taken away.
Karesansui: Weeds by Joseph Kisenwether
for 3-6 players, ages 10+: Expansion - if you
draw a weed you must add it to the rocks for
the bid. If you acquire weed you place it into

HABA

an opponent’s garden.
Salmon Run by Jesse Catron for 2-4 players, ages 10+. Featuring a copyright mark of
2013, the game is on show for the first time
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The varied and colorful program offers
games for various age group and also for
various achievement goals, therefore I have
sorted the titles according to the respective
series.
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Wo sind Zebra, Löwe & Co? by Marco Teubner for 1-3 players, ages 2+: The game collection offers four primary rule games on
the topics of zoo and animals, the pretty
animal figures can be used for free play, too.
fex Fit fürs Lernen
Hetzen nach Schätzen by Treo Game
Designers (Uzi Avraham and Team) for

2-4 players, ages 7+: Kapitän Säbelzahn is
looking for a new member of his crew; if
you want to be hired you must go treasure
hunting with him and be the fastest player
to allocate the pirate cards correctly to the
chests and then grab Pirate Fex.

nism from Lesehexe, again seven versions
of the game are provided. The grey feet of
the King fit into the card holes, when the
calculation result is correct.
Mitbringspiel mini

Oh Schreck, der Speck fliegt weg! by
Christian and Thilo Hutzler for 2-5 players,
ages 6+: Emil der Elefant is hungry and he
goes shopping; he piles his purchases into
the shopping cart; the naughty mice want
to startle him and make the purchase pile
topple.

LernSpielSpaß
The new releases under this label are actually new editions; both games were published for the first time in 2001 by Haba:
Lesehexe by Stefanie Rohner and Christian

Mitbringspiel S
Richard Ritterschlag by Johannes Zirm for
2-4 players, ages 5+: Placement game with
an adventure topic, you place landscape
tiles in order to track giants, witches, dragons and other dangers and to master tasks.
Wolf for 1-6 players, ages 5-8: Collection of
games on letters, in which you combine
parts of words and check for correct combinations by placing the Witch into the card
holes - when her red feet fit the solution
is correct, this goes for all seven versions
listed.
Rechenkönig by Stefanie Rohner and
Christian Wolf picks up the game mecha-

Terra Kids:
Schneckenschnell & bärenschwer by Inka
and Markus Brand for 3-5 players, ages 6+:
Which animal is heavier and which one is
the slower animal? Players are animal detectives and on the track of an animal; they
receive clues at the comparison stations for
speed, size and weight.

Card Games:
Ratz Fatz Mau Mau by Hajo Bücken for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Mau Mau, for once somewhat different. Players invent the story
along the course of the game, the story
evolves with each card that is played and
therefore there are manifold possibilities
to develop the story. The game comes in
four different thematic versions: Fantasy,
Pferde, Piraten and Weltreise.

Mitbringspiel M:
Maus van Klecks by Thilo Hutzler for 3-5

players, ages 5+: Maus van Klecks has invited her friends to paint in her studio - on
each of the palettes there is only room for
three colors; you choose those colors secretly and then compare them - in case of
correlations you are rewarded with a cake.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Familienspiele:
Feuerdrachen by Carlo Emanuele Lanzavecchia for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Rubino the
volcano ejects Dragon Rubies which are
used to make the Fire Dragons invincible.
You are a dragon rider and move around
the volcano to collect rubies. Depending on
the dice result you take rubies from the Vulcano or put rubies from stock into the Vol-
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interactive gameplay via apps. Haba apps
were developed for children of age 3 and
up, and offer also a parent feature were the
playing time can be chosen. The first two
apps feature the famous raven:
Zahlenrabe - Rabe Theo entdeckt die
Zahlen und Obstgarten - Rabe Theo auf
Entdeckertour.

cano or take rubies from spots you reached
or from players that you encounter.
Kayanak by Peter-Paul Joopen for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Available again at long last,
the game was published first in 1998: It is
a game on the topic of hunting for fish beneath the ice; you must hack open the ice
- represented by a sheet of paper underneath the game board - to catch the fish
underneath.

Hans im Glück
Verlag

Hasbro
All new releases for autumn have already
been announced at Nuremberg:
Bop It! Tetris for 1+ players, ages 8+: A new
member for the Bop it! family of games,
again using light, this time the logic and

Carcassonne Südsee by Klaus-Jürgen
Wrede for 2-5 players, ages 8+: A new version of the game expanding the series Carcassonne Around the World: You place
landscape tiles to form a South Sea Archipelago; Planks connect islands and yield
shells, island yield bananas and the ocean
yields fish. Completed planks, islands, ocean
reaction game also plays with shapes. A
display shows a pattern, Tetrimino, which
can be placed in the opposite matrix, using
three different action.
Jenga Tetris for 1 or more players, ages 8+:
Jenga stands for stacking and Tetris stands
for stacking, both mechanism combined

Trubel auf dem Bauernhof by Kristin
Mückel for 1-5 players, ages 3-8: Collection
of so-called sound games, featuring eight
different animal noises and five different

game ideas plus a very versatile good-night
story, all of them revolving around the newcomer at the farm, dog Paulchen.
Haba also keeps up with times and offers
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areas or markets are scored, you receive the
goods and can deliver them to ships for
points. English edition by Z-Man Games.
Russian Railroads by Helmut Ohley and
Leonard Orgler for 2-4 players: Tsar Alexan-

der III. has the Trans-Siberian Railroad and
other routes constructed. In an attractive
mix of resources management and worker
placement you try to set up the biggest and
most advanced network of tracks and to always place your own workers for optimum
results. English edition by Z-Man games.

result in a new thrilling challenge for spatial
thinking and dexterity. 47 pieces are shaped
like Tetris pieces and you stack them as you
stack pieces in Jenga. As in Tetris there is a
bonus when you manage to create a level
without gaps. When the stack topples you
win if you were the last player to successfully
remove and re-stack a piece.
Magic Jinn Tier Edition for 1 players, ages
6+, can read thoughts of players on animals. Magic Jinn poses questions that are
answered by players with yes, no or I don’t
know; if you manage to outwit Magic Jinn,
you win the round.
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Monopoly Imperium for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Advertisements for brand names
instead of real estate lots! You roll and either
swap the top sign in your own tower with
the top one in another player’s tower or

you move your marker. On spots featuring
brands you buy them or auction them;
brands that you bought are placed in the
tower. For all brands of a color you get an
office sign for free for your tower. Whoever
fills his tower first, wins.
Popo der Affe for 1+ players, ages 3+ expands the range of Elefun & Friends games,
the funny monkey scampers across the
room and wobbles his behind, players must
throw the colored rings onto his tail.
Spiel des Lebens Superstar Edition for 2-4
players, ages 8+: The aim of this version of

Game of Life is a big career as a super star. As
usual, you decide on a career path and play
with the standard, familiar rules. The spinner can give you additional rewards, which
are useful to advance your career, if you
achieve Super-Spin and Entourage. If you
enter a stop sign on the board you activate

HCM Kinzel
Amaze by Eldon Vaughn for 1 player, ages
8+: You use a stick to relocate moveable
barriers to create a path out of the labyrinth - but the path continuously changes
and you may not take a break in moving the
stick. Difficulty increases with each of the 16
puzzles.
Laser Maze by Luke Hooper for 1 player,
ages 8+: This logic puzzle makes practical use of the physical laws of arrival angle

OUR REPORT

Heidelberger
Spieleverlag
My introduction from last year is valid
again this year for the structure of the
Heidelberger program. I will start off
with in-house production, then come
German editions of FFG titles, followed
by expansions for Living Card Games and
other games, and, finally, co-productions
with other publishers and role-playing
games.
This year again some titles have already
been announced at Nuremberg, and
there were the unavoidable delays and
shifts in the release schedule.
Indigenous productions:

equals emergent angle: You place pieces
with and without mirror as well as blockade
pieces according to the template and place
additional pieces to make the light emerging from the starting piece hit the indicated
target piece.

Word A Round by Joe und Dave Herbert
for 2 players, ages 10+: In this reading game
100 round cards feature three words, each
one in its own colored ring, and they can
be read clockwise or counter-clockwise.
Whoever is first to identify the word in the
currently active color ring and reads it out,
takes the card.

Bongo by Bruno Faidutti for 2-5 players,
ages 8+: Announced at Nuremberg and
now available - the new edition of the
dice safari, in which you need to take a
close look and be first to call out the correct animal. Professional hunters make
use of the red poacher dice.

Die nackte Wahrheit by Marie-Pierre
Gagné and Christian Lemay for 3-7 players, ages 14+: Who can take it, the naked
truth about himself and can recognize it
with others? This is the core question in
this assessment game on one’s self and
on others, you should make fellow players aware of their idiosyncrasies.

German editions of FFG Games:
turning the plan over to the Red Carpet side
with new paths, surprises and stars.
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Blood Bound by Kalle Krenzer for 6-12
players, ages 14+: A long time after the
end of the War of Vampires the Eldest of
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the Clans are looking for survivors for a
last stand. As a clan member you receive
information on other player’s identity by

attacking them. The active player passes
or attacks another player who takes damage. If you take the fourth damage you
are subordinates; should you unmask the
Clan leader your own clan wins, otherwise the opposing clan.
Game of Thrones HBO-Edition by Eric
M. Lang, Christian T. Petersen and Nate
French for 2 players, ages 14+: Based on
the TV series you fight on the battle fields
of Westeros and in the chambers at the
King’s Court in King’s Landing in military
intrigue and power struggles. Two prefabricated decks of 50 cards each for

can buy, sell and take on or deliver passengers; you can trade with commodities, equipment or race technology using
interesting demand/supply mechanisms.
Wiz-War Krieg der Magier by Tom
Jolly and Kevin Wilson for 2-4 players,
ages 14+: Mage duels for the position
of Guild Master of the Arcane Order. All
players together choose three schools
of magic - thematically connected spells
- for a game. First, time passes for the active player and then follows movement
across up to three spots with an option to

accelerate and then casting of any number of neutral spells, followed by attack.

Little for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Three new
teams - Undead Champions of Death,
Black Fangs Vampires and Naggaroth
Nightmares Dark Elves, plus new contract
revenues, new magical balls, and so on …
Descent 2. Edition: Die Trollsümpfe
by Brady and Adam Sadler for 2-5 play-

ers, ages 14+: Besides new heroes, monsters, classes, quests and more a new
minion for the Overlord is introduced:
Troll Bol’Goreth, who is leaving a trail of
destruction across the wilderness at the
edge of the Valdari Swamps.
Descent 2. Edition: Labyrinth des
Verderbens by Adam Sadler for 2-5 play-

Expansions for FFG games and other
co-productions:
Android Netrunner: Kontrolle und
Schöpfung von Lukas Litzsinger for 2
players, ages 13+: First deluxe expansion,
featuring more than 150 new cards.
Android Netrunner: Spin-Zyklus by
Richard Garfield and Lukas Litzsinger for
2 players, ages 14+: The Spin Cycle is the
second series of six expansion packs, for

Houses Stark and Lannister feature the
best-known characters and locations
for a simplified version of The Game of
Thrones: The Card Game.
Merchant of Venus by Richard Hamblen
and Robert A. Kouba for 1-6 players, ages
12+: As an interstellar merchant you explore galaxy clustered that have been
declassified again after alien attacks, in
two different game modes: A standard
game as an advanced version of the Avalon Hill original game or an adaptation
of the original. In the business phase you

ers, ages 14+: A journey through the ruins
of a Forgotten Town, forming a campaign
of 19 quests, which can also be played individually or out of sequence; an alternative Overlord Deck offers new monsters
for an alternative, plus four new heroes
and four new classes.
Der letzte Wille: Gefeuert by Vladimír

this game called Data Packs.
Blood Bowl: Team Manager - Das
Kartenspiel: Sudden Death by Jason

Suchy for 2-5 players, ages 12+: The expansions introduces a new condition for
inheriting: Spending money like crazy
is not enough, you need to achieve to
be sacked from your job. Each job yields
regular income and sets condition for be-
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ing fired; each condition that you comply
with reduces your fortune.

holes in order to be able to shoot. 4C has
room for four ships, but a die decides on
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simulation game: B-Wing, HWK-290,

Dungeon Fighter: Feuer frei! by Aure-

liano Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino for 1-6 players, ages
8+: This is the first of four expansions in
planning; each of them is assigned to an
element - this one to fire; you can, for instance, throw Fiery Shapes. Another novelty are experience points which belong
to all players and are used to buy power
cards for the hero who can best use them.

Each use costs you experience points.
Dungeon Petz: Dunkle Gassen by
Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4 players, ages 13+:
The expansion introduces a new quarter
in town, dark side alleys full of dubious
characters. You can buy at the black market or hire illegal workers or buy bows or
collars for your Petz.
Galaxy Trucker: Brandneue Modelle by
Vlaada Chvátil for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
Galaxy Trucker is expanded with new

construction sites.
Ginkgopolis: The Experts by Xavier
Georges for 1-5 players, ages 10+: The expansion introduces six stand-alone modules; they can be used in any mixture and
combination with the core game - New
buildings, Prestige Buildings, Lawns,
Events, Keep a Card and Experts; for each
module the level of difficulty and the
luck/strategy ratio is given.

King of Tokyo: Halloween by Richard
Garfield for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Two new
monsters - Pumpkin Jack and Boogey
Woogey, each of them with eight development cards, plus 12 new power cards
and six Halloween Dice.
Spartacus: Die Schlange und der Wolf
by Sean Sweigart and Aaron Dill for 2-4
players, ages 16+: Two new houses are introduced and also the Combat of Teams,

Raumfähre der Lamda-Klasse and TIEBomber
Tzolk’in: Der Maya Kalender: Stämme
und Prophezeiungen by Simone Luciani
and Daniele Tascini for 2-5 players, ages

13+: Each of the players is now the Chief
of a tribe with a special ability; a total of
13 tribes offer variety and selection; all in
all there are 12 prophecies that introduce
additional possibilities to score points,
but they can also result in loss of points;
the expansion also contains the compo-

nents for a fifth player.
Co-productions with
editions of games
publishers:

Class C spaceships; 1C and 2C share the
board by making use of color markings.
Asteroids can rotate around ships and
can sometimes split in two and achieve
two hits. Class 3 is a Toroid and needs
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Two versus Two, in the Arena, treachery
and alliances among rivals are a daily occurrence.
Star Wars X-Wing by James Kniffen,
Corey Konieczka and Jason Little for 2
players, ages 14+: Four new expansions
are announced for the Star Wars combat

or German
from other

Blue Max by Phil Hall and John
Harshman for 2-21 players, ages 12+,
with Stratelibri: In this simulation of air
combat in WWI you are a pilot and try to
score the maximum possible number of
hits for Entente or the Middle Powers. A
machine is considered to be hit when the
fuel tank explodes or when the airplane
goes off the map or when you cannot
get it out of a stall. When all planes of one
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and will of necessity have to cope with
irritating patrols, fraudulent clients and
predatory Reavers.
Fun Farm: Ab in den Stall! by Luca Bell-

side have been hit you win as a member
of the other side if you scored most hits.
Bruxelles 1893 by Etienne Espreman
for 2-5 players, ages 13+, with Pearl
Games: In this worker placement game
you are an architect and erect buildings,
create works of art and look after your
masterpiece, your reputation and your
influence. You choose an action from the

currently available section of the board
and bid for it.
Coup by Rikki Tahta for 2-6 players, ages
10+, with Indie Boards & Cards: At a
corrupt and weak court in an Italian City
State you fight for power which you have
acquired if you are the last player who
still has some power at his command,
represented by face-down cards in the

display. In a turn you implement one
character action or one action of Income,
Outside Help or Coup. 2012 at La Mame
Games.
Crimebox Investigation by Cymon Kraft
for 2-8 players, ages 12+, with Ludonaute:
A crime of murder that happened somewhere in the US must be solved; you can
either play investigation or the legal action and, accordingly, receive either more
and more information on the crime, the
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evidence, suspects, etc. or one player is
the prosecutor and must explain how
and why the deed was done, the other
players are counselors for the defense.
CV: Das wahre Leben by Filip Miłuński
for 2-4 players, ages 10+, with Granna:
In this game of dice and cards you guide
one person through her life and make decisions; you roll combinations to acquire
cards which in turn provide symbols and
special abilities; thus you take influence
on friends, relationships, job and other

activities.
Die Arena von Tash-Kalar by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4 players, ages 13+: A duel of
Mages in an arena - three factions hold
individual decks to summon creatures.
You place markers for assistance in your
own color. The patters that are thereby
created and cards are used to summon
a creature and its effect is used. Then the

creature turns to stone and can be part of
a new pattern or can be revived and use
in combat.
Firefly: The Board Game by Aaron Dill,
John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart for 1-4
players, ages 13+, with Battlefront / Gale
Force 9: Based on the TV series; players
are captains of their ship and are forced
to accept any job that will earn revenues

ini for 2-10 players, ages 6+, with Post
Scriptum: Yet another spotting game featuring animals that have escaped; they
are pictured on cards, but there are color
dice, too: When a color that was rolled is
visible on the Die icon on the animal card
you grab the animal shown on the card
off the table.
Geile Idee by James Ernest for 3-6 players,
ages 13+, with FunForge: You are asked

to display crazy inventions by displaying
item cards and description cards and
by voting on them with voting cards.
The medal is given to the player whose
invention you deem to be the best. If you
collected the fewest medals you lose the
round and earn a “failed” marker.
Kragmortha by Walter Obert, Fabrizio

Bonifacio, Riccardo Crosa, Massimiliano
Enrico and Chiara Ferlito for 2-8 players,
ages 8+, with Stratelibri: In this new edition of the card game based on the board
game “Ja, Herr und Meister” we are goblins who want to steal grimoires from the
Dark Overlord and are given “annihilating
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glances” by the Overlord, with dire results.
Lewis & Clark by Cédrick Chaboussit for
1-5 players, ages 14+, with Ludonaute:
1803 Louisiana was sold for 15 Mio. Dol-

lars. Thomas Jefferson sent out the discoverers Lewis & Clark to explore a water
route to the pacific. In your boats you
have room for resources and accompanying Natives.
Maus und Mystik by Jerry Hawthorne
for 1-4 players, ages 7+, with Plaid Hat
Games: Adventurous mice fight their way

Clementi for 2-4 players, ages 14+, with
Stratelibri: The game portraits the events
involving the Order of the Templars during the period from 1119 to 1312. Each
player leads a faction of the Order, administrates money and commodities for
trading, commands the Order’s knights
and must get back relics … until the
prosecution begins. Historic events are
integrated into the game.

Pick a Dog by Torsten Landsvogt for 1-5
players, ages 8+, with Jolly Thinker: A
party and reaction game on differences
in five characteristics of dogs; you quickly
take cards from the display on the table
that may only differ in a maximum of one
characteristic from the top card on display on your stack.
Pick a Pig and Pick a Polar Bear are
available in identical packaging and similar graphics.
SOS Titanic by Bruno Cathala und

through interactive chapters of the tale,
each with its own special rules. Movement and attack are regulated by roll of
dice cards are used in many situations.
Mice lose the game when the sand timer
reaches the end of chapter position before victory conditions are met.
Mount Everest by Adam Kałuża for 2-5
players, ages 10+, with Rebel.pl: Sequel
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the ship has sunk you score saved passengers - with a better score than 19 you
did better than the crew of the real ship.
Steam Park by Aureliano Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino
for 2-4 players, ages 10+, with Cranio Creations: Fun Fair time in Roboburg; you
want to set up the best attractions in
order to attract visitors; but, of course,
you must leave everything at the site as
clean as you did find it. In each round you
deal with rolling dice, pollution markers,
actions and income. Dice are placed and
then used for actions.
The Sheep Race by Roberto Mancino
for 2-6 players, ages 10+, with Ghenos

Games: Sheep from the British Colonies
and in their wake sheep from many other
countries challenge Her Majesty The
Queen’s sheep to a race -six sheep start in
three races and you place bets on them,
secretly and openly.
Vikings: Warriors of the North by Tomasz Kaźmierski and Tomasz Kaznocha
for 3-4 players, ages 12+, with Rebel.pl.
Role playing games:

Ludovic Maublanc for 1-5 players, ages
8+, with Ludonaute: The game comprises a spiral book, the pages represent
decks of the Titanic and sink when being
turned. As a member of the crew you try
alone or as a team to save as many passengers as possible. If you cannot place a
passenger correctly, a deck sinks. When

game to K2, players embody two mountain guides who must safely lead as many
tourists as possible to the peak and back
again; all play with identical decks of
cards, the way to win is concentrating on
groups of tourists, but groups are more liable to problems.
Mysterien der Templer by Silvio Negri-

OUR REPORT

Star Wars Rollenspiel: Am Rande des
Imperiums Einsteiger-Box by Daniel
Lovat Clark and Chris Gerber for 3-5 players: Features complete adventures to familiarize beginners with all major rules, in
a story-telling game system.
Distribution and cooperation partners of
Heidelberger:
Albe Pavo
Alea
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Guild Stack by Sota Kotajima for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You govern your realm and
use different professions, King or slave or
revolutionist or farmer or doctor in order to
expand your territory.

Histogame
Arcane Wonders
Ares
Argentum
Cranio Creations
Cwali
Czech Games
Edizione Lo Scrabeo
Emma Games
Fantasy Flight Games
Feder & Schwert
Ferti
Flying Frog
FunForge
GameHeads
GemKlub
Ghenos
GiftTrap
Granna
Hall Games
Iello
Igramoon
Indie Boards & Cards
Krokospiel
Kuznia Gier
Le Scorpion Masque
Mesaboardgames
nsv Nürnberger Spielkarten Verlag
Pearl Games
Placentia Games
PD Verlag
Post Scriptum
Rebel.pl
Scribabs

Hikidashi Trick
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Die Kanonen von Gettysburg by Bowen
Simmons for 2 players, ages 13+: German

roes of Russian mythology from Baba Yaga
to Ilya Muromets.
Desktopia by Timofey Bokarev and Konstantin Seleznev for 1-4 players, ages 7+:
The snipping game was presented in a
demo version, the release date is planned
for 2014, probably via Kickstarter. You represent tiny creatures who resolve the conflicts
in a world of Giants, that is, Humans. Cooperation with Igrology.
Hollywood by Nikolay Pegasov for 2-6 players, ages 10+: As studio boss you try to produce successful blockbusters and use cards
from drafting and acquisition; popular stars

edition of The Guns of Gettysburg

Hobby
World
Berserk: War of the Realms by Maxim Istomin and Ivan Popov for 2-4 players, ages
13+: A fantasy card game that was pub-

lished in Russia back in 2003 and has now
been released again as a tactical card game
featuring 30 ready-to-play decks. You make
tactical decisions in a given grid.
Berserk: Knights and Villains by Maxim Istomin and Ivan Popov for 2 players, ages 8+:
An expansion for Berserk, featuring the he-

earn you more money and more Cinematic
Awards.
Septikon by Konstantin Seleznev for 2
players, ages 10+: Competition for Uranium
mining by orbital combat and mining
installations in a uranium-rich asteroid belt.

Already on display in 2012 at Essen under
the company name of Igrology, release
planned for early 2014.
World of Tanks: Rush by Nikolay Pegasov
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Deck building
game based on the online game of the
same name. You are in command of a tank
unit in combat mode and earn medals for
destroying enemy vehicles and enemy
bases as well as for meeting end-of-game
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conditions.
Zavriki or Sauries by Nikolay Pegasov for
2-7 players, ages 5+ is a simple card game
in which you play your cards into a common discard pile, either by bluffing or by
announcing the ownership of certain cards.

OUR REPORT

ages 14+: Published by Homoludicus,
Ghenos Games, Iello, Lookout Spiele and
Passport Game Studio.

Honest Golem
Rule of Alchemist for 3-4 players, ages
10+: You use jewels to collect cards for

Gecko by Lauge Luchau for 1 or more
players, ages 7+: Gecko Geronimo needs
to reach his personal spot; start and finish
spots are different in each of the 40 puzzles;
Geronimo moves one step; spots reaches
change his range of movement.

When you are doubted and a dinosaur appears the special abilities of the dinosaur
come into play. Will probably be released
early in 2014.

Homo
Ludicus
1, 2, 3, now you see me! by Perepau
Llistosella for 3-8 players, ages 8+:
Observation game, one player changes while the other players turn away or close
their eyes - the display of animals with

an action - moving, adding, removing
or switching - and players must spot the
change.
Dungeon Raiders by Phil Walker-Harding
for 1-5 players, ages 8+: New edition, first
published in 2011 - a card game on looting
a dungeon and then allocating the loot.
Náufragos by Alberto Corral for 1-4 players,

complete scrolls and use character abilities
to accomplish this.

HUCH! & friends
Das kleine Fußballquiz for 1 or more
players, ages 8+: Part of the range of quiz

game in note pad format, many more topics
available.
Das Weinquiz for 2-5 players, ages 18+:
Ignis by Dominique Breton for 2 players,
ages 8+: Fire and Water in a conflict of
elements, Air and Earth are neutral. All
pieces of the opposing element must be
ousted and at least one of your own pieces
must remain on the board. A neutral piece
is entered at the edge and dislodges a piece
already there. An ousted piece becomes
neutral. Air can only be dislodged by Earth
and Earth cannot be ousted, only dislodged.
Quiz with a special topic, part of the range
of “Das … Quiz” games.

www.gamesjournal.at

Hive: Assel by John Yianni for 2 players,
ages 9+: Expansion 3 for Hive - two
new pairs of tiles: The cockroach moves
like the Queen Bee and can, instead of
moving, using its special ability, albeit with
certain restrictions: Moving one adjacent,
unstacked piece two steps - first onto
itself and then on an adjacent spot. Coproduction with Gen42.

Ka-Boom by Florence und Roberto Fraga
for 2-5 players, ages 6+: The builder of the
round tries to construct complete towers
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within a given timeframe, while at the
same time the saboteurs try to shoot them
down. You choose a tower among the cards
on the table build the tower on this tower
card; you can also construct several towers
if possible, or rebuild a tower that was shot
down Saboteurs use their ammunition dice
and shoot at towers, each die only once and
you must not catch or block them.

Mauna Kea by Touko Tahkokallio for 2-4
players, ages 10+: Artifacts must be secured
before the volcano breaks out; terrain tiles
are used as payment for explorer movement
and island placement. The explorer moves
orthogonally, carries up to three artifacts
and enters a boat from adjacent island tiles.
The boat is now assigned to the owner of
the explorer. When a player has placed all

Keyflower: Key Celeste by Richard Breese
and Sebastian Bleasdale for 2-6 players,
ages 13+: Mini expansion based on the
stories ranking around Marie Celeste.
You bid for the Key Celeste tile, acquire it
together with the ghost keyple and can use
it to chase off the winning bid of another
player; you acquire the ousted workers and
can use them yourself.
Keyflower: The Farmers by Richard Breese
and Sebastian Bleasdale for 2-6 players,
ages 13+: In Keyflower you did develop
your own village over four seasons, using
special buildings. The Farmers expansion
introduces agriculture to the village. You
acquire new farm buildings, plant wheat
and breed cattle on pastures. Pastures are

Hurrican
Le Fantôme de l’Opéra for 2 players, ages
9+ by Bruno Cathala and Ludovic Maublanc:
Based on the game mechanism from Mr.
Jack; one player is a detective and tries to
identify the phantom. In each round both
detective and phantom move four sus-

his explorers in boats you score explorers
and artifacts minus free spots in boats.
NADA! for 2-6 players, ages 7+; The dice
and reaction game was already shown at
Nuremberg; you take all those dice out of
the total rolled that show the same symbol
on dice in both colors.
Typisch Deutsch - Das Kaya Spiel by
Michael Feldkötter for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
A homage to the cult comedian and a party
game for points. You roll and move along a

pects according to revealed cards and using
abilities of those cards; it can happen that
La Carlotta is startled and moves, until the
phantom is found or La Carlotta has fled.
Distribution Partner: Asmodee

Hutter Trade
The distribution division of Huch! & friends
serves other publishers as a distributer and
also publishes German editions of games
from those publishers:

generated by placing roads. Sheep are
available from spring, Pigs from summer
and cattle from autumn. At the end of the
game you score for pastures with animals,
not for the number of animals.
Link it by Woosuk Kang for 1 or more
players, ages 7+: In this logic and placement
game you find 48 puzzles in which you lay
out a continuous path from one corner
point to the other, using given path pieces
without overlapping or diagonal bordering
of path pieces.
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number of cities on the roads accordingly in
order to reach one federal state for which
you hold a state card. If you manage this,
you answer a question or enact an action in
relation to the state.
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Cocktail Games / Interlude
Gmeiner
IQ-Spiele
Megableu
Oberschwäbische Magnetspiele
R&D Games
Sirius
The Creativity Hub
What’s Your Game?
Zvezda
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Igramoon
Los Incognitos: Alien iacta est for 2-4
players, ages 8+ by Jens Jahnke and Britta
Stöckmann: Aliens have tippled too deeply
on earth and must be caught, using a dice

Ideenschmiede
Paul & Paul
KiCKeT! by Ralf Paul for 2-22 players, ages
5+:A soccer simulation using movement

Heroes of Normandie by Yann et Clem for
2 players, ages 10+:
Co-production with Devil Pig Games and
Schwerkraft Verlag
King of Tokyo: Halloween for 2-6 players,
ages 8+, by Richard Garfield: Published by
Iello, Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Hobby Japan, Lex Games
The Phantom Society by Frédéric Colombier and Hervé Marly for 2-4 players, ages
8+: Co-production with Funforge and Asterion
The Three Little Pigs by Laurent Pouchain
for 2-5 players, ages 7+: Co-production with
Purple Brain Creations
Theseus: The Dark Orbit by Michał Oracz,

of miniatures; the game is still in the
development stages, different versions are
planned.

mechanism based on the prequel game of
Expedition Sumatra. You roll dice, must do
and action and note the result of the role in
a log.

Igrology
Desktopia by Timefey Bokarev and
Konstantin Seleznev: See Hobby World

iello
Baba Yaga by Jérémie Caplanne for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Purple Brain Creations
2-4 players, ages 8+: Published by Portal
Games and Iello.
Zombie 15 by Guillaume Lémery and
Nicolas Schlewitz for 2-4 players, ages
Septikon by Konstantin Seleznev for 2
players, ages 10+: See Hobby World

Ilopeli
Eight minute Empire by Ryan Laukat for
2-5 players, ages 8+:
Editions planned with 999, Bard Centrum
Gier, Iello und Schwerkraft-Verlag
Guardians’ Chronicles by Frédérick
Condette for 2-5 players, ages 14+: Miniature
game with a Super Hero topic, Liberty
Patrol versus Professor Skarov; journalists
report on the outcome of confrontations,
and those reports are a deciding factor for
the end of the game. Still in demo version
status.

www.gamesjournal.at

ChromaTikTak by Fabien Tanguy for 1-8
players, ages 7+: A logic and reaction game
on the topic of colors; for instance, orange
14+: Again a fight for survival, based on
scenarios; cooperation is necessary and
time is scarce. A sound-track determines the
speed of the game. Announced for 2014.
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is written in blue, the round cards show
images of animals, fruits etc. and are used
for twelve different game variants.
Kenya by Charles Chevallier 2-5 players,
ages 7+: Placement game, some animals
have special functions; the lion frightens

away other animals, the elephant protects
animals, etc. Already presented at Cannes.
Panik by Alain Rivollet for 2-4 players, ages
8+: As a ghost hunter players must catch
ghosts; you place ghost hunter cards next
to spooky houses. Already presented at

Indie
Boards & Cards
Flash Point: Fire Rescue Dangerous
Waters by Lutz Pietschker for 1-6 players,
ages 10+: Expansion with two double-sided
half boards, showing a ship on one side and

and Indie Boards & Cards, including two scenarios: Jungfraubahn for 1-4 players, pieces
for the 5th player also double as dynamite,
and Mount Washington for up to five players, providing a “Surveyor” version.
The Resistance: Coup by Rikki Tahta for
2-6 players, ages 10+: New edition of Coup,
published in 2012 by La Mame Games.
part of a submarine on the other side.
Flash Point: Fire Rescue Extreme Danger
by Lutz Pietschker for 1-6 players, ages 10+:
A set of expansions for Flash Point: Fire Rescue including six different layouts for buildings, plus miniatures for fire fighters and ad-

Cannes.

In ludo veritas
Crazy Time by Alex Putfin for 4-7 players,
ages 12+: Mysterious beings are counting
the hours so that time can keep flowing,
and to relive the tedium they play a game

with continuously changing rules. You turn
up cards in order to shed all cards and count
the time that passes.
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ditional components. The Box has room for
all expansions published so far.
Snowdonia: Britannia Bridge by Tony
Boydell for 1-5 players, ages 10+: Scenario
for the second edition of Snowdonia; topic
of the expansion is the bridge between
Anglesey and the mainland of Wales; it contains three contract cards and a new engine

called The Dawn Raider. This engine enables you to build track whenever the game
would lay track according to an event being
implemented.
Snowdonia: Jungfraubahn & Mount
Washington by Tony Boydell for 1-5 players, ages 10+: Published by Lookout Games

INGC Innovative
Games Creation
For the 2012 release Cosmic Empires there
was bonus material available and also a new
promo card. Also presented at the booth
was
Der Gipfelstürmer by Jürgen Godlewski
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: The game is obviously self-published, it carries a copyright
marking of 2008. Topic of the game is climb-

ing a mountain. This mountain is set up
from wooden bricks and then climbed with
playing pieces.
Paradise Island by Alexander Gyulai was
presented as a prototype, intended for
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Irongames
Palmyra by Bernd Eisenstein for 1-5 players,
ages 8+: Starting in Palmyra, Caesar wants
to expand this area of influence. You send

OUR REPORT

has been changed due to a partnership
with the US-based company Blue Orange;
Jactalea is now also called Blue Orange, see
there for novelties.

Jamoma
Games
Suburban Dispute by Jacob Sundh for 2-6
players, ages 12+: Prohibition in Chicago,
you start small on the side of the gang, steal-

crowdfunding on Startnext; you are tasked
with going from rags to riches in a holiday
paradise.

Irondrake
Besides the spectacular iron dice, already
shown in previous years, Irondrake is now
offering two games:
Ironburst by Davide Averara 2-6 players,
ages 14+: A tactical conflict game using
metal miniatures and a modular hex board;

out soldiers in order to acquire new land
and to collect taxes. Whoever complies best
with Caesars wishes will be named Governor of Palmyra.

Island Officials

ing the morning papers from your neighbor; the higher you rise in the organization
the heavier your crimes get and you end up
burning down your neighbors’ houses.

Pixel Lincoln by Jason Tagmire for 1-4 players, ages 10+: Deck building game - you
travel through time and space searching

Japanime Games
Kanzume Goddess is a deck building
game by Zhu Rong for 2-6 players, ages 10+,

the special feature are the miniatures with
moveable and detachable parts, which are
magnetically attached and therefore allow
personalization of the miniatures.
Ironcrux by Davide Averara for 2-4 players, ages 8+: An abstract strategy game using colored pieces; each move reduces the
for components in order to re-establish balance of time.
Produced with Game Salute, presented at
the Game Salute booth.

Jactalea

which was already shown in 2012.
Krosmaster: Arena by Nicolas Degouy and
Édouard Guiton for 2-4 players, ages 12+,
already shown in Cannes 2012 as a project

Since summer of 2013 the company name
game board, but there are ways to re-introduce pieces for new movement options. If
you cannot move, you are out of the game.

from Ankama. Krosmaster is a card game
featuring Anime miniatures. You collect
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your team, equip it with weapons, spells
and other items and then use talents and
abilities. Various expansions are available.
Krosmaster: Arena - Bad Boys Expansion
Pack, includes four new characters and all
necessary components.

Grounding
Kanai Factory
Kunpu / Junias
KogeKogeDo
OKAZU Brand
One Draw
Yu-gen Roman

Jira‘s Games
Nowheresville: Bandit Paradise by Jiri
Mikolas for 2-5 players, ages 10+: As boss
of a bandits gang you are on a raid in Nowheresville, employing a combination of
Krosmaster: Arena - Shark Attack Expansion Pack, the 8th expansion all in all, also
including four complete new characters.
Tanto Cuore Romantic Vacation by Masayuki Kudo for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Second expansion for the deck building game
on the topic of house maids, a stand-alone

strategy, chance and use of gimmicks; for
instance, you shoot at cowboy cards using
different kinds of rubber bands, depending
on the kind of weapon you own.

Pick a Polar Bear by Torsten Landsvogt for
1-5 players, ages 8+: The third edition of the

presented in 2012, has now been amended
with Schach - Mehr als ein Spiel, you use
a Speed Die to move across a map of Europe and master the tasks on the board; the
chess piece you chose for a marker determines the level of difficulty for your questions. Available in German and English.
Schach - Mehr als ein Spiel Kids Version
by Dirk Jordan for 2-8 players is intended for
children and has been adapted accordingly.

reaction game on characteristics, this time
of Polar Bears.

Schachtett for 2-10 players, ages 7+ is a
quartets game on the topic of chess, offer-

Jolly Thinkers
game featuring Reminiscence cards instead
of Personal Maids or Event Cards.

Deutschland - mehr als Lederhosen by
Dirk Jordan for 2-8 players, ages 6+: You
use a Speed Die to travel over a map of Germany and answer questions in the difficulty
levels of pupil - student - teacher - professor.
The name of Chess – More than a game by
Dirk Jordan for 2-8 players, ages 8+, already

Japon Brand
The Japanese Publishers’ and Distribution

Joodix
Community showed games from those
companies:
1nite werewolf
Conception
FLIPFLOPs
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In Nuremberg the company was exhibiting
under the name of Loogicus; now the company is called Joodix and presented the program shown in Nuremberg, partly already
featuring the new logo.
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ing two levels of difficulty.
The English Academy by Kathleen Jordan
for 2-6 players of any age, but with some
knowledge of English. You are meant to
master situations of daily life, translate

ing in a Space Outfit as Stratego SciFi, still
for 2 players, ages 8+, but featuring space
forces in a corresponding design.
Also new and not yet presented at Nuremberg is
Stratego Quick Battle Das Kartenspiel,
also in a SciFi design and intended for 2
players, ages 8+.
Wer wird Millionär? for 2-5 players, ages

OUR REPORT

From the many new releases that appear all
the year round I have picked one of the latest releases:
Zahlen-Mobile by Bernhard Lach and Uwe
Rapp for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You roll dice
until you have achieved a result that fits one
of the given bigger/smaller relations, you
compare numbers and sums.

Kanai Factory
Say Bye to the Villains by Seiji Kanai for
3-8 players, ages 10+: As an avenger you
punish criminals who are beyond the reach
of the law. But those criminals know some
secrets and the avengers are not invincible.

questions and have short conversation with
your team and are rewarded with chips.

Jumbo Spiele
All games from the Smartgames program
and the range of Rubik’s that were shown in
Nuremberg were presented again, they all
were published during 2013 and are therefore only listed here:
Angry Birds Playground
Angry Birds Under Construction
Angry Birds On Top
Aqua Belle
Arche Noah Reise
Billy & Betty Bauen
Bendit
Die Tempel-Falle
IQ Link
Rubik’s 2x2

12+: New edition of the quiz game, an edition for Germany with 752 new questions.

Kaleidos Games
Dice Run by Spartaco Albertarelli for 2-6
players, ages 10+: A race run by 30 dice!
Players need to meet a secret target in four
stages of the race. All dice are rolled in the

Karma
Games
middle of the table. You play a card, draw a
card and move dice or turn them or switch
them, all according to the card you played.
New edition, first published in 2002 by Kidult Games.

The already classic game Stratego is appear-

As avenger you use cards for special
abilities and preparations in order to learn
those secrets. When an avenger loses a
confrontation, all players together have lost
in this cooperative game.

Pretty Ugly by Juma Al-JouJou for 2-6
players, ages 8+: Satirical card game on the
current beauty craze, somehow reminiscent

Kallmeyer Verlag

on the standard three-parts placement
games for children, featuring crazy jobs or
animals. Still in prototype/Kickstarter status.
MoRally by Juma Al-JouJou for 3-5 players,
ages 12+: You are CEO of a company
and invest in environment-friendly and
sustainable projects and want to earn some
profit.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Triassic Terror by Peter Hawes for 2-6 players, ages 14+: You enlarge and take care of
your herd of Dinosaurs. You must guide it
through inimical landscapes and try to control the best environments for them. You

ages 8+: Children bet on who can eat
most sushi of a kind. Mama promises them
dessert if the eat a proper mix of food! There
are six different kinds of sushi and point
chips for those varieties and for dessert.
Witch’s coming! by Sayaka and Takahiro for
2 players, ages 10+: Halloween – Witches
versus Villagers! When all three witches
manage to get into houses before the
time marker reaches 0, the witches win,
otherwise the villagers win. The Witch

Kayal Games
An Australian company presents two games
with expansions:
Francis Drake by Peter Hawes for 3-5 players, ages 14+: In the guise of Francis Drake
you try in 1572 to equip ships for an expe-

also need to defend them against predators like T-Rex, Velociraptor or Pterodactyl or
keep them away from erupting volcanoes.
For the limited edition there were two special tiles, T-Rex Attacks and Raptors Attack.
Cooperation and distribution partner: Eagle
Games

KogeKogeDo
dition into the Spanish Main and to be the
first to arrive there. You decide on crew,
commodities for trade, supplies and means
to finance the journey.
The website mentions two expansions:
Francis Drake Montezuma’s Legacy Expansion with new ships
Francis Drake Spain’s Revenge Expansion with new tiles for Spanish troops and
frigates

Skirmish! The Scrambles by Takahiro for 2
players, ages 7+: Monsters learn of treasure
chests in their territory and they begin to

player puts cards in front of empty houses;
the Villager player fends off those cards
from houses with closed doors. Depending
on who was driven away, child or witch, or
on who could enter, you close and open
doors or houses are safe from witches or a
witch is in the house.

Kokörin Games
1911 Amundsen vs. Scott by Perepau
Llistosella for 2 players, ages 12+: Simulation
of the race for the South Pole, both players

squabble over them. You win with most
points after five rounds or if you have four or
more treasure cards. In case of players with
very different playing abilities you can play
using handicap.
Sushi Draft! by Takahiro for 3-5 players,
choose different routes. There are also three
expansions, Patrons, 1912 The Way Back
and Damned Weather.
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Komado
Nanahoshi by Hiroki Kaneko and Madoka
Kitao for 2 players, ages 6+: Twelve ladybugs
are laid out face-down and you turn one

Heroes of the Three Kingdoms by KlausJürgen Wrede for 2-4 players: This was one
of the games that was sold out when we got
to the booth, so there is only the informa-

OUR REPORT

Kosmos
The publisher offers a varied program
of challenging games for expert players,
games on licenses, expansions, Catan novelties, etc. etc.
Kashgar: Händler der Seidenstraße by
Gerhard Hecht for 2-4 players, ages 12+ is

up and then you can rotate it or move it
one step. A ladybug of one color catches a
ladybug of another color; whoever catches
ladybugs of value 7 first, wins.

tion that it is a card game featuring 75 images of legendary Korean heroes.
Serengeti by Martin Nedergaard Anderson
for 2-6 players: Reaction game featuring

Korea
Boardgames
Boom: Runaway Bombs by Christwart
Conrad for 2-5 players: Bid and bluff game
with cards, you want to assist peace-loving
animals.

Koruru Spiel

bombs to get out of the factory before everything explodes.
Coconuts by Walter Schneider for 2-4 players: Dexterity game, you shoot/throw coconuts towards cups in the middle of the table

At the booth of Bombasta Spiele Christiane
Marwecki was offering a small game in a tin,
coming from New Zealand:
Koruru or Knuckle-Bones for 1 or more
players, ages 6+: You throw one piece into
the air, pick up other pieces as quickly as

possible from the playing area and catch
the stone you threw; you need to do all this
with only one hand. Several levels of difficulty.
and stack cups that you hit on your board,
also those of other players, if you did hit
them. Cards can be used to change the way
you throw.

www.gamesjournal.at

the first game from this designer: Card management game in which caravans are laid
out as rows of cards. You choose the first
card in one of your two caravans and can
use it to implement one of three actions;
two of them end with placing the end at the
caravan, the card can usually only be used
again when it arrives back at the front of the
caravan.
Nauticus by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael
Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 12+: As an entrepreneur you buy goods, build ships and
deliver goods. In each round you play seven
action phases: You choose one of eight ran-

domly placed actions and all players in turn
decide if they want to do the action or pass;
the action bonus goes to the current starting player. Actions are buying ship parts
and goods, transport, money, delivery or
scoring crowns. Tiles that were paid for can
be used instantly, tiles that you got for free
have to go to storage first. You earn rewards
for completed ships.
The Walking Dead by Cory Jones for 1-4
players, ages 16+: As a survivor of the
Zombie Apocalypse you need to find food,
weapons, means of transport and allies, that
is, collect four location tiles and get back to
camp without being bitten and thus being
turned into a zombie. Encounter cards usu-
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ally result in combat, which is decided by
using dice and cards.
The range of new license games starts with
two “big” games, too:
Der Herr der Ringe by Reiner Knizia for 2-5
players, ages 12+:
Together with The Hobbit and accompanying dwarves the Lord of the Rings gets back
into focus; the cooperative game has been
published again; on the main board and

the boards for other location all players try
together to prevent Sauron getting at the
ring.
Der Hobbit - Smaugs Einöde by Andreas
Schmidt for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Adventure game based on the second film - Bilbo
and the dwarves travel through Mirkwood
and Erebor, threatened by spiders and
wood elves, but supported by Gandalf. On

the cards in correct order.
Die Pinguine aus Madagaskar - Voll erwischt! by Inka and Markus Brand for 2-4
players, ages 7+: In this take-me-along
game a snow ball fight is happening and
you must find shelter within the runtime
of the spinning top to avoid collecting hit
points.

Gregs Tagebuch - Heissa Mama! by Jeff
Kinney for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Another
card game for bidding and bluffing, you can
doubt the bid of another player with “Heissa
Mama”, basically everybody can outbid anybody.
Rabbids: Das Familien-Partyspiel by Udo

Peise und Marco Teubner for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: The idiosyncratic rabbits confront
each other in the arena, with the goal to be
the most idiosyncratic rabbit of all. Each de-

posit square is equipped with a miniature
card. There are solo, duel or group games,
and you accordingly either play alone or
choose an opponent or all play against all
others. You move to the next gate, and further on if you pay, take the coins on the card
there and read the card. Then the game is
implemented as stated, there are games of
sheer luck, dexterity, logic or speed.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles - Jagd im
Untergrund: Take-me-along game for 2-4
players, ages 6+: Shredder and his Ninjas
have kidnapped April, you join the turtles
for pursuing the kidnappers in the canal
system, but take care, Shredder is hiding behind many a manhole cover.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles - Pizza

Party for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Card game,
you need to oust the villains using martial
arts, so that the Turtles can enjoy the pizza
they ordered.
New in the universe of Catan Games:
Die Siedler von Catan mit app: See play it

smart range
Die Siedler von Catan: Entdecker & Piraten by Klaus Teuber for 5-6 players:
This is the extension of the Explorers & Pirates expansion for a game with five and six

adventure spots you implement the top
adventure card. When one dwarf of each
player and Bilbo reach the finish, all players
win together.
Die Pinguine aus Madagaskar - Auf und
Davon! by Matthias Prinz for 2-4 players,
ages 6+: A card game challenging your
memory and your speed: Pictures of penguins are spread out; if you remember what
you have already in hand you can arrange
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players.
Wien Catan by Klaus Teuber for 3-4 players, ages 10+: Vienna is being developed;
on the landscape tiles you can acquire the
resources wood, grapes, loam, stone and
grain, the knights are called vigilantes. As in
the original Settlers of Catan game the die
determines in each round who gets which
resources where. With those resources you

pay for setting up settlements, roads and
landmarks. Landmarks can only be set up
on their specially designated spots, or you
can swap them with the active player for
other resources.
And then there also was:

of 1,2 m length. The game was presented at
Nuremberg by Mindtwister under the name
of compact curling.
Manno Monster by Marco Teubner for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Logic and reaction game,
all try simultaneously to solve the task,
that is, to lay out as many monsters as demanded by the card in the correct sizes and
colors.
Nicht lustig - Noch mehr Laborchaos by
Ivo Dekoning for 3-6 players, ages 8+: Ag-

gravation game using cards, you need to
get rid of your cards; can be combined with
the predecessor game Labor Chaos.
Turbo - Kratz die Kurve! Take-me-along
game for 2-4 players, ages 5+: a turbo-fast

Die Legenden von Andor: Der
Sternenschild by Michael Menzel for 2-4
players, ages 10+: The first expansion for
Die Legenden von Andor, demanding
completion of three goals: Defend the
Castle as in the core game, complete a
Prince’s Task according to Card A3 and fend
off a threat at Card C, the kind of threat is
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Was ist Was Das Große Quiz by Elisabeth
Sieber and Thorsten Suckow for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: You roll, move and then decide on
a topic from the square you reached. You

answer after all other playes have bid on
your correct or wrong answer. In the playit-smart variant iPad Mini games yield time
points for a search in a labyrinth for additional coins.

race game in which you can score even
more points if you bet on your own winning
the round and then manage to do so.
play it smart is a new range of games by
Kosmos, combining some standard games
in their range with apps:

All three games can of course be also played
without app.

determined by rolling a die. Furthermore,
there is a new system for the Legends cards.
Indoor Curling for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Board game version of the game wellknown from ice-rinks; you play on a board

Kreativni dogadaji
Die drei ??? und der Feuerdiamant by
Reiner Knizia for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Players solve four criminal casesDie Siedler von Catan by Klaus Teuber for
3-4 players, ages 10+: The app shows the
consequences when something is built.

www.gamesjournal.at

Already published in 2012 and presented at
the Lisac & Lisac booth:
Drinkopoly, the game on drinking for 3-6
players, ages 18+, based on the mechanisms of Monopoly. Available.
Drinkopoly Secrets for 2-6 players, ages
18+, based on standard mechanisms of quiz
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labyrinth; after the 3rd tile is placed, you
decide where your marker enters the
labyrinth.
Das
Labyrinth
des
Pharao
Mumienerweiterung by Mark Sienholz

Published by Indie Boards & Cards, Ferti
(Complots), Heidelberger
Coup: Reformation by Rikki Tahta for 4-10
players, ages 10+: Expansion for Coup; players must at the start declare themselves
Catholic or Protestant and can only attack
members of the other religion. Changing
your religion is only possible for a donation.
Guatemala 1954 by Rikki Tahta was on
show as a demo and is announced for 2014.
You are travelling in Guatemala as an adventurer and want to become her President,

for 1-5 players, ages 8+: Comprises five
mummy figures and one dice plus rules.
and word definition games.

KRIMI
total
The latest game in the range has been announced at Nuremberg and was published
for Essen, with the game comes a new package for it, in a folding cardboard box instead
of the VHS cassette boxes; all games will
from now on be packed in this new box.
Die Pracht der Vampire by Björn Lippold,
8-9 players, ages 16+: The twelfth title in the
range takes us into London at night; in this

Kunpu / Junias
Eat me if you can by Jun’ichi Sato for 4-6
players, ages 6+: Little Red Riding Hood
and the Pig family are living in the village,
are threatened by the wolf and set traps

for him. In each round the characters are
distributed anew. The wolf player of the
round tries to eat a player and scores points
for succeeding. The other players in that
round are prey and score for traps.
game you are charged not only with identifying the culprit, but are given a special
challenge together with your invitation and
role description, which you need to master.

La Mame
Games
Coup by Rikki Tahta for 2-6 players, ages
10+:

based on the mechanisms of Coup.
Pied de Nez for 6-10 players, ages 8+: Also
on show as a demo version and announced
for 2014 - at a Bal de Masque in 18th century France you must locate your two best
friends solely with the help of clues.

Distribution partner: Heidelberger

Lautapelit
Eclipse: Ship Pack One by Touko Tahkokallio
for 2-6 players, ages 14+:
Published by Lautapelit and Asmodee

Krimsus
Krimskrams-Kiste
Das Labyrinth des Pharao by Mark
Sienholz for 1-5 players, ages 8+: Placement
game, you are a grave robber and want to
discover treasures inside the pyramid; all
players put the same tile of their set onto
a spot on the 5x5 board and so create a
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Nations by Einar Rosén, Robert Rosén, Nina
Hákansson und Rustan Hakansson for 1-4
players, ages 14+:
Published by Lautapelit and Asmodee
Distribution partner: Asmodee

OUR REPORT

LMN+B
1862 by Mike Hutton for 2-8 players, ages
12+: Railway Mania in the Eastern Counties,

Libellud
Dixit 4 by Jean-Louis Roubira for 3-6 players, ages 8+:
Published by Asmodee, Asterion Press,

many dragons.
Welches Tier bin ich? by Laima Zuloné for
1-16 players, ages 3+: Guessing game on
animals, can be played alone or in groups,

an 18xx game set in the region of East Anglia, played on a board of 37 hexes, 16 of 20
companies are in play.

Hobbity.eu and Libellud
Seasons: Enchanted Kingdom by Régis
Bonnessée for 2-4 players, ages 14+:
Published by Asterion Press, Asmodee and
Libellud
Distribution partner: Asmodee

LocWorks
Songs of Artha by Błażej Kubacki for 1-4
players, ages 13+: Shown as a demo version
and scheduled for release in 2014. It is a fan-

especially notable for its enchanting illustrations.
Wo versteckt sich das Gespenst? for 2-6
players, ages 3+: Ghosts have gone into hiding in items all over the house and you must

Lisac &
Lisac
A newcomer from Slovenia:
Firma Kids by Aleš und Blaž Lisac for 2-6
players, ages 8+: Educational game on the

topic of economic processes, players should
understand how a company works.

tasy adventure either as a solitaire game or
a cooperative game. Basic theme is heroes
versus monsters, using a card management
mechanism similar to deck building mechanisms.
Distributor for:
Black Box Games Publishing
Cogitate Games
Nevermore Games
Tasty Minstrel Games
Whyme

look very closely in order to find them.

Lookout Spiele
Agricola: Noch mehr Ställe für das liebe
Vieh by Uwe Rosenberg for 2 players, ages

Logis
The Lithuanian publishing company Savas Takas was showing three new children
games under the brand name Logis:
Drago-Tuku by Claude Weber for 2-4 players, ages 5+: The inmates of the island need
to repair the castle that was destroyed by
the storm, because it protects against the
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13+: Second expansion for Die Bauern und
das liebe Vieh, featuring 27 additional buildings, a fifth stable board and a farm extension.
Bremerhaven by Robert Auerochs for 1-4
players, ages 12+: In this development

game you use four different game boards
for bids on building cards and building permits as well as for influence, new prices and
ranking as well as for taking and laying out
orders and then also for production, goods
utilization and prestige in your own harbor.
Caverna: Die Höhlenbauern by Uwe
Rosenberg for 1-7 players, ages 12+: In analogy to Agricola dwarves are digging for

ore and rubies and set up living rooms and
work spaces in caves. Ore yields weapons
for raids for rewards, supplies come from
forest clearance, agriculture and husbandry.
Rubies are used as barter currency for commodities and landscapes.
Karnickel by Brett J. Gilbert for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Karnickel collect carrots at the
shoulders of the railway track. Dice regulate
movements of engine and rabbits; when
the engine arrives, rabbits beside the track

used by the engine flee, the other rabbits
take or lose carrots.
Náufragos by Alberto Corral for 1-4 play-
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ers, ages 12+: Stranded on a lonely island,
all players together need to set up camp
and to find a way into the highlands to
sight passing ships. An interesting aspect of
the game are the report points you collect.

When nobody can leave the island, they are
worth nothing. But when escape is possible,
the report points decide the winner. 2012
as prototype with Homoludicus, originally
called Castaways.
Suburbia Inc. by Ted Alspach for 1-4 players, ages 8+: Expansion for Suburbia, you
can now draw borders and has more than
a dozen strong buildings available to optimize income and reputation; you can use
bonuses for more income and use chal-

lenges to meet targets during the game to
improve your reputation. Co-production
with Bézier Games.
Snowdonia Bayerische Zugspitzbahn:
Expansion for Snowdonia by Tony Boydell
for 1-5 players, ages 10+, only available in
German and part of the German edition
of Snowdonia: Jungfraubahn & Mount
Washington, which was published in English by Indie Boards & Cards.

Loris Games
Malacca by Jiří Daněk, Jan Daněk, Jan
Drevikovsky, Jiří Dvořák, Krystof Kozak and
Stepan Pudlak for 2-8 players, ages 9+: Card
game in which ships sail the Malacca Strait
and are a temptation for pirates but also
offer interesting possibilities for rewarding

trades; players are famous ship captains
who attack or defend or trade with their
ships.
Numerix for 2-4 players, ages 5+ has already
been published in 2012; it is an educational
game on mathematics for Primary School.
Oeconomica by Jiří Daněk, Jan Daněk, Jan
Drevikovsky, Jiří Dvořák, Krystof Kozak and

Stepan Pudlak for 3-5 players, ages 12+: A
game on economic processes.

Distribution partner: Asmodee
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Ludibay

Ludically

The French publisher was represented this
year at the booth of LudikBazar, there was a
new edition of
Town Center by Alban Viard for 1-4 players, ages 12+, the second game in the series

Dungeon Twister The Card Game by
Christophe Boelinger for 2 players, ages 13+

OUR REPORT

drawings, back-handed business, patents
office and workshop. Then each position is
scored, minimal requirements for cars are in
play.
Available mini expansions are
Gear & Piston: Engineer Assistants featuring 10 assistant tiles, and
Gear & Piston: Overheated with two explosion tiles.

Ludimaniac
New at Essen, showing a game from 2011:
Off the Dead by Sylvain Dépré for 1-4 playPublished by Ludically and Asmodee
Distribution partner: Asmodee
Small City, and also two expansions:
Town Center Expansion N°1 featuring
maps of New York and 12 cubes in 1 seventh color, as well as

Ludi
Creations
Byzantio / Nekken by Alexander Boucharelis, Lefteris Iroglidis and Anestis Iroglidis
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Intrigues about a
successor for the emperor; you decide on
ers, ages 10+: Yet another version of the
standard Humans versus Zombies topic.

Ludocom
Town Center Expansion N°2 featuring
maps of Paris and nine cubes in an eighth

color.

Columba: Officia by Laurent Escoffier for
2-4 players, ages 8+: Expansion for Columba
with six new character cards featuring special abilities. Each player is given one such
card at the start, additional ones can be
cities which you want to control; with some
rule modifications you can use board and
components to play Neeken, the fight for
dominance of a newly developing society
after a volcanic eruption.
Gear & Piston by Jukka Höysniemi for 2-6
players, ages 8+: A game not on the giants
of the automobile industry, but on the small
insignificant engineers trying to come up
with break-through inventions. In three
or four turns per round you take an action
marker and place it on an action spot for
bought for two “tame dove” markers or stolen from other players.
Corto by Laurent Escoffier und Sébastien
Pauchon for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Adventure game with cards on the topic of Corto
Maltese versus Rasputin; you must implement tasks and score at the end for gold,
treasure and controlled characters. Co-production with Matagot.
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Ludonaute
Lewis & Clark by Cédrick Chaboussit for 1-5
players, ages 14+:
Published by Ludonaute and Heidelberger

Arbos Apfel for 1-6 players, ages 6+ by
Martin Arnold and Armin Müller: Sequel to
Arbos; this tree is now not only sprouting
leaves, but also apples. If some elements
tumble off when you enlarge the tree you
must pick them up. The level of difficulty
can be varied, variants are introduced with
a card game.

ing 66 new elements, five new molecules
and ten new scientists as well as some rule
changes, e.g. creating new molecules with

Mage
Company
12 Realms for 1-6 players, ages 12+ by Ignazio Corrao: In the cooperative miniatures
game heroes of the Twelve Realms meet for
one last adventure against invaders and the
Spieleverlag
SOS Titanic by Bruno Cathala und Ludovic
Maublanc for 1-5 players, ages 8+:
Published by Ludonaute, Heidelberger
Spieleverlag and Hobby Japan
Distribution partner: Heidelberger

lui-même
Skull by Hervé Marly for 3-6 players, ages
10+ is a new edition of Skull & Roses, featuring a new design, the bluff and bid game on

Dark Lord; you fight by using hero talents
and by comparing those talents to those of
the invaders; to defeat the Dark Lord three
artifacts are necessary.
12 Realms Buildings expands the core
game by Inn, Stable and Bazaar as additional sources for cards. 12 Realms Dark Lords
features miniatures for the Dark lords that

Transmutium or using the special abilities of
a scientist.
There is also
Wrong Chemistry: Bonus Nobel Prize
Scientists by Michael Andresakis and Tony
Cimino for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Bonus expansion with 52 Nobel Prize winning scientists which you can now use up to three

times in a game. The scientists of this expansion can be put into a display of five cards
and replenish the display when scientists
are used.

Magpie
the number of flowers that you can turn up
without revealing a skull.

M+A Spiele

confront the heroes.
Wrong Chemistry: Expand Your Lab for

2-5 players, ages 8+ by Tony Cimino: First
expansion for Wrong Chemistry, introduc-
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A new brand and a new name as well for the
Korean publisher Visionary:
32 Suspects is a detective game for families. The second game on show was

Holmes 13 by Hope S. Hwang for 2-4 players, ages 6+: As a detective players try to
unmask Arsene Lupin despite his disguise.
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Spiele.
Corto by Laurent Escoffier und Sébastien
Pauchon for 2-4 players, ages 10+:

You put questions - either to all players or
to one player only and try to deduct Lupin’s
identity from the answers one received, that
is, guess the missing card.

Marabunta

OUR REPORT

technological discoveries that are made.
Takenoko Collector’s Edition by Antoine
Bauza, 2-4 players, ages 8+: A luxurious edition featuring a huge panda and an equally
huge gardener together with big versions
of all the other component. Everything else
is the same as in the original game. Joint
edition together with Bombyx.
German Distribution partner: Pegasus

Mattel
Co-production with Ludocom.
Expedition: Northwest Passage by Yves
Tourigny for 2-4 players, ages 13+: You are
on an expedition to search for the Franklin

Geister, Geister, Schatzsuchmeister! by
Brian Yu for 2-4 players, ages 8+:
Treasure hunting in the spooky mansion - as
a team players must take eight jewels out of

Ascension: Aufstieg von Vigil by Justin
Gary for 2-4 players, ages 13+:
Published by Gary Games = Stone Blade Entertainment and Marabunta
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Matagot
C3K: Creatures Crossover Cyclades/Kemet von Jacques Bariot, Bruno Cathala,
Ludovic Maublanc and Guillaume Monti-

age for 2-5 players, ages 13+: This is a mini
expansion featuring seven cards for Cyclades and six power tiles for Kemet; with
this expansion you can use creatures from
one game in the other game.
Cappuccino by Charles Chevallier for 2-4
players, ages 8+. German edition at Pegasus

www.gamesjournal.at

expedition, in ten rounds of the game, comprising action phase and end-of-round. In
the action phase you use crew, at the beginning on ships only, to draw tiles, place
tiles, relocate crew or to explore, move and
discover.
Origin by Andrea Mainini for 2-4 players,
ages 9+: Players expand mankind, or, to be
more exact, their tribe, all over our planet,

beginning in Africa, and score for items,
hunting territories and geographical and

the mansion before six rooms are haunted.
You roll dice and might have to reveal a
Ghost card, move and maybe collect a jewel
or defeat ghosts. If you move out of the
house carrying a jewel, you have salvaged
it and can start searching for the next one.
Kronen für den König by Brian Yu for 3-4
players, ages 10+: Worker placement game,
you want to acquire a crown for each of the

King’s ten sons and use craftsmen of the
kingdom for this purpose. A turn comprises
taking back villagers from the inn, using
craftsmen for crowns or jewels. Villagers
need to be fetched from the inn and you
must play cards to use villagers as craftsmen.
Skip-Bo Brettspiel for 2-4 players, ages
7+: The location of a marker decides where
you can place cards, certain squares work as
cards. You move your markers and use discard piles and special squares in order to be
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first to shed all cards, as usual.

Mayday Games

them with sacrifices. Whoever manages to
appease a pre-set number of gods is the
winner of the game.
Five Points: Gangs of New York by Andreas Steding for 3-5 players, ages 12+: You
place rabble into neighborhoods or for a bid

Hold your Breath by Daniel Jenkins und
Christopher Urinko for 2-4 players, ages
6+ is announced for a Kickstarter project

and is the third game in the “Get Bit” series.
The dumb pirates are threading water and
play hold your breath to find out who is the
toughest one of them all
Walk the Plank by Shane Steely und Jared
Tinney: The captain wants to get rid of his
miserable crew and keep only the two best

members, therefore he sets his men against
each other. You choose three out of 10 action cards and play them against each other
in the chosen order.

Mayfair Games
Asgard’s Chosen by Morgan Dontanville
for 1-4 players, ages 14+: As a tribal leader
at the end of the Bronze Age you use the
help of the gods for your tribe and appease
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on manipulation tiles; if you pass rabble returns to you. When all but one have passed,
manipulation tiles are implemented for the
highest bidder and an election phase follows in the neighborhood with most rabble;
a majority there lets you place a Boss, control markers are assigned and you take back
rabble.
Global Mogul by Bill Crenshaw for 1-4 players, ages 14+: As an entrepreneur you invest

in markets for resources; controlled markets
earn you victory points. Contracts completed with resources earn money and victory
points, companies yield abilities. In a round
you have – depending on the variant – 3-6
actions and you place 18-27 agents. You
choose from Investment, Contracts, Companies, Production, Resources Market, Venture Capital, Grants and Market Research,
each action only once per round.
Star Trek: Catan - Federation Space Map
Set by Ron Magin, Charles Rice und Gero
Zahn for 3-4 players, ages 10+: With those
two maps fans of Captain Kirk can experi-

ence Captain Kirk’s missions, can boldly follow him on his missions and settle worlds in
Federation Space, based on the map of the
“Known Galaxy“ in Kirks Ready Room. You
use components from the Star Trek Catan
game and use the rules of Star Trek Catan
with amendments.
The Downfall of Pompeii von Klaus-Jürgen
Wrede for 2-4 players, ages 10+: In Phase 1
you place your tokens in the city; in Phase
2 you take them to safety through the City
Gates. In your turn you play a card from your

hand, place a token into the corresponding
house and draw a card. After the first as well
as the second appearance of the card AD79
rule changes for tokens and lava tiles are introduced. New, revised edition.
There was also the
Limited Promo Expansions Set #6 featuring mini expansions for Global Mogul, Urbania und Automobile, as well as the
Limited Promo Expansions Set #7, featuring mini expansions for Asgard’s Chosen,
Lords of Vegas and The Downfall of Pompeij.

Megableu
Märchenball for 2-4 players, ages 5+: The
princesses dance with the prince and want
to receive stars from him. He is placed in the
middle of the dance floor, the princesses are
moved by roll & move along the board. Action spots you reach are implemented. At
the end of a dance, when the music ends,
you earn or lose stars; if you collect four stars
of your assigned color, you win.
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Nicht Ja Nicht Nein - Natur for 2-6 players,
ages 7+: Thematic variant of Nicht Ja, Nicht
nein! And a tug-of-war between questioning players and answering players for yes or
no for an answer. You move forward according to the outcome of this question/answer

to collect 15 infamy points or achieve the
highest reputation in one of three factions.
The Capitals by Thiago Bonaventura for
2-5 players, ages 13+: City building game
on the topic of “build a capital” in three eras
form Victorian times to present times, you
can make use of more than 100 individual
buildings.
The Guns of Gettysburg by Bowen
Simmons for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Conflict
simulation on the Battle of Gettysburg,
without dice or cards for movement and
deciding the outcome of encounters.

Meridae
Games
Garden Dice by Doug Bass for 2-4 players,
ages 13+: Published in 2012; the topic
is planting, tending and harvesting of

OUR REPORT

nal. You compete for the best ships, deliver
containers to ships, make use of locks, invest
in stocks, deliver goods and hire personnel.

Metermorphosen
Augen auf - Augen drauf! by Katrin Feller
for 1 or more players: A game on looking!
Everybody knows cloud formation - in this
join-in book or game you search all over

duel and win, if you are first to reach the
middle of the board.

Mercury Games
Infamy by Travis R. Chance for 3-4 players,
ages 13+: Crimes are being done in a mining
colony on Mars; you can buy everything if

vegetables.
Garden Dice: The Card Extension by Doug
Bass for 2-4 players, ages 13+: The core
game is extended with 46 action cards and
eight event cards; you can play one card

town for such chance formations; if you
stick wobbly eyes on them you can make
them come alive.
Distribution partner: Pegasus Spiele

Mieg

you offer enough money: you win in this
bidding game for influence if you are first

per round and draw one card; event cards
concern all players.

Tipp-Kick Samba for 2-4 players, ages 6+
by Edwin Mieg: The special edition for the
World Soccer Championship in 2014 is published featuring the Brazilian national team’s
player Dante as a personalized Tipp-Kick
piece and a game board in Samba design.
The clock offers Samba sounds and can be
upgraded with sound chips.

MESA
boardgames
Panamax by Gil d’Orey für-4 players, ages
12+: Still in a development / prototype state
and planned for publication in 2014 in cooperation with Heidelberger Spieleverlag
- Economics game on using the Panama Ca-
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Mind Fitness
Games
Der Romanian publisher presented three
abstract games:
Pure Halloween for 2 players, ages 9+: Aim
of the game is to occupy all nine regions of

ages 8+, a role playing game for beginners
or children; fantasy adventures on brave
rebels against an evil emperor.
Kings of Mithril by Esa Wiik for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Also a new edition, this is on
a mythical Dwarven Realm, mines in the
Mithril Mountain and the upgrade of living

military power in a simultaneous selection
mechanism in an exploring phase, followed
by three action phases and one negotiation
phase.
The Manhattan Project: Second Stage
by Eric Jome and Brandon Tibbetts for 2-5
players, ages 13+ expands The Manhattan

room in the contest for the crown of the
Dwarven King.
Terra Evolution by Esa Wiik for 2-5 players,
ages 10+ has been re-published and now
also features the expansion Tree of Life: In
this deck building game on the evolution

Project with four small expansions which
you can use jointly or individually.

the board that is similar to a Sudoku game.
ReMatch for 2-3 players, ages 8+: You engage in a battle bearing similarities to a

David versus Goliath one, using different
armies.
Six MaKing for 2 players, ages 12+: In a
game based on and similar to Chess your

task is to construct a king, that, a stack of
six pieces with your own color on top. You
place or move a piece, parts of stacks can be
moved like the corresponding chess piece.

Mindwarrior
Games
After a break in 2011 Mindwarrior Games is
back with a revised and extended program:
Heroes of the Storm, Finnish title Myrskyn
sankarit, by Mike Pohjola for 2-6 players,
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Moaideas
Game Design
Dungeon Guilds by Desnet Amane for 3-6
players, ages 10+: Players are members of
different professional guilds and are going
treasure hunting; but for acquiring the most

of various species, catastrophes and extinction you construct your world from rising
continents and conquer them with the developing species.

Minion
Games
Hegemonic by Oliver Kiley for 2-6 players,
ages 12+: The Milky Way is overpopulated
and the important ruling houses cast an
eye on the neighboring galaxy; you use industrial expansion, political influence and

valuable treasures guilds need to cooperate. Will you be successful by cooperating or
loot a room successfully on your own?

Mondainai
Stockholm by Harald Enoksson und Erik
Lönnblom for 3-6 players, ages 14+: You
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tasks.
Wahrheit oder Wagnis Erotic Party Edition
for 2-10 players, ages 18+, featuring risqué
questions and provocative answers.
Presented in Essen at the Piatnik booth.

want to leave your parents’ house and must
work hard to be able to afford the high rents
or study hard to qualify for a subsidized
student flat or must take other measures
to find something adequate to live in your
own surroundings. Aim of the game is to
maximize two out of three parameters: Services available in your neighborhood, quality of living and landscape.

Moonster Games
Koryŏ von Gun-Hee Kim for 2-4 players,
ages 13+: Set in the steam punk universe;
you play any number of members of one
family and try to obtain the majority in fam-

both dice: The crawly-beetle-die shows the
kind of beetle you can take in this turn. The
leaves die determines the leaf from where
you may take the beetle.
PaPYRoS. Die Seele der Wörter by Georg
Schumacher for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
Candidates for the hand of the Pharaoh’s
daughter are tasked with enlivening the
souls of words by adding vowels to consonants. Hieroglyphs in a 20x20 grid are filled

Moodzz
Funny Games for 1-6 players, ages 10+: Colilies of politicians; the special abilities of a
family are at the disposal of the player who
controls the family.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

moses.
Verlag
lection of 101 crazy games for all occasions.
Offenherzig Feuerwerk for 2 or more play-

Der Schatz von Castellina by Carlo A. Rossi
for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Jewels glitter like
mad, but you only see them if you are not
the active player. You take a look of 10 seconds into the castle courtyard and then rotate the castle. Now you can put your hand
through the gate and bring out a gem of

with consonants and you draw nine vowels.
You can swap consonants before adding
vowels to a word or you can turn them over
or you can also cooperate.
Wo hat der Rauhaardackel sein h gelassen? by Christian Stang: A quiz on correct
spelling, featuring dubious problems of
spelling from Schifffahrt to Rhythmus.

ers, ages 18+: Party game on questions and

your color; but take care and avoid white
fakes.
Mein erstes Krabbelkäfer-Spiel by Inka
and Markus Brand for 2-4 players, ages 3+:
You need to catch the beetles underneath
the leaves - who will be first to bring back
seven of them into his own garden? You roll
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Mougil
Entertainment
IPA The Agents by Allan Beyer for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You embody an agent and
must eliminate opposing agents. Actions
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influence in the respective committees to
receive remunerative building orders.
Dreck weg! by Stefan Siebert for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Originally designed as a promotional game, the game is now available
in a neutral version; you clear away garbage,
roll dice and move to roads, playgrounds or

Narodowe
Centrum Kultury
Strajk by Karol Madaj for 2-5 players, ages
12+: This publisher offers yet another simu-

relate to one of the item cards, which also
serve as currency.

Mücke Spiele
The range of games from Mücke Spiele offers a few interesting series of games, new
besides the familiar Edition Bohrtürme is
Edition Kofferspiele for games which must
fit into a given box, and Edition 3-teiliger
Pöppel for games that use the new playing
piece which is made up from three parts
and can therefore carry up to three colors.
Shown in Essen were:
Atacama by Martin Schlegel for 2-4 players, ages 8+, Edition Bohrtürme: Valuable
resources have been discovered in the Chilean desert; for safety reasons drills must
have a certain distance between them and
mining rights are limited; each company

parks in order to remove as much garbage
as you can.
Lignum is a game of optimization and voting on the topic of forestry in the 19th century, it is now announced for release in 2014.
Schnipp Es! by Matthias Schmitt und Axel
Hennig for 2-6 players, ages 6+, Edition

may only mine two out of three metals gold, silver and copper - and you pay fines
when you mine the wrong resource.
Councils & Contracts by Kalle Malmioja for
2-5 players, ages 10+, Edition Kofferspiele,
winner of the Designer Contest. As a building company you need a strong lobby in
the city council and work hard to create
red-white-red.

u
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nestor
games
The company announced more than 50 new
games for Essen; but as only a few games
were shown at Essen I restrict this report to
those new games that were announced for
actual demo games at Essen and to those
games that were named as newly released
in the News section of nestorgames’ website since September 1st, 2013. In doing so, I
have also left out re-editions.

3-teiliger Pöppel: A soccer game where you
snip the markers.
Available as a booster pack was Schnipp
es! Österreich, featuring three figures in
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lation on a period of Polish history, this time
on the activities of Lech Wałęsa and his fellow fighters in Vladimir Lenin Shipyard at
Gdnank in August 1980.

42 Hyperspace Expressway by Markus
Hagenauer for 2 players, ages 10+: Garbage

deposit in space - more and more interplanetary highways are built and a new way to
deposit garbage must be found.
Abeja Reina by Jesús Sánchez Páez for 2
players, ages 8+: Two bee hives face each
other, separated by a ditch; each player tries
to eliminate the opposing queen bee.
Black Hole by Walter Joris for 2 players,
ages 6+: You play on a pyramid-shaped
board made up from 21 squares. Players
alternate to place a numbered piece of
their color, in adjacent order. One spot is
left empty - if you manage the lower total of
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Nevermore
Games

pieces adjacent to that gap, you win.
Cairo Corridor by Markus Hagenauer for 2
players, ages 8+: Placement game with pentagons; you want to build a path that connects all four sides and have more pieces of
your color adjacent to this path than your
opponent.

Let’s catch the Lion by Madoka Kitao is a
new edition of the game Dobutsu Shogi for
children, ages 3+, that was first shown at Essen in 2009.
Mentis by Richard Wilkins for 2 players,
ages 8+: You want to catch the opposing
king; pieces can catch other pieces without
moving, several pieces can move as a stack

and pieces are introduced to the board
from outside, there is no start-up situation.

Chicken Caesar by Bryan Fischer for 3-6
players, ages 12+, was published in 2012,
but was on show in Essen for the first time.
Players are chicken families in ancient Rome
and want to make a name for themselves.
You acquire and receive influence by
negotiations and voting.
Mars Needs Mechanics by Ben Rosset for
2-4 players, ages 10+: London in 1873, a

mission to Mars is about to be launched;
you are an engineer or tinkerer and apply for the post of astronaut-engineer. You
collect components and build steam punk
mechanisms while taking into account a
time mechanism.

Noris-Spiele
Atlantic City by Britta Fiore for 2-4 players,
ages 16+: First game in the Mini Stories series - A game event invites you to a journey
to the Gaming Hells of the 1920ties. The
story develops during the game, directed
and governed by character cards, event
cards and fate cards. In six acts you acquire
or make use of cards, play scenes, comply
with motivations, report and score and win
as a member of the richest gang.

www.gamesjournal.at

Cuatro by Jürgen P. K. Grunau for 2-4 players, ages 8+: A combination of the mechanisms from Yatzy and “Four in a Row”.
Squares on a game board are marked with
results of dice rolls, each player has 15 pagoda roofs. You roll five dice and have five rolls

to achieve a useable result, which you need
not announce before rolling. The dice result determines - within certain restrictions
- where on the board you can place one of
your pagoda roofs and if you can cover another payer’s roof with one of your own.
Knetivity for 1+ players, ages 8+: Putty or
modelling clay has made an appearance
on game tables of yore with Barbarossa

– in Knetivity it stages a fulminant comeback. This game collection for gleeful party
groups offers an amazing 110 little, funny
and fast games that you can play on your
own or in a duel for two players or with all
players together.
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North & South
Games
Rock, Paper, Scissors, BANG! by Dave
Cousins for 2 players, ages 7+:
Rock-beats-scissors-beats-paper-beats-rock
and dynamite beats all, even Dynamite. You
place your markers and then move one or

towers with your marker on top for higher
towers and then use dynamite to destroy
towers and counters. Towers at the end of
the tame score points for their owners.

NSKN
Legendary Games

you are tasked with making the biggest
catch without too much endangering of
crew and load. Demo prototype available,
publication scheduled for 2014.
Praetor by Andrei Novac for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: In a resources management
game you build a city in Southern England
under the protection of Hadrian’s Wall; city

areas already built yield resources and you
must comply with demands of the emperor.
Prototype available for demos, publishing
date 2014.
W: The Board Game by Andrei Novac for
2 players, ages 12+: Race for the American
Presidency, democrats versus Republicans;
in 48 states you win the vote of all electors
if you receive most votes. You can only
campaign in a state when the other
candidate is not present in this state.

for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You collect sets of
railway tickets and travel on the historically
and geographically correct railway lines
of Northern America in the 20ties of the
previous century. If you do not travel you
must pay for food, lodging and telegrams.
California Gold by Patrick Stevens for 3-6
players, ages 10+: Contrary to the title this
is not a game on prospecting for gold, but
a game on producing oranges, support

for farmers and the best price for harvests.
Announced for 2014.
Prepotent by Tom Russell for 3-6 players,
ages 10+: Still in the stage of development,
but originally announced for 2013, this
is a game featuring horse racing, but in

Exodus: Proxima Centauri by Agnieszka
Kopera and Andrei Novac for 2-6 players,
ages 14+: Published in 2012 and published
again this year in a second, revised edition:

combination with breeding horses, not
managing a racing stable. Finished for
launching on Kickstarter.
Also announced is Frozen Death, a
conflict simulation game on WWII Finland/
Russia and also First Emperor, a game on
controlling terrain in Ancient China and
You look for shelter in the Centauri System
as one of six faction of mankind, but in the
new home the old conflicts begin anew.
Perfect Storm by Andrei Novac for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Risk management
featuring the topic of crab fishing in Alaska;

Numbskull
Games
C. C. Higgins Rail Pass by Patrick Stevens

Mongolia, both designed by Patrick Stevens.
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sets of three blocks.

Okazu Brand

Nürnberger
Spielkarten nsv

Patronize by Hisashi Hayashi for 3-5
players, ages 10+: Rich traders support
artists for social reputation and fame. A
fame card is revealed. You play a character
and can protect him once in the game or

Habe fertig by Steffen Benndorf for 2-4
players, ages 8+: Cards in six colors, also
featuring stars, are stacked according to
identical color or identical number or for

missing color on stacks. If you place the last
card, you receive stars for bonus points, the
others penalty points for cards on hand.
Qwixx Deluxe by Steffen Benndorf for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Luxury edition of the dice
game with a dice tray and erasable tableaus

OldChap
Gobb’it by Paul-Adrien Tournier, JeanBaptiste Fremaux and Thomas Luzurier
for 3-8 players, ages 10+: Part of the series

you pass. Tricks are won depending on the
influence values of characters and trump
markers on the fame card. Protected cards
turn into protégés. If you passed you receive
one of the characters that were played or an
achievement. Characters remaining after
this turn into Protégés of their players.
Sail to India by Hisashi Hayashi for 3-4
players, ages 12+: Seafarers are searching
for the sea passage to India. You win as a
noble sponsor with most victory points
from discovering new coastal towns,
selling of goods and building churches.
At the start Lisbon and three more towns

La Collection Table Rase; on an island,
inhabited by strange creatures, you are
one of the inhabitants and must devour
the others, that is, collect cards by reacting
quickly.

Oliphante
Announced in Nuremberg with HCM Kinzel,
shown at Essen at the joint booth of Italian
publishers - Asterion, Kaleidos and Yemaia:
Movie Trailer by Pierluca Zizzi and Andrea
Chiarvesio for 3-8 players, ages 14+: In this
party game you alternate to be the director
who chooses the title of a film which the

instead of scoring sheets.
Qwixx XL by Steffen Benndorf for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Edition with bigger dice
and a bigger score sheet. Also available are
blocks of the Qwixx XL scoring sheets, in
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are discovered. Money and victory points
are called banker and historians and are
marked with pieces on numbers. If you are
out of pieces you lose an eventual surplus.
String Savanna by Hisashi Hayashi for 3-5
players, ages 6+: As an animal scientist you
collect information on animals of African
savannahs and use strings to enclose
animals.

others must guess; they can ask for clues
and the director chooses one of the clue
cards that seems to fit best.
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One Draw
Lost Legacy by Hayato Kisaragi and Seiji
Kanai for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Both in the
basic game and the expansion the topic is
a mysterious legacy that must be found;
both games can be combined. One card

cannot be defeated with cards from one’s
personal display ends a turn without result.
Sissi! Die Bohnenkaiserin for 3-5 players,
ages 12+ by Uwe Rosenberg: stand-alone
Bohnanza variant; the new variety of Sissi
beans must be planted alternatingly with
Captain Beans of one kind; when, after a
regular Bohnanza turn, there are two Sissi
or two Captain Beans next to each other
in one of your fields, you must harvest this
field.

Ostia Spiele
Monuments: Vergil for 2-4 players, ages
10+: Fifth expansion for Monuments, published by Abacusspiele and Mayfair Games.
Three new cards feature Vergil, Homer and

There is also the expansion
Slicks Tuning by Stefan Risthaus for 2-6
players, ages 10+: This expansion introduces six different kinds of tires for selection
and all components to allow each player his
individual starting situation.

Paizo
Publishing
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Rise of
the Runelords Base Set by Mike Selinker
for 1-4 players, ages 13+: A race against
time - the dangerous villain needs to be defeated before time runs out. Hero and villain
both have their own deck of cards. Heroes

is laid out for the Ruins. You play cards to
implement their effects, which can result
in players being ejected from the game.
Should you find the Legacy, you win. When
nobody finds it, all have lost together.
Should all players but one have been
ejected, he is the winner.

Österreichisches
Spiele Museum
Händler der Karibik for 2-4 players, ages
8+ by Alexander Pfister: Card collecting
game with a pirate topic. You turn up cards
and can then take cards from the display,

Ovid; if you pay monument cards you can
attract the attention of a chronicler who
will make one of your monuments more
famous than the same monument of an opponent.
Slicks by Stefan Risthaus for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: Car racing game with limitation

discover locations that must be freed and
defended. “Erwachen der Runenherrscher/
Rise of the Runelords” is a basic set including
the first adventure deck for the first chapter
of the story.
There are also
Pathfinder Rise of the Runelords Character Add-On Deck
Pathfinder Rise of the Runelords The
Skinsaw Murders Adventure Deck
Pathfinder Rise of the Runelords The
Hook Mountain Massacre Adventure
Deck

Palatia Spiele
either ships for money or persons that you
pay for. You need persons to complete an
expedition and to collect victory points. A
second identical ship that is turned up and
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of the maximum speed in direct relation to
tires, starting position and weight of fuel.

Ebbes by Klaus Geis for 3-5 players, ages
10+: Trick-taking card game; in addition
to the cards there are cards to determine
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number and color; you play a trick-taking
game; the highest card or trump card wins
the trick. Trump is determined during the
round; the first card played for the revealed
number determines the trump color, additional cards of that value determine the
value of the respective color in the order
they were played.

Pearl Games
Bruxelles 1893 for 2-5 players, ages 13+
by Etienne Espreman: Published by Pearl

Passport
Game Studios

OUR REPORT

words from their stock of cards. The result
is probably politically incorrect, possibly
indecent but definitely funny.
Die Zwerge: Mit vereinten Kräften
by Michael Palm and Lukas Zach for 2-5
players, ages 10+: This expansion introduces 38 new cards, including 14 scenario cards, and also adventure cards, threat
cards, equipment cards and all cards of
the Albae expansion.

In addition to editions of Venetia and Ace
Detective one could find
Fools Gold by Joshua Gerald Balvin for 3-5
Games, Heidelberger and Z-Man Games
Ginkgopolis: The Experts for 2-5 players, ages 13+ by Xavier Georges: Published
by Pearl Games, Heidelberger and Z-Man
Games

Pegasus Spiele
players, ages 12+: A prototype that was
available as a demo copy: As an investor
you send prospector to search for gold at
different location - each of them with different characteristics, dangers and amounts of
gold. Co-production with Rock Paper Scissors Games

PD-Verlag

Duckomenta Rommé for 2-6 players,
ages 8+ - A standard deck of cards illustrated for fans of the Ducks.
Es war einmal by Richard Lambert, Andrew Rilstone and James Wallis for 2-6
players, ages 8+: In the narration game

The third in the group of joint publishing/
distributing companies; here, too, I group
the new releases as in-house productions, German editions of games from
other publishers and co-productions
with other publishers.
Indigenous productions:
Bam! by Sascha Ackermann and Lars
you have terms on cards and must integrate those terms into the story; and the
story should have the end that is given on
the player’s card. Other players can interrupt him to force their end of the story.
New edition, earlier editions with Truant
and Amigo.
Junta by Vincent Tsao, Ben Grossmann
and Eric Goldberg for 2-7 players, ages
16+: Revised new edition of the game
on power, intrigues, money and revolu-

Concordia for 2-5 players, ages 12+ by Mac
Gerdts: The development game with the

Beckmann for 4-10 players, ages 16+:
A game on words - a sentence is read
out and supplemented by players with
topic of ancient Roman empire, more exactly a resources management game, was
already presented as a prototype last year,
then called Oppida: Cities of the Roman
Empire. Each player holds an identical set
of cards and acquires additional cards to
choose actions or create victory points.
tion, in a fictitious banana republic setting - featuring Swiss bank accounts,
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military troops strength, assassinations,
donations, chiefs of police or coup d’état.
When a player must quit the game due
to being assassinated he instantly comes
back as his own nephew. Politically very
incorrect, but highly amusing and challenging political simulation for experienced players, featuring rather complex
rules.
Sei Stark. Sag Nein! by Andreas Büdeker
for 1-4 players, ages 5+: Violence against

children, danger for children - this is the
topic of this violence prevention game
for the whole family with the goal of sensitizing children in playful way to how to
cope with unknown persons. New edition, originally distributed by nsv.
German editions of games from other
publishers
Cappuccino by Charles Chevallier for 2-4
players, ages 8+. Coffee cups of different

colors are set out next to each other and
you move your own cup or stack of cups
onto an adjacent cup or stack, provided
that this stack is lower or equally high as
yours. If you cannot move because you
have no stack or because your stack is
without neighbors you pass. When no
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one can play, you stack all your stacks and
win with the highest stack. German edition of Cappuccino from Matagot.
Also available is
Cappuccino Collector’s Edition.
Cthulhu Fluxx by Keith Baker for 2-6
players, ages 8+ - The game about and
with flexible rules which change with every minute, supplemented by the gruesome lunacy of the Cthulhu universe.
Published also by Looney Labs.
Duckomenta Art by Reiner Knizia for 2-5

players, ages 8+: You choose works of art
from your hand and lay them out. Action
symbols change your hand of cards and
your and display; when six works of art
from one era are on display all is turned
up and you score your own works of art in
eras in relation to era majorities on the table and majorities with players. German
edition of Modern Art the Card Game,
Gryphon Games.

Duell im Felsental by Adam Kaluza for
2 players, ages 8+: Three dwarves versus
one dragon - each side in this uneven
conflict commands different abilities,
represented by a unique card deck; the
abilities of the dwarves are distributed
among all three of them, who must try to
defeat the dragon. Possible actions are:

Draw two cards or play one card. If you
defeat your opponent, you win; when the
last dwarf card is played, the dragon wins.
German edition of Drako from Rebel.pl
Dungeon Roll by Chris Darden for 1-4
players, ages 8+: Dice adventure in the
dungeon; you roll for finds, available
items for the active player, etc. After each
round you decide if you want to go on.
When you reach the next level you score
more victory points, or else you lose that
you have achieved so far. Editions at Pegasus and Tasty Minstrel Games.
Fungi by Brent Povis for 2 players, ages

10+: Announced, it will be a card management game with an unusual topic collecting mushrooms in the forest in a
card game with two different decks for
day and night and varying uses for the
cards - cooking or selling, but beware of
poisonous mushrooms. German edition
of Morels, Two Lantern Games.
Love Letter by Seiji Kanai for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: The princess wants true love and
we need helpers in the palace to ensure
that our letters will reach her. You draw a
card, play a card open-faced and imple-

ment its effects; the cards remain visible.
When all cards have been used, you win
a heart if you hold the highest-ranking
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character of the palace. Whoever holds
3-5 hearts, depending on the number of
players, wins. German edition, other editions from Alderac and Kanai Factory.
Mage Knight: Die verschollene Legion
by Vlaada Chvátil for 1-4 players, ages
14+: The first expansion for Mage Knight
introduces a new opponent - General
Volkare and his Legion with additional
rules for new scenarios and a special rule
for a game of five players.
Mage Wars: Das Duell der Magier by
Bryan Pope for 2 players, ages 13+: 2-6

players, ages 8+ are Mages batting in
an arena; each Mage, that is, player, assembles his own deck of cards, The game
combines card game and miniatures into
a tactical board game. Extensions for the
game are available as follows:
Mage Wars: Basis-Zaubersprüche 1

Mage Wars: Basis-Zaubersprüche 2

Mage Wars: Machtmeisterin vs. Kriegsherr - two new schools with the abilities
of telekinesis and thought control for the
Machtmeisterin and support from the
War God Akiro for the Kriegsherr.
Mars Würfel by Scott Almes and Seth
Jaffee for 2 or more players, ages 8+: You
are an inmate of Mars and need to trans-
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port samples of chicken, cows and humans to Mars. To do this you use 13 dice.
German edition of Martian Dice, Tasty
Minstrel Games.
Munchkins are appearing in bulk,
partially in editions that have been
announced earlier and all are German
editions of the originals published by

Steve Jackson Games. Nearly all of them
have been designed by Steve Jackson
and are intended for 3-6 players, ages
12+. As they are all well-known and the
basic mechanisms is always the same, I
have only listed the editions:
Munchkin 1+2
Munchkin beißt 1+2
Munchkin Booster: Artig & Ungezogen
by Andrew Hackard and Steve Jackson
Munchkin Booster: Drachen by Andrew
Hackard und Steve Jackson,
Munchkin Booster: Süßes oder Saures
by Leonard Balsera
Munchkin Cthulhu 1+2
Munchkin Freibeuter 1+2
Munchkin Pathfinder by Andrew Hackard
Munchkin Zombies 1+2
Star Munchkin 1+2

Packet Row for 2-5 players, ages 10+ by
Henrik and Åse Berg: Offices of Trading

OUR REPORT

companies in Packet Row in the docks
of New York. You earn profits from transatlantic business and spend money on
charity at the right time; you take cards
from locations and pay for them, complete contracts by discarding the necessary cards and score at the end for
buildings and money. German edition of
Packet Row, White Goblin Games.
Polis by Fran Diaz for 2 players, ages
14+: Historic simulation of the conflict
between Athens and Sparta; you choose
between two and twelve actions for development, military and politics; military
actions cost prestige. If there are more

than eight units per player assembled
in a region battle occurs. If you lose all
your prestige or your capital, you lose the
game; otherwise you score population,
prestige and posterity prestige.
Revolver by Mark Chaplin for 2 players,
ages 12+: A non-collectible card game
in which each player holds his own deck;
the Colonel must eliminate all gang
members before they escape to Mexico,

and the player of the Colty Gang must
eliminate the Law.
Robinson Crusoe by Ignacy Trzewiczek
for 1-5 players, ages 10+: Players are
shipwrecks stranded on a lonely island
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Thunderstone: Dungeons, Monster,
reiche Beute! by Mike Elliot and Curt
Crane for 1-5 players, ages 12+: An introductory set that provides easy access
into the universe of Thunderstone and
deck building mechanisms. The village of
Barrowsdale must be defended against
the Darklings, before you can set out to

and must cooperate to develop their new
home and decide by their actions how
the game will develop. German edition
of Robinson Crusoe, published 2012 by
Portal Games and Z-Man.
Shadowrun is also a bestseller in the
Pegasus program, the role playing game
on runners and mega corporations by
Tobias Hamelmann and Team for 3 players, ages 14+, and is being published in
its fifth edition, as German edition of the
edition published by Catalyst Game Lab.
This year’s publications:
Shadowrun Einstiegsbox
Shadowrun, 5. Edition
Shadowrun, 5. Edition, limitierte Ausgabe
Smash Up - Der endgültige Cthulhu
by Paul Peterson for 2-4 players, ages
12+: Expansion #2 for the smashing card
game. Two players can play it as a standalone game, otherwise it is an extension
featuring new cthulhuoid factions and
the new card type of Madness cards.

The Big Bang Theory: Das Partyspiel
by Ben Stoll for 3-7 players, ages 15+:
The game based on the TV Series, full of
insider talk - and you are supposed to fill
the gaps with suitable text accordingly.
German edition of the game published
by Crypytozoic.

search for the first Thunderstone.
Thunderstone Advance Numenera by
Mike Elliot for 1-5 players, ages 12+: In
the new series of Thunderstone advance
we meet the intelligent virus Numenera;
people who are infected are controlled
by relics which have been but into the
hands of powerful beings by Evil itself.

Trains by Hisashi Hayashi for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: You manage railroad companies
in Japan in a kind of deck building game
on trains, personnel and facilities. In a
turn you play and buy cards in any order
and as often as you want, but separately,
as you do in other deck building games,

and you clean up your deck. When four
stacks are empty or when you have used
up all track markers or when all station
markers have been placed, you add your
bonuses for track and the points on cards.
German edition of the game published in
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2012 by Okazu Brand, other editions at
Alderac and Filosofia Editions.
Werwölfe: Inquisition by Dan Hoffman
for 3-12 players, ages 8+: Lynching after
taking a vote - you start with two votes,
choose huts for an action during daytime
or pass and take votes. Actions can bring
you clues; after that a voting is taken.
Whoever gets most votes is lynched. During nighttime you hand around selected
cards and one inmate is attacked by
werewolves. Published As Ultimate Werewolf Inquisition by Bézier Games.
Zombie Würfel 2 by Steve Jackson
for 2-99 players; Expansion for Zombie
Dice, featuring three new dice that
represent characters who provide a story
that unfolds during the game. Original
published by Steve Jackson Games.
That Zombies are hard to fight, is proven
also by their coming-back-again-andagain in Zombies!!!. This year there are

two new editions, already announced
in Nuremberg, intended for 3-6 players,
ages 12+, and originally published by
Twilight Creations:
Zombies!!! X Suchtopfer, by Todd and
Kerry Breitenstein for 2-6 players, ages
16+: In addition to Zombies you need to
fight your personal addiction, which is
assigned to you by a card.
Zombies!!! 11 Todes AG, by Todd
Breitenstein, descibes the daily life in an
office in which suddenly colleagues and
bosses are changing into zombies.

Co-productions with other companies
Glück Auf by Wolfgang Kramer und Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 10+,
with eggertspiele: In this worker place-
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Announced for late 2014:
Shadowrun 2050
Only named by working title:
Hey Piraten by Marco Teubner for 3-6
players

ment game coal mines are exploited; you
produce trolleys, mine coal, complete orders and deliver them for victory points,
provided that you have amassed the
necessary coal varieties. Each kind of coal
is found at a different level, so you might
have to dig deep and costly! You take actions and then score majorities.
Rokoko by Stefan Malz, Matthias Cramer

Other Role playing Games
Cthulhu: Die Bestie 1 - Praeludium by
Heiko Gill for 3 players, ages 14+; Part
One of a three-volume campaign with
18 adventures, fighting the machinations
of the Brotherhood of the Beast - revised
new edition of the campaign “Fungi from
Yuggoth”.
Cthulhu: Reisen - Passagen in den Tod
by Heiko Gill for 3 players, ages 14+: Travelling as core element for the characters
on the hunt for Cthulhu; the volume
comprises a source part and six adventures.
Preview
Announced for early 2014:
Cthulhu: Gaslicht - in den 1890er

und Louis Malz for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
As a dressmaker for noblemen you must
provide the gowns for the big ball, but
must also manage the event. You play a
worker card for one of six main actions.
Some actions need a master for implementation, some can be implemented by
the apprentice. Actions result in bonuses.
Time ‚n‘ Space by Tobias Stapelfeldt for
3-4 players, ages 10+, with eggertspiele:
Already published in summer, this is a
Jahren by Heiko Gill for 3 players, ages
14+ Announced as a limited edition
Illuminati 2te Edition by Steve Jackson for 2-6 players, ages 12+; using this
graphically revised design, you can try
yet again to take over the world in the
proven conniving manner. Also planned
as
Illuminati - Die Weltverschwörung
LIMITED
revised new edition of Space Dealer.
Within 30 minutes you must deliver as
many goods as possible to other planets,
using production, logistics and demand.
You ahave two sand timers and all play
simultaneously. The normal timer is
started; you place sand timers on time
symbols: When the timer has run out you
may implement the action of the symbol.
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Distribution partners:
Eggertspiele
Matagot
Metermorphosen
White Goblin

Phalanx Games Polska
Czas Honoru: Operacja Most III by Michał
Ozon for 2 players, ages 12+: Conflict simulation for WWIIM; topic are the secret rocket
tests conducted in Poland; one player tries
to collect remains of rocket parts after tests
for the allied English forces, the other one
tries to guard the secret as best as he can.
After four rounds you win with most rocket
parts.
Świat Dysku: Wiedźmy - Sabat
Czarownic - A Coven of Witches - Not a
game, but four figurines of the apprentice
witches from Martin Wallace’s The Witches,

featuring the colors of the witches from the
core game - extension for the game which
itself is also available in Polish from Phalanx
Games.

Piatnik
Activity Code Word by Catty / Führer for
4-16 players, ages 12+: The board is replaced by a code word, which each team
thinks up for the other team. A card is drawn
and you roll for the method of representation. For each successfully conveyed term
you may ask for one letter of the code word.
Der kleine Hobbit by Michael Stern and
Keith Meyers for 2-6 players, ages 8+:
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As Bilbo Beutlin you travel through the Misty
Mountains and Mirkwood to take back the
treasure stolen by Smaug the Dragon. You
roll and move, master adventures and fight
Smaug with jewels and adventure points.

Placentia Games
Florenza: The Card Game for 2-4 players,
ages 14+ by Stefano Groppi: In this card version of Florenza you use actions like reserving a monument or complete a monument,

New edition, first published in 2001 by Klee
and Sophisticated Games.
Inkognito by Leo Colovini und Alex Randolph for 3-5 players, ages 10+: New edition of the classic deduction game. You are
given cards for your identity, shape and
mission which you must complete together
with your yet unknown partner whom you

Collin and his friends into a trap. New in
the game is Nere, a wild Mystic with strong
magical powers and alchemistic knowledge.
Summoner Wars: Guild Dwarves – Second Summoner by Colby Dauch for 2-4
players, ages 9+: One example of one of
the Second Summoner decks, which is only
playable with a Summoner Wars Master
Set or a Starter Set, but it is a stand-alone

activate location cards, dispatch workers,
etc. in order to expand and beautify the renaissance town.

faction deck and can be mixed with other
starter sets.
German partner for some of the games: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Plaid Hat
Games

Playthisone

BioShock Infinite: The Siege of Columbia
by Isaac Vega for 2-4 players, ages 13+: This
tabletop game is based on the video game
and features a total of 52 miniatures; you

UGO by Ronald Hoekstra, Thomas Jansen
and Patrick Zuidhof for 2-4 players, ages
10+: You have ten cards in hand and play
down one estate, all others follow color, if

will identify from notes made on information from cards you will see. When you meet
other characters or the ambassador you ask
for shape or identity and are shown cards,
one of them must be true.
Wien! Das Spiel by Spartaco Albertarelli
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: A movement game
with a historic topic. The map shows stations, famous landmarks and a time track
with historic events and dates. Cards carry
information on the history of Vienna.
Also represented at the booth:
Games from Moodzz
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embody either one of the Founders or Vox
Populi and try to take control of events.
Mice and Mystics: Heart of Glorm by Jerry
Hawthorne for 1-4 players, ages 7+: Vanestra has been defeated but another evil has
taken root in the castle and wants to lure

possible. The highest card wins the trick
which is placed, sorted by colors, onto kingdom areas; you can choose the card on top.
When all tricks have been played you add
the top card values in areas holding farmers.
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Porcupine Press
Telltale by Jack Hanauer for 3-5 players,
ages 8+: Story cards in six different categories - crime, fairytale, horror, soap opera, adventure and history - are on offer; you bid
for cards and create stories; then you score
for card combinations and the best story.
Trix by Jack Hanauer for 3-6 players, ages

Legacy: Testament of Duke de Crecy by
Michiel Justin Elliott Hendriks for 1-4 players, ages 10+: By establishing relations
with families all over Europe you want to
establish your dynasty. In nine rounds over
three generations (2-3-4) you place markers
in the Action phase on your own board for
Marriage, Children, Society and loans - all
for multiple use - and on the main board
for title, doctor, real estate, venture, mission
and donations - all available only once.
Neuroshima Hex! Mephisto by Michał
Herda for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Mephisto is
a symbiotic alien who came down to earth
in a meteorite and has formed a subterranean network; now he feels the fight above

10+: A word guessing game; nine terms three persons, actions and locations each
- are laid out. You choose three and name
one, or maximum two, words as clues. The
others must guess the three words that
you selected. You yourself score for oneword clues and the number of players who
guessed correctly, the others for correct
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you wanted to find out and now you are in
the middle of the conflict.

Post Scriptum
Fun Farm for 2-10 players, ages 6+ by Luca
Bellini
Published by Heidelberger Spieleverlag,

Iello; Lifestyle, Post Scriptum, Raven Distribution, Swan Panasia
him and gets involved. The expansion
evolved from a fan creation.
Robinson Crusoe: Adventure on the
Cursed Island – Voyage of the Beagle by
Marion Heuser, Robert Masson and Ignacy
Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 10+: A collection of connected scenarios on the topic
of Darwins journey; the effects of one sce-

Privateer Press
Hordes: High Command for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Strategic conquest with deckbuilding in the Iron Kingdoms. You acquire
armies and deploy them to generate victory

guessing in order of guessing.

Portal Games

www.gamesjournal.at

nario are carried over into the next one.
Theseus: The Dark Orbit by Michał Oracz,
2-4 players, ages 8+: Five factions, imprisoned in a space station - Marines, Aliens,
scientists, The Greys and ??? Well this is what

points for your faction. The core element
of deck building strategies is valid here,
too - short-term profits versus long-term
investments - when do I buy additional
cards, try to take over a location or use a
card?
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Level 7 [Escape]: Lockdown is an
expansion for Level 7 [Escape], featuring
new enemies, new rooms and rules as well
as five scenarios.
Level 7 [Omega Protocol] by Will
Schoonover for 2-6 players, ages 13+:
The third game of the Level 7 series and
continues Level 7 [Escape]. The government

players, ages 6+: The witch from Russian
fairy tales - in this game you must escape
Baba Yaga and at the same time find the
ingredients for three spell cards.
The Three Little Pigs by Laurent Pouchain
for 2-5 players, ages 7+: This dice game tells
the fairy tale of the three little pigs; you roll
dice to create windows, doors and roofs.
Co-productions with iello

Quantuum
Magic
The games were announced at Essen 2012
and ready this year:
Farmeroo! by Peter Coolen for 2-4 players,
ages 4+: Yet once again animals have run
away from the farm. You roll and move

Purple Games

sends a top-secret, top-trained special unit
to erase the base. Soldiers use adrenaline
for fuelling their actions; but it transmits
itself to the Overseer who uses it to create
Aliens and with them new threats, reducing
the chances for success for the scenario;
Characters are represented by miniatures,
abilities and equipment are changeable
and adaptable.
Warmachine: High Command by David
Carl for 2-4 players, ages 12: Stand-alone
game featuring deck building mechanisms

Intrigue City by Manolis Zaxariadis and
Christos Giannakoulas, also known as
Goblins on Board, for 2-5 players, ages 12+:
A secret Lodge reigns Aar, the capital of Core;
the lodge members influence the guilds

and collect animals; whoever collects all six
animals and the farmer first, wins the game.
Hubbly Bubbly Brew by Patrick Ruesdisueli
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Magical creatures
learn to brew potions; you collect points by
collecting ingredients and combining them

and with them the town, with Equilirium, a
kind of influence that is invisible.

QT Studio
in analogy to Hordes: High Command, can
be combined with Hordes: High Command.

Ashes by YiDe Ren - Preview for a miniature
tabletop game with a SciFi topic, currently
on Kickstarter. On show at Essen were

for potions.
Two Crowns by Wubbo Bos, Stefan Hoek
and Matthijs van der Zande for 2 players,
ages 10+: In this card game you besiege the
opposing castle, represented by a 20-sided
die, using a mix of strategy and bluff and an
identical deck, like your opponent. When

Purple Brain
Creations
Baba Yaga by Jérémie Caplanne for 2-4

mostly the miniatures.
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the castle die is down to 0 the castle has
been conquered.
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for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Components
for a fifth player and three modules,
which can be used individually or in

Queen Games
As usual, the range is wide and colorful,
partly new titles, partly titles already
announced at Nuremberg, and also a
nice idea: The nearly obligatory mini
expansions for games have been
named Queenies!
Amerigo by Stefan Feld for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: You accompany Amerigo

Vespucci on his exploratory travels and
explore the South American islands,
establish trade routes and set up trade
posts while using the dice tower known
from Wallenstein and im Zeichen des
Kreuzes.
Three Queenies for Amerigo are
available, all by Stefan Feld:
Amerigo Queenie 1: Vulkaninsel,

Amerigo Queenie 3: Spezielle
Produktionsgebäude und Marker
- can be taken as an alternative for a
neutral tile or when placing a building;
those markers are treated like all other
markers in scoring.
Dark Darker Darkest by David Ausloos
for 2-5 players, ages 14+: Cooperative

survival in a horror scenario, using a
highly interesting mix of mechanisms;
in the house of Doctor Mortimer you
can find the antidote for the virus that
is changing humans into Undead.
An artificial intelligence controls all
creatures and challenges for players.
Der Palast von Alhambra: Die Falkner
by Dirk Henn and Wolfgang Panning for
2-6 players, ages 8+: the sixth expansion
for Der Palast von Alhambra including
four new modules, that can be used

combination with other modules.
Escape: Quest by Kristian Amundsen
Østby for 1-5 players, ages 8+: Two new
modules, Quest Kammern and Charaktere/Personen including Arzt, Mechaniker, Entdecker, Dunkelpriester, Muskel-

protz and Mentalist.
Escape: Queenie 4 Fountain - Once
during the game you get back a lost die,
when you roll two masks on the Fountain tile.
Fresko: Module 8-10 bzw. Fresco

comprising four islands around a
volcano, yielding gold when built on.
Amerigo Queenie 2: Cove Island, Bay
Island und Neue Fortschrittsmarker
Expansion Modules 8, 9 and 10 by
Wolfgang Panning, Marco Ruskowski

- Additional components and new
abilities for players, for instance ignoring
pirates
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alone or all together: Die Falkner tiles are placed in correct colors on
crossings of four tiles; Der Bauplatz you pay half its price to reserve a tile;
Der Wechselschein - if you overpaid you
can save the surplus for later; and Die
Portale - you build a door to extend a
wall.
Edo Expansion #1 by Louis Malz,
Stefan Malz and Wolfgang Panning
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and Marcel Süßelbeck for 2-4 players:
Three new modules are included, for
individual or combined use: Die Glocken
- Painters can now fulfill the desire of the
bishop for a new bell by buying shares
in the bell. Das Wandgemälde - you
restore a wall fresco and receive fame,
reputation and regular supplies of color.
Der Medicus - apprentices fall sick and
need medicine from a travelling doctor.
Fresco: Big Box: A combo box from
core game and all ten expansion
modules published so far.
Kingdom Builder Crossroads by
Donald X. Vaccarino, for 2-5 players,
ages 9+: Four new landscapes with

their fight against monsters, then to
collect trophies, to successfully fight
increasingly powerful opposition in
three levels and, finally, to be the most

position and location of the respective
company marker; a negative share price
earns you the price from the bank when
you buy.
Speculation Queenie 1 - Neue
Aktions- und Bewegungsmarker:
12 action and 12 movement markers,
amending or replacing those from the
core game.
Speculation Queenie 2 - 7. und 8.
Spieler: Containing components for
a 7th and 8th player and a minus card

famous hero.
Lost Legends Queenie #1 Demon
Hunter: Introduces a new hero, he
causes one chaos damage more when
he fights a humanoids.
Lost Legends Queenie #2 Forest of
the Damned: Features a new level 1
monster deck which replaces the Ruins
for each player that you can lay out at
the start of a turn instead of a company
card.
Speculation Queenie 3 - Aktions- und
Bewegungswürfel: For use instead

eight new location tiles; you can now
move the wagon across landscapes
or move ships along rivers or place
warriors. Should you happen to build

Deck from the core game.
Speculation - by Dirk Henn for 3-6
players, ages 12+: new edition of the
stock market game, originally published

fortresses, roads or shelters, you will be
richly rewarded.
Kingdom Builder Big Box: The box
includes the core game, two expansions
and two mini expansions, Höhlen and
Kapitol.
Lost Legends by Mike Elliot for 3-5
players, ages 10+: A fantasy card game;
players as heroes try to assemble
the best possible equipment for

of the respective markers, introduces
more chance, in analogy to the original
game.
Templar by Jesús Torres Castro for 2-5
players, ages 10+, a family game on
treasures and the abbey. You use the

by db Spiele; announced at Nuremberg.
The current price for a share depends on

special abilities of the abbey inmates to
hide the treasures in the abbey. There
are four queenies:
Templar: Queenie 1 Botschaften und
Münzen: When a message appears
in the harbor you can take 2 SP or a
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character back in hand.
Templar: Queenie 2 Geheime Briefe,
Wandteppiche und Lampen: You
have on each of those tiles; letters and

Quined Games
American Rails by Tim Harrison for 3-5
players, ages 14+: Revised new edition in
the Masterprint Series - you manage shares

OUR REPORT

town must become the new residence
of Saxon King Ethelbert and at the same
time the center of Christianity in Britain.
Players are Saxon princes who are tasked
with rebuilding Canterbury and supply her
citizen with water, food, religion, defense,
commerce and culture in the guise of
civilian communal structures that need to
be built.

R&D Games
Keyflower: Key Celeste by Richard Breese
and Sebastian Bleasdale for 2-6 players,
ages 13+: Published by R&D Games and

hanging score, when unused, 3 SP at
the end of the game; lamps score 2 SP
when used; then you pick them up and
can re-use them later.
Templar: Queenie 3 Die Katakomben:

of six fictitious railway companies and rise
their value by negotiations and planning.
Warlock by Fabrice Vandenbogaerde for
3-5 players, ages 12+: As a consequence
of being cursed you are transported to
Norkobia and must create a realm for the
regent there, using abilities and powers of
You can deliver scrolls from the harbor
to the Catacombs, for 4 SP.
Templar: Queenie 4 Die Schlüssel:
You have a key and receive 2 SP when
you play Porticus while you own the
key. When you discard it, you enable
some characters to pass through a

Huch! & friends
Keyflower: Handelszentrum und Monument bzw. Emporium and Monument by
Richard Breese und Sebastian Bleasdale for
2-6 players, ages 13+: Mini expansion, featured as a supplement in spielbox.
Keyflower: Storyteller by Richard Breese
und Sebastian Bleasdale for 26 players, ages
12+: Mini expansion, featured as a supplement to Spielerei 101
Keyflower: The Farmers by Richard Breese
und Sebastian Bleasdale for 2-6 players,
ages 13+: R&D Games and Huch! & friends.

mythical creatures.

Quixotic
Games
closed door.
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Canterbury by Andrew Parks for 2-4
players, ages 10+: The ancient Roman
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3-4 players, ages 12+: In the industrial age
of the 19th century; as a player you develop
oil fields, bid for drilling rights and claims on
fields and set up the corresponding infrastructure to deliver most barrels of oil and
acquire the majority of shares. In cooperation with Vendetta Games.

Distribution partner: Hutter Trade

R&R Games
Coal Baron by Wolfgang Kramer and Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
English edition of Glück auf, eggertspiele/
the judge of the round chooses a winning
combination of creature and attribute for
each round.

Racky Spiele
Pegasus.
New Haven by Brian Leet and Kevin Worden for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In colonial
New England you must develop the land

and build a settlement, using a placement
game with a drafting mechanism.
Plunder by Jonathan Franklin for 2-6 players, ages 10+: You are a pirate captain with a
buried treasure and must in this deduction

CIA vs. KGB by Florian Racky for 6-10 players, ages 10+ - announced as a giveaway
but not available at the booth.
Downtown by Florian Racky for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: You hire members for your gang,
buy information and use money laundering

and receivers of stolen goods, because you
want to first to own 100.000 “clean” dollars.
A turn comprises 1= relocate markers to
spots without marker 2) get money from a
player or pay him; this determines the next
active player.

RASS Games

Raven
Distribution
The distributer showed the games from
publishers distributing their games via Raven Distribution:
Carnival Zombies, Albe Pavo

Ravensburger
Der Millionen Coup by Matthias Cramer
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Cooperative tactic
game in the tiptoi range - you want to get
a job as security team in a bank and must

make it to the safe room in a given time to
pass a test. If the watchman spots you or if
you trigger the alarm, you have lost game
and job. In three levels of difficulty there are
planning and implementation phase, the
time limit includes both phases. Characters
have different abilities. The watchman is
guided by the audio-digital tiptoi pen.
Another novelty are tiptoi Spielfiguren
Tiere for use with the tiptoi pen, both thhematic sets, Bauernhof and Afrika yield in-

Wildcatters by Rolf Sagel und André Spil for
game try to identify three landscape markings in order to steal a treasure from another captain and to protect your own.
UnNatural Selection by Ken Gruhl and
Quentin Weir for 3-10 players, ages 8+: You
play cards for creatures which are meant
to fight in an arena; when the creatures
are ready to fight you can play cards to
change opposing creatures in a witty way;
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formation, ideas for playing, sounds and tell
stories.
Sanssouci by Michael Kiesling for 2-4 play-
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wards. In each round each player may use
his office chair once.

Rawen
Group
ers, ages 8+: Each player for himself plants a
decorative garden for the castle; according
to contemporary custom the arrangement
of the elements is pre-set. Two cards tell you
which element you can take from the central board and add to the garden. The further the nobles can walk in the garden the
more victory points you score.
Scotland Yard Master by Projekt Team III
and Michael Schacht for 2-6 players, ages
10+: Mister X is still on the run in London
and up to five detectives hunt him! This

OUR REPORT

Red Glove
Grandi Eroi in Pigiama - Große Helden im
Pyjama for 3-6 players, ages 3+, Linea Junior: A spotting game in two versions; you

Rawen TCG for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Since
hundreds of years, the world of Rawen is a
theatre for the war between twelve gods in
twelve realms who let their war lords fight.

You choose a warlord and a category and
select 45 cards for a deck.

must either completely dress your hero or
- if you play the version including dragons
- collect all items the hero needs to chase
away the dragon.
Nascondino for 2-6 players, ages 4+, also
part of the Linea Junior range: A hiding
game with a dinosaur topic, offering two
versions - as a memo game or as a spotting

REBEL.pl

time, they are assisted in their hunt by the
latest technology in this new edition of the
classic deduction game. An app for tablet or
smartphone uses augmented reality, shows
landmarks of London in 3D, allows positioning via mobile phone and questioning of
witnesses as well as analysis and scanning,
all based on the familiar rules. And of course
you can play Scotland Yard also without
app, in the familiar old way.
Stromberg: Das große Bürostuhlrennen
by Inka and Markus Brand for 3-5 players,
ages 14+: The game based on the comedy
series, with the target of the conference

Mount Everest by Adam Kałuża for 2-5
players, ages 10+. Published by Rebel.pl and
Heidelberger.
Vikings: Warriors of the North by Tomasz
Kaźmierski and Tomasz Kaznocha for 3-4
players, ages 12+. As the Chief of a Viking
and observation game. By touching it with
your hand you can win a dinosaur or protect
one of your own.
Super Fantasy by Marco Valtriani for 1-6
players, ages 8+: Dungeon adventure with a
mechanism based on dice; a pool of six dice
is used according to the action you intend
to do; the sum of the dice results deter-

tribe you draw cards from a common deck,
move ships with wind cards and use more
cards to influence the course of the game.
You can play any number of cards and
implement one action. If you take prisoner
three opposing daughters and bring them
into your own harbor, you win. Editions
from Heidelberger and rebel.pl.
mines the efficiency of the intended action.
room. The cards of a round are used as race
cards or you collect them for processed files.
When Herr Becker appears the player with
the fewest processed files must move back-
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Repos Production
Concept for 4-12 players, ages 10+ by
Gaëtan Beaujannot and Alain Rivollet: In the
game of associations you explain terms by
combining pictograms; in teams of two you

choose a term, discuss it and place marker
on the chosen pictograms; color markers allow the use of sub-categories.
Mascarade for 2-13 players, ages 10+ by
Bruno Faidutti: Bluffing game on the abilities of secret persons. In a turn you can
swap your own card underneath the table
or not, or look at your card and announce

You need now to explain terms in different
categories in relation to the theme set. One
team is active, one of its players explains
as many terms as possible in 40 seconds.

In Round 1 he can say what he wants, in
Round 2 only one word and in Round 3 you
can only use sounds and pantomime.
Theme sets are Familie, Filme and
Personen
Sandwich for 3-6 players by Christophe
Raimbault: This is a collecting game on the
topic of sandwiches; it was published back
in 2010 by Le Joueur and was now picked
up by Repos. In three rounds you first swap
ingredients and then combine three of
them into a sandwich; then you hand on
one of them and assign points to the sandwich you would most like to eat or would

Salmijärvi for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Still in its
development stage, offering a steam punk
topic with a supernatural touch; five antiheroes start a campaign in order to remind
mankind of the fact that they are still out
there somewhere.
Wall of the Dead by Juha Salmijärvi for 2
players, ages 13+: Yet another version of the

Zombie topic, this time as a stacking and
dexterity game; you stack Zombies one by
one against a wall and try to catch the human figure before it turns into food for the
opposing horde. Intended for Indiegogo
2014.

Rightgames
Evolution: Continents by Dimitry Knorre
und Sergey Machin for 2-4 players, ages

your character. If nobody protests you can
use the character’s ability. In case of a protest cards are revealed and you pay gold to
the Judge if you were indeed bluffing.
Rampage for 2-4 players, ages 10+ by Antoine Bauza and Ludovic Maublanc: Monsters are invading Meeple City and want to
devour meeples; you have two actions in
which you either drop the monster bode or

like least to eat, respectively.

Revision Games
Pandemonium in New Arkadia by Juha

12+: Expansion for Evolution, already shown
at Nuremberg; the expansion introduces
biotopes and habitats on continents.
Founders of the Empire by Aleksei Kalinin
and Petr Tyulenev for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
You expand your personal territory with
four kinds of tiles - Landscapes, Villages with
special demands for resources, City installations like markets etc. and religious build-

use it as a base for snipping or as support for
your head for puffing at meeples.
Sag’s mir! by Peter Sarrett for 4-12 players,
ages 8+: In this new edition of Time’s Up!
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ings.
Kings Under Mountains by Alexey Konnov, Alexey Paltsev, Anatoliy Shaklyarov
and Threhgrannik for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
As King of one of four fantasy species you

Roll D6 Games
Making a first-time appearance at Essen, the
Finnish company showed two novelties as
a demo version and three games that have
been published for some time already.

OUR REPORT

10+: A millionaire is going bankrupt and his
assets are put up for auction. You meet other
creditors to negotiate about allocations. You
are given a card openly which is the subject
of negotiations: You can offer exchange

Jää Sulaa Das Eis schmilzt by Jarno
Siekkinen for 2-4 players, ages 6+: A sunny

command your tributaries, secure mines for
yourself and expand them.
Kitchen Garden by Andrey Kolupaev for
2-4 players, ages 10+: You plant your garden according to the task card, and you use
cards for certain actions to achieve your
task.

Rock Paper
Scissors Games
Fools Gold by Joshua Gerald Balvin for 3-5
players, ages 12+:

day in Antarctica. The little penguins are
learning how to swim and how to catch
fish. Ice floes are breaking off and drift away
with the little ones - we are tasked to bring
them back.
Kyoto by Petri Savola, 2-8 players, ages 10+:
A game on energy production and environ-

ment pollution. As an energy company you
try to meet product quotas while trying to
avoid wasting resources and penalty payments. Planned release date is early in 2014.
Peikkojahti by Veli-Matti Saarinen for 2-3
players, ages 8+: As a troll hunter you use
magical lanterns and mirrors to turn the
trolls to stone. You move mirror pieces

according to rules, and pay one money unit;
the other player can agree or rise the bid
etc. Or you can keep the card yourself. As an
option you can play with action cards and
use one of them per round.
Villit Kuviot Wilde Muster by Jarno
Siekkinen for 2-6 players, ages 8+: You
distribute 15 pieces in three colors
randomly on a 5x5 grid. Pieces on the board
must touch each other at least along one
side and all pieces must be connected. One
piece is marked with the blockade piece,
which is then always put on the piece that

was actually moved. When the board shows
a pattern on one of your cards, you turn up
the card, even when that happens out of
your turn.

RomBol

Co-production with Passport Game Studios

across the modular board.
Vasaran alla Unter dem Hammer by Jani
und Mero Moliis für for 2-6 players, ages
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Logic und impetus for pondering, in luxurious wood - this is offered by RomBol in their
logic and dexterity games, as a selection
they showed:
Benedettis Rotation by Gregory Benedetti, 1 players, ages 8+: This Puzzle consists of
two parts, which you must assemble using
a total of eight moves including rotations.
Borkums’ 6 by Kathy Tinney, 2-8 players,
ages 8+: Dice game in two versions; the dice
decides, who can place or remove a pin in
which level of the light house. Whoever can

smart device.
Buzza - Quiz game based on the mechanics of “if you know the answer then hit the
buzzer!” The game reacts to individual players and adapts the questions.
Interaktion - A game of entertainment on
the topic of social networking, decentral-

Quod by Prof. Dr. G. Keith Still, 2-4 players,
ages 8+: On an 11x11 board you place colored pieces. Whoever places four of his piec-

ized play and personalized content.
Leaders for up to six players: Based on the
game of Risk, you try to obtain world domiplace all pins, wins.
Hidden Cube Pack by Bernhard Schweitzer,
1 players, ages 8+: Ten parts are assembled
into a cuboid that fits into the box.
Konstellation by Michael Stetter, 2-6 play-

es at the corners of square, wins. Opponents
have blockade pieces.

nance, explore new technology and use
spies as well as diplomacy.

RWF
ers, ages 8+: Depending on the number of
players you must place either 3 or 5 cubes
showing your own color on top, orthogonally or diagonally, to win the round.
LUV by Stewart T. Coffin, 1 players, ages 8+:

Mathmind by Rene Fleron for 2-6 players,
ages 9+: Cards for a mathematics game:
Each player holds cards with numbers 0 to

Rudy Games
The Austrian newcomer offers Combined
Games made up from a board game and a

Four parts must be placed in a box without
any part protruding.
Melting Box/Blocks by Thomas O’Beirne,
1 players, ages 8+: 8 pieces seem to fill the
box completely, but you must fit in the 9th
piece and still be able to close the sliding
cover.
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die is rolled, providing an operation symbol.
All try to find and take a solution for this
equation, you can also take cards already
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Ságaze
2012 the company, then going by the name
of Editorial Floripa, two games as prototypes, one of them was ready this year:
Sagario by Martin Williams for 2-4 players,
ages 10+ is an abstract placement game
with special movement rules for five sol-

OUR REPORT

Das Taschengeld Spiel for 2-6 players,
ages 6+: New edition in the series Meine
Lieblingsspiele; you want to allocate your
pocket money wisely, try to ears some,
too, and also put some into your piggy
bank.
Der Grüffelo: Alles wird gut! by Inka and
Markus Brand for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Cooperative movement game. Mouse meets
pieces.
Fühlzwerge by Wolfgang Dirscherl and
Heinz Meister for 2-4 players, ages 4+:
One player is Dice Dwarf of the round, the
other playes are Sensor Dwarves. Each

diers, four knights and four towers to besiege the castle.

Sandtimer

Grüffelo and players assist Mouse to reach
the finish, before fox, owl and snake arrive.
Disney Planes Ligretto for 2-5 players,
ages 6+: Junior variant of Ligretto, featuring three colors and images from Disney
Planes.

Alarm! by Tim De Rycke and Sander Vernyns
for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You are a thief and
working at night. In each round you hand a
card to each player, which either enhances
or reduces his chances to be caught by

Disney Princess Ligretto for 2-5 players,
ages 6+: Another junior version, featuring
images from Disney Princess.
Dog Deluxe for 2-6 players, ages 8+: In

player has a picture card and quickly tries
to find the items on his card by groping
in the bag. If you pull something out that
fits the card of another player you give it
to him. Simultaneously, Dice Dwarf rolls
his die quickly, implements the action and
hands the die on when he rolls the Sensor
Dwarf symbol for the second time.
Ligretto Crazy for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
Ligretto variant, in which numbers are
represented in different ways - dice pips,
lines, numbers, written word or fingers of
a hand. As usual, you place cards on stacks

police. Whoever has not been caught at
the end, wins.

Schmidt Spiele
this team game for four and six players
you try to get your own four pieces to the
finish area as quickly as possible; for two,
three and five players there are special
rules. Pieces are moved with cards, their
number changes in each round. Team
partners swap one face-down card per
round. If you cannot move a piece, you
quit for the round, your cards are forfeit.
Modular wooden board and wooden

www.gamesjournal.at

in the middle, in ascending order from
One to Five, always one higher or lower
than the current number on top, regardless of the color. A Five on top of a Four
closes the stack and you take it for your
scoring stack. Whoever is out of cards,
ends the round.
Qwirkle Erweiterung 1 by Susan McKinley Ross for 2-4 players, ages 6+: This expansion comprises two ways to play and,
for the first time, a game board. Qwirkle
select uses the blue side of the board -
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for 2-4 players, ages 14+: German edition of
1775: Rebellion
1812 - Der zweite amerikanische Unab-

you can take pieces off board for star discs.
Qwirkle connect uses the green side number spots earn you bonus points. You
can combine both expansions and play
them together on either side of the board.
Stories! by Thomas Odenhoven-Kaller for
3-10 players, ages 8+: Within one minute
you have to tell a story. Your topic is announced to all and all other players write
down secretly five terms, according to the
rules, which they expect to be used in the
story. Then you tell your story and players mark terms that were used. You may

hängigkeitskrieg by Beau Beckett and
Jeph Stahl for 2-5 players, ages 14+: German
edition of 1812 The Invasion of Canada
2019: The Arctic by Andrzej Kurek for 2-4
players, ages 14+: You are controlling an oil
company that is exploring arctic regions,

for 2 players, ages 10+:
Co-production with Devil Pig Games and
iello. The first expansion, Helden der
Normandie D-Day, is announced for early
2014.

Distribution partner for
Academy Games
Devil Pig Games
Mercury Games
Sinonis
Red Raven Games

Sensalot
2011 Arthur Scholten brought Lorrain to Essen; this year he also brought
Tetteretet by Marleen and Arthur Scholten
for 3-6 players, ages 4+, a Kickstarter project:

interrupt and pose up to two questions.
Whoever could mark all five terms, stops
the round.

and also influence the politics of artic states
as a lobbyist and act using a mix of investment policy and control of resources areas.
Acht-Minuten Imperium by Ryan Laukat
for 2-5 players, ages 8+:
Editions announced by 999, Bard Centrum

SchwerkraftVerlag

You imitate animal noises to accost another
player and also make an animal noise to ask
the player for a card of this animal.

A new publisher and distributor, specializing in German editions of complex simulation games.
1775 - Der amerikanische Unabhängigkeitskrieg by Beau Beckett and Jeph Stahl
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8 Masters’ Revenge by Ludovic Roudy and
Bruno Sautter for 1-4 players: You hold two
cards and use them to defeat an opponent.
Whoever is last in play wins the game.
Power Tattoo “Tat’ & Play!” by Ludovic
Roudy und Bruno Sautter for 2 players, ages
7+: You choose two tattoos of different
color for your lower arms, form symbols for
fighting techniques with your fingers and

decide the outcome using a kind of rockscissors-paper mechanism.
Steam Torpedo by Ludovic Roudy and
Bruno Sautter for 2 players, ages 13+: Simulation of submarine battles, already published in 2011 and shown again.

OUR REPORT

SetSign
At the Numbskull Booth there was a demo
version of
Ryce: Empire of Sand by Shav Braun for
3-6 players, ages 12+: In the 23rd century resources are running out on Earth. On Mars
a new energy source is discovered, called
Ryce. Players represent spacefaring nations
and deploy harvesting vehicles, trade, de-

zations compete to be first to construct a
nano production site on a suitable asteroid.
As such a competitor you design and build
rockets. For that purpose you need technologies, propelling devices and water for fuel.
Water is the key to success, water tanks are
even used for currency.

Sit Down!
velop technology and gain influence on the
three factions on Mars. Planned publication date: 2014.

Rockwell by Bruno Crépeault for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Rockwell tests the quality of
companies that were acquired by giving
them the task to drill down to the Earth’s

Sewelli

The 7th Continent: Announced for 2014,
as a Kickstarter project; each player creates
his own path and searches for or creates
objects, masters challenges, solves puzzles,
etc.

This new company has taken over one of
the games originally published by Tuonela
Games:
Inquisitio by Jani Rönkkönen for 2-5 players, ages 13+: By using ruses, clever bribing

and resilience you must try to escape the
Inquisition. Includes new, revised rules.

core. An auction for turn order and the
placement of vice presidents on the phase
board are followed by three phases: Phase
I is including insurance, drilling, extracting
and mine shaft. Phase II is including buying
and selling and Phase III is dedicated to improving operations. A round ends with actions of the vice presidents in Phase III.
Wiraqocha: Scolls of Quezacoatl by Henri
Kermarrec for 2-4 players: Mini expansion
for Wiracoqua, comprising four scrolls in
four temple colors, you bring them out with
an artifact and use it later as a die of a value
equal to the value of the scroll.

Sierra Madres Games
High Frontier Colonization by Phil Eklund
for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Nanotechnologies
will allow you to assemble new composites
from atoms, but only out in space. Private
conglomerates and government organi-
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Smart
Max

find out the true identity of all others.
German distribution partner of Swan Panasia

Smog, The Thirteenth Hour by Cedric
Lemitre and Christoph Madura for 3-6 players, ages 12+: London in the 19th century,
Fantasy characters in a miniatures game,
fighting each other. You can design your
own characters and also your own adventures. Created in 2011, shown first in Essen

Soda Pop
Miniatures
The most important game of the company is Super Dungeon Explore by Chris
Birkenhagen, John Cadice and Deke Stella
for 1-5 players, ages 10+, a dungeon crawl

Sphinx
Spieleverlag
Die Ratten im Gemäuer by Henning Poehl
for 3-6 players, ages 12+: This game follows a tale written by H. P. Lovecraft and
uses familiar mechanisms. You begin with
the maximum amount of brains, depending on the number of players, that is, with

in 2013.

Smiling Monster
Games
Mission: Combat! by Sebastian Seifferth
for 2 players, ages 12+: Aliens are entering
our world through a fissure between di-

with fantastic miniatures. There are a lot of
expansions for this game, a total of nine
expansions was published in 2013. Editions
of the game have also been published by
Edge Entertainment and Cool Mini or Not.
Tentacle Bento by Chris Birkenhagen, John
Cadice and Deke Stella for 2-6 players, ages
14+: Trick taking card game; Stichkartensthe complete amount of brain capability.
You roll dice in a cup, check the roll secretly,
can roll again and hand on the cup with an
announcement on the number of rats. You
can lie and the next player can believe you
or doubt. Announcement, believing, doubting, be right or not are governed by exact
rules.

mensions; players either defend mankind
or try to annihilate it.
Wooolf! by Bono Light for 4-8 players, ages
8+: Deduction game for children; the wolf
has invaded the farm, disguised as a sheep,
hunter or dog and now also other animals
begin to disguise themselves and all try to

piel; as a slimy monster you disguise yourself as a student and score for combinations
of student, location and action.

Space Cowboys

Spiel-ou-Face
Oss by Vincent Lemaire, Jean-Michel Maman and Charles Amir Perret for 2-6 players, ages 7+: Dexterity game, you throw
so-called “Jacks” up into the air and must
master a challenge while Jacks or Knuckle
Bones are in the air, and then catch the

Splendor by Marc André for 2-4 players,
ages 8+: Announced as a prototype for the
Asmodee booth. As a renaissance merchant
you buy mines for precious stones, means
of transport and shops, all for prestige and
all by collecting of chips and using them
for reserving or buying cards. Those cards
in turn bring you bonuses and prestige.
Planned for publication in 2014.
Distribution partner: Asmodee
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Knuckle Bones again.
S-Evolution by Jean-Michel Maman for 2-4
players, ages 10+: A Card game, using the
elements of trick, suits and trump, is combined with resources management mechanism in order to develop a civilization. You

Hebenstreit and Karsten Thiesemann for
3-4 players, ages 13+: The game picks up
the topic of dynamic, oil-based economic
growth, of scientific and political truth and
alternate technologies, spanning the period
from the beginning of the mineral oil area
into the solar future. Not yet available.

OUR REPORT

Spiel
quader
Whacky Wit by Norman Sommer for 2-3 or
5 players, ages 7+: The most expensive, biggest and heaviest game at Spiel: A kind of

Spielerei
Keyflower: Storyteller by Richard Breese
and Sebastian Bleasdale for 26 players, ages
12+: Mini expansion as a supplement for
Spielerei #101; in relation to whether the
collect sets of discoveries by making use of
a personal deck of 24 cards.

Mac-Man version as regards to mechanism,
four monsters against Whacky Wit. Usually one player guides all four monsters, the
other Whacky Wit.
Whacky Roll by Norman Sommer for 2-3 or
5 players, ages 7+: An affordable version of

spielbox
Keyflower: Handelszentrum und Monument bzw. Emporium and Monument by
Richard Breese and Sebastian Bleasdale for
2-6 players, ages 13+: Mini expansion as a

tile was upgraded or not, you place a worker and then take either worker or ability or
worker plus ability.

Spielpunk
Steam Noir: Revolution by Daniel Danzer
for 3-5 players, ages 12+: Revolution, traitor,
different factions - events are on the move
around Emperor Julian. You want your own
secret faction to win, but not by a too large

Whacky Wit in a cardboard tube.

Spielworxx
Agora by Harald Lieske for 2-4 players,
ages 10+: Agora - central square of ancient
city states, a location for feasting, meetings
and markets. You parade yourself and try

supplement for Spielbox 3/2013: Two new
tiles for the winter village, both yield points
for certain sets of worker colors.

SpielechtSpieleverlag
Peak Oil by Michael Rumpelt, Michael
margin, because that will cause it to lose
instantly in favor of the second-strongest
faction. If you are successful as a traitor, the
Emperor will have most points and you win
with the weakest faction.
to win influence; you trade with resources
to be able to make donations for statues
and practice your rhetoric in Stoa - the best
speaker will win.
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Colonialism by Scott W. Leibbrandt for
2-4 players, ages 12+: You represent an unnamed colonial power at the height of co-

lonialism in the 19th and early 20th century.
Your goal is to acquire as many resources as
possible from non-industrialized regions.
Kohle & Kolonie by Thomas Spitzer for 3-5
players, ages 12+: Second part of the coal
trilogy and sequel to the game Ruhrschifffahrt. You manage single and small collieries in the area of today’s cities of Essen,
Bochum, Hattingen and Witten. Later in the

Sportable

Steffen-Spiele

To je Fotbal by Peter Julis for 2 players,
ages 10+: Soccer simulation - players are
managers of team comprising 11 players +
replacement players. The bases of players

Copa - Das Schalenspiel by Steffen Mühlhäuser, Daniel Krieg and Fred Horn for 2-5
players, ages 7+: 18 wooden bowls and

are color-coded for their function/position
in the game. The core game features teams
for Czech Republic and Slovakia, using real
players as templates.

Sprocket Games
Fox & Chicken by Michael Fox for 6-20 players: A version of the werewolf topic featur-

many, many beans - variations of the classic
Mancala games: Kala is played on a 16 x 16
arrangement; each player has an extra bowl
migrating across the grid. You can empty a
pit when you put the fourth bean into a full
bowl. Ronda is a memo game on hidden
beans, Hopper a dexterity games of snipping beans into the bowls, and Da Capo a
Bluff game on hidden bean bids.
Schokoly: Chili-Erweiterung by Steffen
Mühlhäuser for 2-4 players, ages 9+: 12 additional tiles, you may switch, rotate or relocate cards from the display, and not even
those Smarties are safe!

game collieries are merged and you need
infrastructure, for instance railway lines.

Splotter Spellen
This year the Dutch publisher did not have
a new game, but a new edition, the fourth
one in total, of the coveted cult game
Roads & Boats by Jeroen Doumen and Joris Wiersinga for 1-4 players, ages 12+, with
only some changes in component quality.

ing foxes and hens.
FrogFlip by Jason and Claire Kotarski for 2
players, ages 8+:
Dexterity game with 12 cards. You flip a frog

Step Puzzle
A prototype of a game called RA was shown
behind glass at the booth of the Russian
publisher, we did not learn more at the
booth; just according to looks, the game
seems similar to the first game, Cat & Mice.
disc towards cards with water lilies, he target card is determined by the top card of a
scoring stack, those cards show up to four
beetles.
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Steve Jackson
Games

Stone Blade
Entertainment

Quite a lot of new releases, I have left
out game accessories and restricted the
Munchkin section to listing those novelties
that are not yet announced for a German
edition from Pegasus.
Castellan by Beau Beckett for 2 players,
ages 6+: You build a castle from wall and
tower parts; whoever completes a castle
courtyard lays claim to it by placing a marker; comes in two color versions - blue/red

This is the new name for the publisher formerly called Gary Games, and they do still
publish expansions for Ascension:
Ascension: Apprentice Edition by John
Fiorillo and Justin Gary for 2 players, ages
13+: This is an introductory edition for Ascension, comprising 110 cards, featuring
drew Hackard & Steve Jackson for 3-6 players, ages 13+
Munchkin Holiday Surprise by Steve Jackson for 3-6 players, ages 13+
Munchkin Legends by Andrew Hackard &
Steve Jackson for 3-6 players, ages 13+
Munchkin Pathfinder: Gobsmacked by
Andrew Hackard & Steve Jackson, 3-6 players, ages 13+
Ogre Designer’s Edition by Steve Jackson,
2-3 players, ages 10+: Already announced in
2012, Sci-Fi simulation of tank battles.
new frames to better distinguish heroes
and other constructs.
Ascension: Darkness Unleashed by Justin
Gary for 1-2 players, ages 10+: Stand-alone
game for two players, can also be used as
an expansion for the new Rise of Vigil as
well as for other editions of Ascension. New

and green/yellow, available as a multi-lingual edition; the two editions can be combined into a game for four players.
Chupacabra: Survive the Night by David
Blanchard, Brian Frodema and John Jacobsen for 2-4 players, ages 13+: A dice game
using dice that glow in the dark; you use the

Stiftung
Brändi
Chupacabra symbols you rolled to steal animals from other players, but should animals
be part of a group they are safe.
Dino Hunt Dice by Steve Jackson for 2-6
players, ages 8+: You catch dinosaurs by
rolling dice; when you roll his image you
have caught him; but if you roll a footprint
he has trampled you.
Munchkin Easter Eggs Booster by An-

www.gamesjournal.at

Brändi-Dog for 2-4 players, ages 9+: Dog
is a movement game in the tradition of Pachisi; you need to take your own marbles
to the finish; you are supported by your
partner and sent back by your opponents.
You play a game of four: Marbles are moved
with cards, the number of cards in a round
differs. Wooden edition of Dog.

aspects are “Dark Energy Shards” and new
Energize Cards.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Stragoo Games
Grabolo by Maureen Hiron for 3-5 players,
ages 4+: Reaction game with dice; two dice
are rolled and then each player tries to grab
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the disc that corresponds to the color and
number result of the dice roll. When the disc
is no longer available you must identify its
owner.

Strategema
Games
Admiral’s Order: Naval Tactics in the Age
of Sail - Edition 74 by Mario Jugel for 2-4
players, ages 16+: Yet another simulation

Spieleverlag, there was also
Venetia for 2-4 players, ages 12+ by Marco
Maggi and Francesco Nepitello: As head of
a Venetian patrician family you send representatives to foreign markets and try to gain
influence in Venice and to become Doge.
In three epochs, called Rise, Apogee and
Struggle, you earn victory points by choosing dice for military, political or economics
actions, based on a detailed choice of possibilities, and win in the end with victory
points.

Stronghold Games
Going, Going, GONE! by Scott Nicholson
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: You try to place bids
in five auctions at the same time while the
auctioneer is counting down from 10 to

of naval battles, offering different scenarios.
Each turn in the game corresponds to half
an hour of real time. Limited edition, featuring wooden box and components.
Admiral’s Order: Naval Tactics in the Age
of Sail - Trafalgar Expansion by Mario Jug-

gle for 2-6 players, ages 16+ - First Expansion, featuring the Battle of Trafalgar

Stronghold also publishes English editions
of White Goblin Games:
Revolver Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on
the Frontier
Revolver Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished
Star
Revolver Expansion 1.5: Death Rides a
Horse Rogue Agent
Völuspá: Order of the Gods
Völuspá: Lightning Bolt

Sunrise Tornado
Game Studio

1 - you bid by placing wooden cubes into
transparent cups: If you have most cubes
in a cup you receive the item card; you can
also sell such items received for money.
Space Cadets: Dice Duel by Geoff Engelstein and Sydney Engelstein for 4-8 players, ages 14+: Space battle using dice. Each
team represents a ship and wins or loses
together; each player mans a station of the
ship or is captain and coordinates the action, while all roll dice and act as quickly as

Stratelibri

Announced as an exhibitor, but not at the
booth of Mücke Spiele. Announced were
The Battle of Red Cliffs by E. R. Burgess and
Ta-Te Wu for 1-9 players, ages 10+ as a new
edition; a card game similar to Mahjongg,
and a revised edition of Tien Zi Que.

uSpy comes from the same duo of designers, intended for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Deck
building game on the topic of espionage
and secret service in WWII, you are the director of the secret service of one of the big
powers and want to infiltrate the opposing

Besides Blue Max, Kragmortha and The
Mystery of the Templars, which all have
been published in German by Heidelberger

they can to master the different situations.
Space Sheep! by Anthony Rubbo for 1-8
players, ages 10+: Cooperative game in real
time with a SciFi topic featuring sheep. The
wolf is threatening sheep planets, the defenders want to transport shepherds and
sheep back into their systems, before time
runs out, but there could be a traitor!
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headquarters. Announced, not yet available.

Surprised Stare Games

or what we were given, albeit this time we
mostly got games from 2012, which I not
mention again here.
Bluff im Zoo by Bono Light f0r 2-6 players,
ages 8+: Payers boast who has seen most
and the biggest animals at the zoo, but not

OUR REPORT

Takoashi Games
Assaultous by Tomoki Motohashi for 2
players, ages 14+: Strategy game, you must
lead your army into battle to defeat your
enemy, but you might have to expand your

Guilds of London by Tony Boydell, 1-4 players, ages 10+: Demo version; guilds did play
a central role in the London in late medieval
times; their members took office as Lord
Mayer or Council Members. As a player you

all of them tell the truth. You can doubt an
announcement and there are penalty cards
if you doubted without grounds.
Office 21 by Guan Chih Huang for 2-5
players, ages 8+: Players are CEOs and try to
achieve maximum profit while at the same
time trying not to exceed a limit set by the
try to achieve guild master status in as
many guilds as possible.
Snowdonia: Jungfraubahn & Mount
Washington by Tony Boydell, 1-5 players, ages 10+ - Published by Indie Board &
Cards and Lookout Games.
Snowdonia: The Daffodil Line by Tony
Boydell for 1-4 players, ages 10+: Expansion for Snowdonia; it features a railway
line in Herefordshire and Gloucestershire,
and new mechanisms are picking daffodils, chipping stones and filling in canals.

territory first to have enough resources at
your disposal; as an alternative you can decide on to blitz your opponent.

Tasty Minstrel Games
Captains of Industry by Michael R. Keller
for 3-5 players: Planned for 2014 - an
economics game on the mechanisms of

government. You play different characters
and their special abilities to win the game.
Taiwan Snackbar 2 by Kuraki Mura for 3-10
players, ages 8+: New edition, sequel to Taiwan Snackbar, in Chinese language only.
Distribution partner for Moaideas Games
German distribution Partner: Smiling Monster Games

supply and demand, technology, secret
goals and real estate.
City Hall by Michael R. Keller for 2-4 players,
ages 13+: Also planned for 2014 - you want
to become Mayor of New York and want to
get new citizens to settle there and also try

Swan Panasia
This Publisher and distributor offers the
usual colorful and varied range of games;
there are only very few for which rules exist
in German or English; so we can only take
look on what was announced elsewhere

www.gamesjournal.at

to win the approbation of new citizens. You
use the seven departments in the City Hall
to create attractive boroughs or to plant a
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factory into an opponent’s borough.
Dungeon Roll by Chris Darden for 1-4 players, ages 8+: German edition by Pegasus
Spiele.
Ground Floors, which was also announced
as a new released, has already been published in 2012.
Distribution Partner: LocWorks

Countdown: Special Ops by Gertjan
Oomis and Hans van Tol for 3-6 players, ages
12+: Modular game with an agent topic you are a member of a specialist team on a
dangerous mission and tasked with finding
and defusing bombs before they explode.
You search for bombs in public locations
like airports or train stations ore search for
terror groups in ghettos, shopping malls or
in the harbor. The darker it gets the more
difficult it is to get home safely.

TF Verlag
TF22 Mine by Rainer Knöbel for 2-4 players,
ages 14+: You represent a mining crew that

is extracting White Ranium; other crews can
try to take away your production.
TF22 RELOAD by Dennis Kirps for 2-4
players, ages 14+: TF Reload is the fourplayer version of TF22 Load; again players
try to improve the loading capacities of the

The Spiel
Scopa by Public Domain for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: Traditional Italian card game, offering several variants; you play it with a deck

of 40 cards. This is yet another edition of the
game that we have already met in the guise
of other editions, for instance Punto or Gelb
gewinnt!

Treefrog Games

Richard Bodley, Simon Hall and Terry Shaw;
you need to take control of three columns
on a board featuring five columns, or you
must cause more damage for your opponents that you had to take yourself.
Terry Pratchett: The Witches for 1-4 players, ages 8+ by Martin Wallace: The second
Disc World game; young witches training
at Lancre must solve problems by rolling

dice and using cards, can drink tea with
senior witches or do nothing and win with
the highest score after deducting penalty
points for too much cackling.
Also available as Terry Pratchett: The
Witches Collectors Edition.
Additional additions by Asmodee, Iello, Devir, Mayfair, Phalanx Games Polska

A Study in Emerald for 2-5 players, ages
13+ by Martin Wallace: Based on a background story, in which the universes of
Sherlock Holmes and H. P. Lovecraft have
robot units.

The Game Master

Distribution partner: Asmodee

been skillfully combined, you are either
Restaurationist or Loyalist in an adventure
game, using your own deck of cards to win
as a member of the surviving faction.
Field of Glory: The Card Game for 2 players, ages 13+ by Martin Wallace: Card game,
set at the times of the 2nd Punic War, based
on a miniature table top game, created by
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Trefl

Ubo CnC

Babelo by Piotr Milewski for 3-6 players,
ages 8+: Variant of Activity

No new releases, the showed again a new
(?) edition of Lectio by Thomas H. Jung for

Zombies!!! Roll Them Bones! for 2-6 players, ages 13+: Dice version of the Zombies!!!topic; you roll dice in order to move between 16 blocks and to reach the landing
pad of the helicopter; whoever reaches it
first, survives and wins.
Boom Boom by Julia Swilczewska for 2-4
players, ages 6+: All players try simultaneously to complete sets of cards; if you have

3-5 players, ages 8+, in different editions
that all looked familiar.

UGG Udo Grebe
Game Design
Specializing in Cosims, UGG is mainly representing the American publisher GMT, showing a selection of their new releases.
Distribution partner: Pegasus

completed a stack you ring; whoever has
completed all his stacks, wins.

Twilight Creations
Bowling for Zombies!!! by Holger Christiansen for 2-5 players, ages 14+: Players

are Necromancers and look after a Zombie
horde, who for a chance is not chasing humans, but the best bowling result.
Zombies!!! 12: Zombie Zoo by Todd Breitenstein for 2-6 players, ages 15+: Back to the
usual Zombie topic; this time the Zoo is infected and Zombie monkeys have escaped.
But it might still be possible to switch off the
automatic opening mechanisms on cages
of other animals.

www.gamesjournal.at

U&P Games
FUBA - tactical football game by Hannu
Uusitalo for 2 players, ages 8+: As a trainer
you choose the strategy for your team’s play

Ulisses
Spiele
The company distributes Das Schwarze
Auge and other role playing systems and among others - represents the publishers
Privateer Press and Paizo in Germany.

UnBound Games
Serpent’s Tongue by Christopher Gabrielson for 1-8 players, ages 12+: In this deck
building game with special mechanisms
you cast spells that you select from a book
and then “cast” with gestures, in a language

- how many midfielders - how many attackers? Whoever holds the ball chooses the action; then both sides roll dice to determine
the outcome.

especially created! On the front side of the
spell cards you have clues, to decipher the
code you need a stone. The backside of the
card shows the correct words and gestures
so that the one hit by the spell can control if
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VentoNuova
Games

it was cast correctly.

University
Games
Distributed by Asmodee and announced as
a novelty:
Pingo Splash for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Dexterity game; penguins balance on a sailing

ship without sails; somewhat similar, at least
in appearance, to Riff-Raff.

Blocks in the West by Emanuele Santandrea for 1-4 players, ages 14+:
After Blocks in the East, this is the second
simulation of WWII battles, ranging from
1940 to 1945. Based on historic events you

can change the outcome of the war on the
western front. You can play with up to four
players as Allies or Germany/Italy, but also
very well alone.

Vedra
Games

Wattsalpoag
Games

A new publishing group from Spain; in 2012
they published
Colonial Space Wars by Jose Mendez for
2-4 players, ages 7+; an abstract game on

Buccaneer Bones von Kris Gould for 1-4
players, ages 8+: You start with six ships in
six harbors, as a start of a sailing tour including harbor, sea and islands. You roll and re-

Weltmusik
First-time exhibitor at Essen - the Viennese
publisher has a range of games on music:
Musinak for 2 or more players, ages 4+ by
Harald Lakits is a card game using the Happy Families mechanism for a total of 28 different instruments.

Scalegame by Harald Lakits for 2-8 players:
Some musical information is necessary, the
game communicates knowledge on scales.

The Chromatical Gambler by Harald Lakits
for 2-4 players, ages 8+ - based on the traditional Pachisi or Mensch ärgere Dich nicht;
you must get your three markers to the triad
barn, in relation to the scale you did choose.

confrontations of armies, using a Science
Fiction topic. New in 2013 is
Colonial Space Wars: New Horizons.

Vendetta
Wildcatters by Rolf Sagel und André Spil
for 3-4 players, ages 12+:
Co-production with Rass Games
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roll; for a pair you move the corresponding
ship one step forward. When a ship reaches
an island, you receive a bonus that allows you to change dice values. When you
achieved no pair you can play your first officer for several possible actions. Whoever
collects three treasures first, wins.
The game offers six different levels of difficulty.
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Weykick
Weykick Kangu for 1 or more players, ages
2+: A vertical game board, the discs downwards hop on the rubber bands like kanga-

them to museums for exhibitions, all for
scores in prestige points and money.
Booh Booh Castle by Michael Schacht
for 2-5 players, ages 4+: The second
childrens’ game in the White Goblin
program - little ghosts play hide-andseek. One of them disguises itself as a

2-5 players, ages 10+: German edition at
Pegasus.
Pasha by Stefan Dorra for 2-5 players,
ages 8+: You roll dice, up to a maximum

roos, more game to watch than to actively
play; you can only slide the discs in and
watch them tumbling down all the way.

What‘s
Your Game?
Madeira: Pearl of the Atlantic for 2-4 players, ages 12+ by Nuno Sentieiro and Paulo
Soledade: The economy in Madeira was
first based on wheat, then on sugar and yet
later again on the famous wine. Players try

in five rounds to achieve the optimum causality chain for better harvests and wood
that they need to build buildings in town
and ships for trading with far-away markets
and also for expedition; all governed by the
needs of the Crown and your own striving
for prestige.
Distribution of the German edition: Hutter
Trade

White Goblin
Games
Artifact by Jeffrey D. Allers und Bernd
Eisenstein for 3-5 players, ages 12+: In
a core game and two expansions or
combining all in a complete game, archeologists dig for artefacts and send
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specter in order to frighten the others
and chooses a room. The other ghosts
need to hide themselves in rooms, too,
and avoid the one where the specter is
hiding.
Invaders by Mark Chaplin: for 2 players,
ages 12+ Invasion of Earth! You control
the Human faction or the invaders and
fight for control of three zones on earth

- Pacific Rim, Eurasia and Africa. The Invader player Destruction, Invasion and
Alien Tech; Mankind plays Defender,
locations and Tech. There are different
victory conditions and also a different
number of them for both parties.
Kung Fu by Michael Palm und Lukas
Zach for 2 players, ages 8+: Card game
in a tin; as a Kung Fu master you use
cards for Attack, Defense and Special
Powers. You try to cause damage to
your opponent; whoever has life markers left at the end, wins the game.
Packet Row by Henrik und Åse Berg for

of three times, including setting aside
and re-rolling dice to try and achieve
and mark the highest possible pair.
Cards that were played before rolling

are given to the players with the best
and the worst result.
Rattus Cartus by Åse und Henrik
Berg for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Already
published in 2012 and presented again,
this time with expansions - a card game
based on Rattus the board game,
featuring 12 building, of which you can
use some or all in a game to get support
from their inmates.
Rattus Cartus Nobilis by Åse und
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Henrik Berg for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
Expansion for Rattus Cartus, including
two modules for combination with
the core game, individually or both
together. The nobility suddenly begins

to interfere with the search for the new
kind and you must try to use them best
for your own purposes.
Rattus Mercatus by Åse und Henrik
Berg for 2-4 players, ages 10+: This is an
expansion for the board game Rattus,
featuring 12 new class cards. People
in Europe try to lead as normal a life
as possible despite the Black Death.
Craftsmen and merchants produce

cards for Jack Colty as well as the new
deck of Frontier cards.
Revolver Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star by Mark Chaplin for 2
players: This expansion comprises nine
new cards each for both the Colonel
McReady and Jack Colty Decks plus the

Frontier Deck from expansion 1.3 as
well as three module cards and markers.
Revolver Expansion 1.5: Death Rides
a Horse by Mark Chaplin and Andrew
David for 2 players, ages 12+: This expansion, too, introduces new cards for
the decks Jack Colty, Colonel McReady

players, ages 12+: Rain City is out of control, crime is getting out of hand. As an
agent of a secret brotherhood you win
points in an action phase for arresting
criminals, defusing bombs and eliminating assassins; you can play a competitive race for influence or an Android
Mode with unmasking of infiltrators.
Völuspá: Order of the Gods by Scott
Caputo for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Expansion for Völuspa, which was published
in 2012; it comprises four new kinds of
tiles - Freya, Raven, Dwarf and Niohoggr

- and certain new markers.
Völuspá: Lightning Bolt by Scott Caputo for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
A Mini expansion for Völuspa; The lightning bolt can zap each tile and score
each row.
Partner for German editions: Pegasus
Partner for English editions in USA:
Stronghold Games

and trade, but swindlers, thieves and
robbers are also on the roads.
Rattus: Arabian Traders by Åse und
Henrik Berg for 2-6 players, ages 10+:
A mini expansion with four class cards,
9 goods markers and money enables
you to combine Rattus Mercatus with
Rattus Africanus for a game with up to
six players.
and Frontier. This is supplemented with
Valley of the Gwangi as a new location
card and Rockslide for a new Ambush
card.
Rogue Agent by David Ausloos for 2-4

Revolver Expansion 1.3: Vengeance
on the Frontier by Mark Chaplin and
Andrew David for 2 players, ages 12+:
Expansion for Revolver, featuring four
new cards for Colonel McReady a 2 new
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Winsome Games

Western Town by Olivier Warnier for 2-4
players, ages 12+: A release from Essen
2012, shown again.

Traditionally, the Essen release package
was only available from Winsome Games
by preordering and picking up at the booth
and as usually it was sold out long before
Essen. This time is the games were:
Age of Steam: Belgium by John Bohrer for
2 players: One map plus rules
Continental Divide by Eddie Robbins

OUR REPORT

railway line secret and try to maximize your
profits.
Northern Pacific by Tom Russell for 2-6
players: Also without an element of chance,
as to mechanisms it belongs into the range
of SNCF/Paris Connection games. In your
turn you can invest in cities or lay track.

Wise Games
Trench by Rui Alípio Monteiro for 2 players,
ages 10+: Presented for the first time 2011
in Essen 2011 at the booth of Runadrake
Games; this year the game was shown in
Nuremberg by Wise Games as a Demo
version and was now available at Essen.

New are two expansions, albeit already dating from 2012
Western Town: Telegraph including cards
and tiles for a telegraph office, school and
for 3-6 players: Economics game without
an element of change, on founding and

You must invade enemy territory out of
the trench across the board. Units sit on
on a rhomboid board, separated by the
said trench, the design causes some visual
illusions. Armies comprise different units
that move over different distances in
different ways, depending on their rank.

big homestead as well an an Indian and one
Abraham Lincoln
running of companies.
Erie Railroad by Beni Seeman for 3-5
players: Again a game on railway shares; as

WizKids
Mage Knight Board Game: Krang
Character Expansion by Vlaada Chvátil,
Paul Grogan and Phil Pettifer for 1-5 players,
ages 14+: This expansion introduces Krang,

Western Town Meeple Accessory Pack,
comprising 27 wooden pieces
an industry tycoon you keep your interest in

the Orc Chaos Shaman, as a new character,
of course complete with all necessary
components.

www.gamesjournal.at
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under the heading of “The Camelot
Chronicles”, all making do with only three
rules and a maximum playing time of one
hour. In Camelot: The Build you do the
interior design of the castle.

Wyrd Miniatures
Mage Knight: Resurrection is announced,
it will be a set of 25 miniatures featuring
SwitchClix Technology comprising two
wheels, one for Mage Knight 2.0 and one
for HeroClix P.A.X.
Star Trek: Attack Wing by Christopher

track/delivery, commodities/monopolies
and power cards/orders or scarcity of
commodities/building upgrades.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Evil Baby Orphanage Nerdfighteria
Expansion by Redd Cohen for 3-6
players, ages 10+: Expansion for Evil Baby

Wonder Games
Conjurers by Niels Wonsyld for 2-4 players,
ages 12+: Worker placement game based
on five mythologies: Bible, Egyptian, Greek,

Guild and Andrew Parks for 2-99 players,
ages 14+: Tactical miniatures game for
a conflict simulation; the game uses the
“FlightPath” System by FFG, but cannot
combined with other games from the
FlightPath series.
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey –
Journey to the Lonely Mountain Strategy
Game by Eric M. Lang for 2-4 players,

Orphanage; each player is a so-called Time
Nanny who wants to clean the time-stream
from the most evil villains and re-train them
to be al ballerina or something like that.
Malifaux by Nathan Caroland, Justin Gibbs,
Eric Johns and Mack Martin for 2 players,
ages 13+: Second edition of the tabletop

Japanese and Nordic. You collect points
from creatures, artifacts and resources and
win after twelve rounds with most points.

Wotan Games
ages 14+: Game based on book and film,
players embody the characters of Bilbo,
Gollum, Goblin King or Azog. This resources
management game can be played headon-head or three players versus one.
Trains and Stations by Eric M. Lang
for 3-5 players, ages 14+: Dice are used
as resources for track, buildings and
commodities monopolies for victory points.
Available dice and bonus dice are collected,
rolled and - against payment - re-rolled;
depending on type and amount of symbols
rolled you place dice for trains or buildings,
keep them or set them aside for money
acquisition. Dice you placed are scored for
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After many years there is a new game
by Julian Musgrave, shown at the Steve
Jackson booth:
Camelot: The Build for 2-8 players, ages
10+, it is the first game of a series planned

with miniatures, you control groups of
models and use cards from so-called Fate
decks to resolve events in the game.
Puppet Wars Unstitched by Redd Cohen,
Justin Gibbs and David Hanold for 2 players,
ages 13+: A new edition of Puppet Wars;
each player takes on the guise of a Voodoo
doll and tries to embody the real-life
counterpart of the doll. You animate your
doll with cards from your hand.
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Yemaia
Hyperborea by Andrea Chiarvesio and
Pierluca Zizzi for 2-6 players, ages 12+:
Co-production with Asterion Press,
announces for 2014

one technology tile and score its symbol
and have then two actions from Income,
environmental clean-up, research or
purchasing tiles.
Spyrium von William Attia for 2-5 players,
ages 12+: In an alternate timeline the
discovery of Spyrium revolutionizes
industry in Victorian England; as a CEO
of a flourishing company you seize the
opportunity in this resources management
game to earn most victory points with

OUR REPORT

Z-Man Games
Black Spy by Alan R. Moon for 2-6 players,
ages 8+: New edition; in the card game similar to Hearts you want to acquire the best

yonjuni
games
The Mondainai booth was also hosting
DubbelYatzy by Per Landberger for
1-6 players, ages 8+: Based on Yahtzee
combinations, but using translucent dice
in which a smaller dice is included. You
buildings, cleverly placed workers, patents
and specialists.
Distribution partner: Asmodee.

spies and avoid Black spies. This is the fourth
edition, a multilingual one.
Blueprints by Yves Tourigny for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Players are architects who use
dice in three colors in order to set up three
different structures following templates.

Yū-Gen
Roman
roll dice as usual, but score combinations
including inner and outer dice; the scoring
is based on the Swedish Yahtzee system,
but you can of course use other systems of
scoring combinations.

Donburiko by Masanofu for 2-4 players,
ages 7+: In analogy to the Japanese children
song you collect acorns and take them up
the mountain. You place a card openly or
face-down into a row, up to a maximum of

Planned for release in November 2013
Parade by Naoki Homma for 2-6 players,
ages 10+: The characters out of Alice in
Wonderland are marching in a parade - you
play a card at the end of the parade, but that
can expel other characters from the parade.

Ystari Games
Prosperity by Reiner Knizia und Sebastian
Bleasdale for 2-4 players, ages 13+:
Over seven decades you invest in
infrastructure and industry in this resources
management game, provide energy and
finance research. Pollution should be
avoided or kept at a minimum. You draw

www.gamesjournal.at

seven, or take a row with two or more cards.
Openly placed cards earn a chip, on facedown ones a chip is placed. When you take
a row you get the chips in it and add card
values: Value 6 as Donburiko finishes the
round, other values earn you chips or cost
you chips.

New edition.
For the new edition of Pandemic, already
published earlier in 2013, there are now two
expansions:
Pandemic: In the Lab by Matt Leacock und
Tom Lehmann for 1-6 players, ages 13+:
Second expansion, you use a new board
and move around in a laboratory; the expansion features four new roles, new events
and a worldwide Mutation Panic Scenario.
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you score in relation to the result in the slide
and your chosen disc.
Geistesblitz 5 vor 12 by Jacques Zeimet
for 2-8 players, ages 8+: In this version of
Geistesblitz, Balduin has a rendezvous and

doubts the placement all give a tip for the
heavier side and score for correct tips.
Schmatzspatz by Edith Grein-Böttcher for
2-4 players, ages 4+: Baby birds want to
be fed, players remember where they put
a worm. In your turn you choose a bird for
which there is at least one unfed baby, roll
the die and move the bird to this location,

You can play head-on-head or in a team.
Pandemic: On the Brink by Matt Leacock
und Tom Lehmann for 2-5 players, ages
12+: First published in 2009, new edition in
a new design.
There are also many English language editions of various games, see the respective
publisher or German partner.
German distributor: Asmodee

Zoch Verlag
With a Zicke Zacke Hühnerkacke APP, intended for the iPad, Zoch also uses the new
technology for a children game and otherwise offers the usual varied and interesting
program:
Finger weg! by Peter Wichmann for 3-8
players, ages 12+: A card is placed into the
safety unit and read out. The starting player

chooses a statement which he believes to
be safe; all others vote on it and then you
either use the same card or a new one and
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needs scent, hat and key; owl and bat try
to irritate him - again you quickly grab an
item or call out the time or use a certain language, all as a reaction on the card that was
turned up.
Polterfass by Andreas Schmidt for 3-6 players, ages 8+: The innkeeper rolls for barrels
standing up; guests place face-down cards
for orders, but are only served when the
innkeeper can pour more drinks than the

total of orders. When the innkeeper stops
rolling the roll is scored for innkeeper and
guests; when there are now upright barrels,
the guests score.
Sauschwer by Andrea Meyer und Martin Schlegel for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Pig
Helmut is sitting at one side of the scales
and an item card is also displayed next to
him. Then you choose one of your three
cards and place it at the side of the scales

where you give him a worm and he feeds
a baby. You decide which of the bird’s
babies is fed, the other players can make
suggestions. When the baby swallows the
worm, it is full and closes his beak.
Vaca Loca by Iris Rossbach for 3-6 players, ages 8+: Aliens land on Earth after the
party, being somewhat scrambled in the aftermath; their body parts are laid out facedown. When the third body part of an animal is turned up, you hit its head as fast as

you can and collect the animal if you were
the fastest.
Zicke & Zacke - Ran an die Federn! by
Klaus Zoch for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Zicke
and Zacke are chasing each other, but in
a circle, so of course they meet again and
again. Who is jumping over whom? You try
to turn up the corresponding picture in the
chicken coop and if you succeed your chicken runs to the worm and the worm runs
away. If you jump over the other chicken

without Helmut. Then you estimate the
total weight of the items on each side and
put Helmut to the side you consider to be
heavier. After eight cards or when someone
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1manstudio
The Magitech Wars is announced, a simple
tabletop war game with cards instead of
miniatures, without elements of trading

Zvezda
After a short interlude using the brand
name of Sirius for family games, Zvezda
now has reverted to the Zvezda brand for
its games, also for their new line of children
games.
Disney Pixar Cars Cool Twists by Vitaly
Silaev for 2-6 players, ages 6+: Car Game
System for car races, featuring characters

Konstantin Krivenko for 2 or more players,
ages 10+: Part of the range of Art of Tactic
games, for the first time extended to
ships, here ships from the 16th and 17th
century. You are commander of war ships
from the great seafaring nations England
card games, there is also use of dice. The
game is also available for free download or
as a print-and-play version.

Aegir
Games

from Cars. There is a set comprising two
miniatures. Each car has its own special
ability, which you can use during the race.
Disney Planes High Pilotage by German
Tikhomirov for 2 or more players, ages
6+: Planes Game System for races with
airplanes. The starter set comprises two

and Spain. Orders are given secretly and
simultaneously, revealed and implemented.

Aegir Games is the new name for the games
branch of Vega Forlag Company, their novelty is, as already in 2012,
Kampen om Norge by Ange Baekholt and
Eivind Vetlesen for 2-3 players, ages 12+, as

Not on show in Essen, information from
other sources:

1 A Games
Tide of Iron: Stalingrad by Bill Jaffe und
Robert A. Kouba for 2-4 players, ages 13+: A
new campaign for Tide of Iron - you manage
resources across interconnected scenarios.
miniatures, complete with decorative
stickers and two bases for the models. You
set up the race track with pass gates and
must pass through them in the correct
order. The flying for is done by placement of
the airplane card.
There are also new conflict simulation
games:
Hot War: Battle for Oil by Konstantin
Krivenko for 2 or more players, ages 10+: Part
of the range of Art of Tactic game, this time
in a modern setting - 1990 in an alternative
timeline: The Cold war is continuing and the
next armed conflict is occurring in the Near
East, the world’s biggest crude oil reserves.
The Ships: Armada Invincible by

www.gamesjournal.at

conflict simulation game on the WWII invasion of Norway in 1940, the starting situation corresponds to historical events.

APE Games
Island Siege by Dan Manfredini for 2-4
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players, ages 10+: Colonization and building of forts in the Caribbean: Together with
the forts the colonists arrive, who in their
turn set up ships and buildings for points.
There are expansions, Island Siege Coquina and Island Siege Rampart
Kill the Overlord by D. Brad Talton Jr. for 4-8
players, ages 13+: A satirical game on the
elimination of political opponents; for each

Asmadi
Games
Consequential by Carl Chudyk und Chris
Cieslik for 1-5 players, ages 12+: Announced
for Essen, but now moved to 2014 - a game
using a mix of technology and magic; Earth
is connected to Laris and a cataclysm happened that destroyed the space-time con-

Once Upon a Time: Seafaring Tales by
Richard Lambert, Andrew Rilstone and
James Wallis for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Expansion for the story-telling game, using seafarer and pirate topics on story cards and
end-of-story cards.

Battle Bunker
Games
Seas of Iron by Daniel Hinkle for 2-4 players, ages 10+: A simulation of naval battles
from World War II and earlier times; the rules

eliminated opponent you yourself rise one
level in the hierarchy. Published in 2012, this
year expansions are published:
Kill the Overlord; Gravedigger
Kill the Overlord: Village Sot
Kill the Overlord: Patronage
Rarrr!! by Michael R. Brandl for 3-6 players,
ages 10+: First you acquire monster power
cards by drafting in order to acquire your
perfect monster and then you draft power

cards to move monsters through towns and
destroy those towns using a system of bidding.
Rolling Freight: Great Britain and India
by Kevin G. Nunn for 2-5 players, ages 10+:
Expansion for Rolling Freight with two maps
for Great Britain and India as well as rules for
canals, ferries and caravans. Can only be
played together with the core game.
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tinuum. Five heroes set out from Laris to
repair this tear in the space-time fabric.
Impulse by Carl Chudyk for 2-6 players: A
fast game set in space; the board is made
up from action cards; you yourself have
cards in hand and control a home base card
on the board. You play using a card display
called Impulse, use two transport ships to
activate sections of the board and a cruiser
to destroy opposing transport. Announced
for publication in 2014.

Atlas Games

can be adapted to simulate teams or battles
of fleets.

Break From
Reality Games
Damage Report by Alex Barbieri for 2-6
players, ages 10+: Simultaneous, cooperative real-time space adventure, in which all
players try together and at the same time

to survive certain catastrophes. Each player
has his timer and what you manage to do
does only depend on what you can get
done in the respective time intervals of 15,
30, 45 or sixty seconds.
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Catalyst
Game Labs

Clever Mojo
Games

BattleTech: Alpha Strike by Herbert A.
Beas II und Randall N. Bills for 2 players, ages
14+: A fast variant of BattleTech, similar to

Formula E by Bruno Faidutti, André Zatz
and Sergio Halaban for 3-6 players, ages
8+: Originally announced for Essen and
now scheduled for release in 2014, with the

BattleTech QuickStrike.
Leviathans: Ship Quirks & Crew Abilities
Card Deck by Randall N. Bills and John Haward for 2-8 players, ages 13+: Expansion

theme of an elephant race through and Indian village, across mountains and deserts;
elephants are moved with cards.

Crash
Games

OUR REPORT

DC Comics Deck-Building Game by Matt
Hyra and Ben Stoll for 2-5 players, ages 15+:
Announced in 2012, produced via Kickstarter: You choose one of the super heroes and
start the game with ten cards; you then use
deck building mechanisms in order to arm
your hero.
DC Comics Deck-Building Game Hero
Unite: Expansion, introducing seven new

heroes.
Gravwell: Escape from the 9th Dimension by Corey Young for 1-4 players, ages
15+: You command space ships in other

Council of Verona by Michael Eskue for 2-4
players, ages 13+: The Council must resolve
the conflict between the Houses of Capulet
and Montague in Verona and so bring back

for Leviathan for new ways to build ships
and new crew abilities.
The Duke by Jeremy Holcomb and Stephen McLaughlin for 2 players, ages 13+:
Placement game with double-sided tiles on
the topic of combat: Each side of a soldier
tile shows another posture, offensive or depeace to the town - players are burghers
and use their influence to introduce new
members to the council or to remove members from the council-

dimensions and must collect fuel from asteroids in the neighborhood in order to be
able to return; but you must overcome obstacles in the guise of derelict ships in the
vicinity of the asteroids.
Night Eternal The Game by Rob Heinsoo
for 3-5 players, ages 15+: Card game on
the rivalry among vampires; The Authority

Cryptozoic
Entertainment
fensive, after a tile was used it is turned over.
You can either introduce a new soldier to
the game or draw a new tile. Different endof-game situations are possible.

www.gamesjournal.at

faction versus The Monarchy faction. Cards
that are played determine loyalty and you
must donate blood at the start of your turn
from your stock to both factions.
ROFL! by John Kovalic for 3-7 players, ages
13+: Word game on phrases; you try to reduce well-known phrases to as few letters
as possible and yet transmit the information
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Dice Hate Me Games

Dimension Games

Compounded by Darrell Louder for 2-5
players, ages 13+: As manager of a laboratory you construct chemical compounds

Blumenzüchter by Matthias Bichlmeier
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: As a gardener you
plant flowers and must collect and swap

from elements, using the mechanisms of
negotiations, trading and a bit of luck.
Compounded Chemical Chaos: Expansion, featuring 15 new cards,

garden implements.
Monster Schreck by Matthias Bichlmeier
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Monsters have escaped and must be caught again; but this
time players embody the monsters and

correctly.
The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers
Deck-Building Game for 2-5 players, ages
15+: Deck building game that can be combined with The Fellowship of the Ring Deck
Building Game. It introduces as new feature

a Wall of Helm’s Deep Deck - when the wall
is breached the game gets considerably
more difficult for the heroes.
The Walking Dead Board Game: The Best
Defense by Matt Hyra for 1-4 players, ages
15+: Cooperative game, featuring now a
Leader role which you can adopt for one or
several rounds, including individual leader

The Great Heartland Hauling Co. by Jason
Kotarski for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Kickstart-

powers for each player. Two game modes
for beginners and experts are featured and
besides the aim to survive each player has a
secret mission.

er project; you are a lorry driver and transport commodities for huge distribution
companies, based on order cards. The game
features a modular board.

must elude their pursuers and set them on
their fellows players instead.
Turnier der Magier by Matthias Bichlmeier
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: A tournament
between the co-existing powers of Light

and Shadow, the winner puts his stamp on
events of the next 100 years. This game represents the first part of the tournament, in
which you must find a star map.
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Eigenverlag

Fireside Games

Machina Arcana by Juraj Bilich for 1-4
players, ages 13+: Players explore a subterranean complex of unknown origin, in
a mixture of Lovecraftian Cthulhu mythos

Dead Panic by Justin De Witt for 2-6 players,
ages 13+: And again a game on surviving

OUR REPORT

2-4 players, ages 10+: Adventures on
expeditions in the jungle, happening on a
variable board that is evolving in the course
of the game by being revealed. To win, you
need to find four corresponding treasures,
either of the same type or made from the
same material, and then get out of the
jungle.

Gamefield
Mogul by Michael Schacht for 3-6 players,
ages 10+: Japanese edition of Mogul, that

and steam punk. Different scenarios are included, you collect equipment, make use of
your surroundings and fight. Scheduled for
release in 2014.

Elementals
Elemons: State Mode Battle Game by
Josh Cappel and Eiman Munro for 2 players, ages 6+: Elemons are artificially created
creatures which have escaped into space
and must now be hauled back: The crea-

the fight against zombies; you can attack
the zombies this time either in direct confrontation or over some distance.

Floodgate Games
Legacy: Forbidden Machines by Ben
Harkins for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Expansion
for Legacy: Gears of Time. The Dark Energy
for the Old Machine that keeps going the

was originally published by Spiele aus
Timbuktu in 2002; an English edition is
announced for Rio Grande Games.

Gamelyn
Games
Fantasy Frontier by Michael Coe for
2-4 players, ages 13+: Fantasy game on
dirigibles and expeditions; you control an

course of history, is getting out of control
and you need to construct the Forbidden
Machines to restore the balance.
tures are based on elements of the periodic
system and have individual characteristics;
you play with the three aggregate states of
solid, liquid and gaseous.

Foxtrot Games
Relic Expedition by Randy Hoyt for

individual dirigible and a crew of pioneers
who explore land, collect resources, build
towns and fight air battles against each
other.

Grubbe Media
Are you joking? by Gerhard Grubbe for 3-8
players, ages 12+: In turn players read out
a funny story; the others listen and check
their tiles for words from the text. They have
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Jasu-Design
Vetternwirtschaft by Dr. Jan-H. Schmidt
for 3-4 players, ages 10+: Even in the Club
of Billionaires you must prove that you are

game, packed in a tin: Discs with images are
turned up and you must react to them to be
first to discard all your discs.
Veto: The Boardgame by Krzysztof Schechtel, Michał Stachyra and Maciej Zasowski, for
2-5 players, ages 12+: The game is based on
the trading card game of the same name,

10 seconds to check, lay out tiles they find
and draw new tiles. If you manage not to
laugh till the end of the search you earn an
extra tile. When all laugh, the extra tile goes
to the narrator.

Intellego Holzspiele
Catch by Reiner Knizia is designed for two
players, ages 8+, one player places vertical barriers, the other one horizontal ones;

worth your money! You use money, power
and influence accordingly in order to influence politics and economics. First print run:
100 copies.

Juhu Spiele
Blocky Mountain by Gerhard Junker for 1-4
or 7 players, ages 6 or 8+: An adventurous
path leads up to Blocky Mountain’s peak;
you must build it and climb it. You turn up a
route card and build the route, in relation to

the only Polish one. It is a game on politics in
the 17th century, you use resources management and election mechanisms to install
your candidate on the Polish Throne.

Level 99
Games

both try to close in areas and to mark them
with their own pieces.
Matobo by Christwart Conrad is intended
for 2-4 players, ages 7+, who want to set up
as many columns as high as possible; for

7-Card Slugfest by D. Brad Talton, Jr. for 3-8
players: A game of tussling, set in the land
of Indines. You hold one of eleven characthe additional task. Then you move trapper
and bear with hooks sticks, food is pushed. If
you succeed you move your marker forward
as indicated on an owl tile that you draw; if
you fail you move back accordingly.

this you need discs that you must fetch; columns set up you mark with your pieces and
use them as starting point for jumps.

Kuźnia Gier
Surprisingly not present at Essen this year,
despite a booth number and listings in the
new releases.
Top-A-Top Kids by Agnieszka Migdalska for
3-6 players: Junior edition of the reaction
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ters with seven individual cards for him; you
shuffle those cards and then play them, one
after the other, on any other character.
BattleCON: Devastation of Indines by D.
Brad Talton, Jr. for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Also
set in Indines; new villains are trying to take
over Indines and new heroes set out to defend the land. Can be combined with BattleCon: War of Indines.
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Looney Labs
Fluxx: The Board Game by Andrew Looney for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Fluxx for playing on a board - changing rules, changing
goals and changing tiles on the board. You
draw a card, play a card and move by one

OUR REPORT

Mythical
Eras of War
Era of the Ninja by Eric Ebbs for 1-4 players,
ages 13+: As a ninja you should eliminate
the lord of the castle, the enemy is searching for every single one of those ninjas. Suc-

Disc Duelers by D. Brad Talton, Jr. for 2-6
players: You draft a team of 3-5 characters,
each one with card and disc; a character is
activated in a turn and can move and attack,

step - even that can change and you should
collect 3-6 target cards, which you receive if
you have markers on those icon tiles which
are depicted on the top target card.
both by snipping his disc. Several versions
of play.
Pixel Tactics 2 by D. Brad Talton, Jr. for 2
players, ages 12+: Tactical combat for two,
you draft a leader from an identical deck of
25 cards; the leader characteristics change
strategy and playability for the other cards.
Can be combined with Pixel Tactics.

Loot Corps

cess for a ninja brings additional equipment
or new abilities.

Posthuman
Studios
Shinobi Clans by Jürgen Mayer for 3-5 players, ages 13+: Strategic card game with a
Ninja/Ronin/Daimyo theme and the task of

DrunkQuest by Athena Cagle and Jasn
Painter for 3-6 players, ages 21: Card game

completing secret missions; you draft cards
which you then stack tactically.
with a fantasy topic, you must achieve Level
Six and defeat monsters in a drinking competition. Can be expanded with DrunkQuest; The 90 Proof Seas

Rather Dashing
Games
Dwarven Miner by Mike Richie for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You roll dice to find out what
you will be able to extract from the mine,
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and then you use the resources to fabricate equipment items for your customers,
mighty dwarves you need different things
that can be activated after they have been
completed.

Red Raven Games

a railway empire by buying existing companies and financing them by deliveries.
Introduces a new for England, Scotland and
Wales.
Dominion: Guilds by Donald X. Vaccarino
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: In the eight
expansion for Dominion all suddenly worry
about their job. No-one is tilling his acres
in happy anonymity, but all want to join

technologies, settle worlds and freight commodities.

Sherwood
Games

Eight Minute Empire by Ryan Laukat for
2-5 players, ages 8+: You erect and build an
empire in eight minutes. In turn, you take

In The City: Origins by Duncan Davis for
2-5 players, ages 9+: The king is dead and
the city must be protected from conquerors. You start with a leader and in each

one of six cards for a commodity and an action. Actions help to conquer land, sets of
commodities earn you points at the end.
Eight-Minute Empire: Legends by Ryan
Laukat for 2-4 players, ages 8+: This is a
stand-alone expansion, instead of com-

a guild, learn a craft and work at a master
piece. German edition distributed by ASS
Altenburger.
Dominion Special Edition by Donald X.
Vaccarino for 2-4 players, ages 10+: New
edition that includes the special card
Schwarzmarkt and featuring a new design
for cover and basic card. German edition
distributed by ASS Altenburger.
El Caballero by Wolfgang Kramer, Richard
Ulrich for 2-4 players, ages 10+: New edition.
Renaissance Man by Anthony Rubbo for
1-4 players, ages 13+: You are a Renaissance
man, versed as scholar, a merchant, a knight
or a baker - you want to recruit others and
train them and turn out a master.
A game announced is
Roll for the Galaxy by Wei-Hwa Huang and
Tom Lehmann: Dice game on the theme of

round you recruit a person from the market
for points, influence and abilities.

Smirk & Dagger
Games
Dread Curse by Stuart Sisk for 3-8 players,
ages 12+: A game with an emphasis on
chance, on the topic of pirates and trea-

modities the cards now bring special abilities.

Rio Grande
Games
Boxcars by R. S. Erickson, Thomas F. Erickson, Jr. for 2-6 players, ages 13+: You set up

erecting a galactic empire; dice represent
population which is used to develop new
sures; you pull them out of the bag and steal
from other pirates; you pay gold for special
privileges when drawing or for the captain’s
role.
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Sparks Games

USAopoly

TAU for 3-5 players, ages 8+: A narrative
game that is played with a standard deck
of 52 cards; each card in the deck is also as-

CrossWays for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You
want to be first to construct a path from one
side of the board to the other, but have to

U.S. Games Systems

signed an element from fantasy. You play
the phases of taking tricks, generating a
character from taking tricks and then playing a kind of role playing game with those
characters.

HeartSwitch by Joe Andrews and Ken
Fisher for 3-6 players, ages 8+: Card game,
offering a combination of Hearts and Wiz-

Winning Moves

Stonemaier Games
Viticulture by Jamey Stegmaier and Alan
Stone for 2-6 players, ages 10+: In Tuscany
in the pre-industrial era; you own a meagre
vineyard and outmoded equipment, but

use the cards that you have in hand or that
you draw.

Besides some new editions of Top Trumps
titles there was one interesting new release:
Cluedo Wien for 3-6 players, ages 8+: A new
edition, using the standard rules for Cluedo
and Vienna as a setting and crime scene.
ard - in this trick taking game with the duty
to follow suit, you want to avoid tricks that
contain Heart, Queen of Spades or the Evil
Witch of Spades. Witches have special functions, magicians have no value and no suit;
they only win a trick if all play a magician.
WOW: World of Words by Ken Fisher for
2-6 players, ages 10+: You turn up a blue
card for a starting letter and a red card for
a last letter in a word; all try simultaneously

want to become the most successful vintner. Sometimes you are given help from visitors, provided you assign a worker to them
to assist them.

Tuesday Knight
Games
Two Rooms and a Boom by Alan Gerding
and Sean McCoy for 6-30 players, ages 8+:
A game of deduction on secret roles. One
team has the President and the other team
a Bomber, players are sorting themselves
evenly into two playing zones and play five
rounds, each with a time limit. After each
round players relocate to the other zone.
When the bomber is in the same zone as
the president after five rounds, the bomber
team wins.

www.gamesjournal.at

to form words, as long ones as possible, and
you score for those that only you did find.
There are bonuses for long words.

A colorful vintage, a varied vintage, a few
less games than last year, some unusual
topics, many similar topics - I am looking
forward to see how they games turn out in
individual play.
So, once again, thank you to all exhibitors,
organizers and also to my tireless helpers,
who assist me in assembling the information. We meet again next year for Spiel 2014!
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Game Designers and their games at SPIEL `13
Ackermann Sascha
Bam!, Pegasus Spiele
Adlung Kasrten
Der Kleine König und seine
Freunde, Adlung Spiele
Al-JouJou Juma
MoRally, Karma Games
Pretty Ugly, Karma Games
Alaveer Aigar
Lembitu, 2D6.EE
Roundhouse Kick, 2D6.ee
Albertarelli Spartaco
Dice Run, Kaleidos Games
Wien! Das Spiel, Piatnik
Allers Jeffrey D.
Artifact, White Goblin Games
Citrus, dlp Games
Almes Scott
Marswürfel, Pegasus Spiele
Alspach Ted
Suburbia Inc., Bézier Games
Ultimate Werewolf: Inquisition,
Bézier Games
Werwölfe: Inquisition, Pegasus
Spiele
You suck, Bézier Games
Alter Jan Thomas
Lands of Orange, AB Spiele
Amane Desnet
Dungeon Guilds, Moaideas
Games

Averara Davide
Ironburst, Irondrake
Ironcrux, Irondrake
Avery Stephen
Nothing Personal, Dice Tower
Games
Avraham Uzi (Treo Game
Design)
Hetzen nach Schätzen, Haba

Arévalo Óscar
Seven Swords, Gen X Games
Arnold Martin
Arbos Apfel, M+A Spiele
Attia William
Spyrium, Ystari

Beim Peter
Move it, Abanico

Bellini Luca
Fun Farm, Heidelberger / Post
Scriptum
Wild Arena, Carta Mundi

Bagiartakis Vangelis
Among The Stars: The
Ambassadors , Artipia Games
Bailey Samuel
Mansions of Madness The
Laboratory, FFG
Baker Keith
Cthulhu Flux, Pegasus Spiele
Balsera Leonard
Munchkin Booster: Süßes oder
Saures, Pegasus Spiele
Balvin Joshua Gerald
Fools Gold, Passport Game Studio

Barbieri Alex
Damage Report, Break from
Reality Games

Angiolino Andrea
Sails of Glory, Ares Games
Wings of Glory: WW2 Airplane
Pack, Ares Games

Behre Christoph
Arche Noah, Amigo

Baekhold Ange
Kampen om Norge, Aegir Games

Anderson Martin Nedergaard
Serengeti, Korea Boardgames

Andrews Joe
Heartswitch, U.S. Games Systems

Beckmann Lars
Bam!, Pegasus Spiele

Bella Pablo
Red Code, Dizemo
Wetland, Dizemo

Barbe Ludovic = Ludtche
Pan t’es mort!, Facily Jeux

Andresakis Michael
Wrong Chemistry: Bonus Nobel
Prize Scientists, Mage Company

1812 - Der zweite amerikanische
Unabhängigkeitskrieg, im Verlag
Schwerkraft
Birth of America 1775 Rebellion,
Academy Games
Castellan, Steve Jackson Games

Badell Christopher
Galactic Strike Force, Greater Than
Games

Amoretti Isabella
Shooting Star, dV Giochi

André Mark
Splendor, Space Cowboys /
Asmodee
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Autio Jussi
Modern Society, Dragon Dawn/
Tuonela

Bariot Jacques
C3K: Creatures Crossover
Cyclades/Kemet, Matagot
Give me Five, Cocktail Games
Barlok Ş. Ç.
The Great Persuader, dV Giochi
Bass Doug
Garden Dice, Meridae Games
Garden Dice The Card Expansion,
Meridae Games
Bauza Antoine
Hanabi deluxe, Abacusspiele
Rampage, Repos Productions
Takenoko Collector’s Edition,
Matagot
Tokaido: Crossroads, FunForge
Beaujannot Gaëtan
Concept, Repos Productions

Benedetti Gregory
Benedettis Rotation, RomBol
Benndorf Steffen
Habe fertig!, nsv
Qwixx deluxe, nsv
Qwixx XL, nsv
Berg Åse
Packet Row, White Goblin Games
/ Pegasus
Rattus Cartus, White Goblin
Games
Rattus Cartus Nobilis, White
Goblin Games
Rattus Mercatus, White Goblin
Games
Rattus Arabian Traders, White
Goblin Games
Berg Henrik
Packet Row, White Goblin Games
/ Pegasus
Rattus Cartus, White Goblin
Games
Rattus Cartus Nobilis, White
Goblin Games
Rattus Mercatus, White Goblin
Games
Rattus Arabian Traders, White
Goblin Games
Beyer Allan
IPA The Agents, Mougil
Entertainment
Bichlmeier Matthias
Blumenzüchter, Dimension
Games
Monster Schreck, Dimension
Games
Turnier der Magier, Dimension
Games
Billich Juraj
Machine Arcana, Eigenverlag

Auerochs Robert
Bremerhaven, Lookout Spiele

Beass Herbert A.
BattleTech: Alpha Strike, Catalyst
Game Labs

Ausloos David
Dark Darker Darkest, Queen
Games
Rogue City, White Goblin Games

Bebenroth Frank
Der geheimnisvolle Spiegel, Drei
Magier Spiele

Bills Randall N.
BattleTech: Alpha Strike, Catalyst
Game Labs
Leviathans: Ship Quirks & Crew
Abilities Card Deck, Catalyst
Game Labs

Beckett Beau
1775 - Der amerikanische
Unabhängigkeitskrieg,
Schwerkraft Verlag

Birkenhagen Chris
Super Dungeon Explore Firefly
Denizens, Soda Pop Miniatures
Tentacle Bento, Soda Pop

u
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Miniatures
Birnbaum Gavin
Hole of Doom, Cubiko Games
Snapps, Cubiko Games
Steeplechase, Cubiko Games
Yellow Jersey, Cubiko Games
Bischoff Anson
Ricochet Robots Solovariante,
Abacusspiele
Blanchard David
Chupacabra: Survive the Night,
Steve Jackson Games
Bleasdale Sebastian
Keyflower: Emporium and
Monument, spielbox
Keyflower: Key Celeste, R&D
Games, Huch! & friends
Keyflower: Storyteller, R&D
Games, Spielerei
Keyflower: The Farmers, R&D
Games, Huch! & friends
Prosperity, Ystari
Boelinger Christophe
Dungeon Twister Das Kartenspiel,
Ludically / Asmodee
Bohrer John
Age of Steam: Belgium, Winsome
Games
Bokarev Timofey
Desktopia, Hobby World
Bonaventura Thiago
The Capitals, Mercury Games
Bonifacio Fabrizio
Kragmortha, Stratelibri /
Heidelberger
Bonetti Tommaso
Ready to Rock, Eigenverlag
Bonnessée Régis
Seasons: Enchanted Kingdom,
Libellud / Asmodee
Borg Lionel
Fish Fish, Gigamic
Bos Wubbo
Two Crowns, Quantuum Magic
Boucharelis Alexander
Byzantio / Nekken, LudiCreations
Boydell Tony
Guilds of London, Surprised Stare
Games
Snowdonia Bayerische
Zugspitzbahn, Lookout Games
Snowdonia Britannia Bridge, Indie
Boards & Cards
Snowdonia: Jungfraubahn &
Mount Washington, Indie Boards
& Cards
Snowdonia The Daffodil Line,
Surprised Stare Games
Brand Inka
Der Grüffelo: Alles wird gut!,
Schmidt Spiele
Die Pinguine aus Madagaskar Voll erwischt!, Kosmos
Mein erstes Krabbelkäfer-Spiel,
moses. Verlag
Millionenraub, Gmeiner
Stromberg, Ravensburger
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Terra Kids: Schneckenschnell & Bärenschwer,
Haba
Brand Markus
Der Grüffelo: Alles wird gut!, Schmidt Spiele
Die Pinguine aus Madagaskar - Voll erwischt!,
Kosmos
Mein erstes Krabbelkäfer-Spiel, moses. Verlag
Millionenraub, Gmeiner
Stromberg, Ravensburger
Terra Kids: Schneckenschnell & Bärenschwer,
Haba
Brandl Michael
Rarrr!!, APE Games

Cappel Joshua
Elemons: State Mode Battle Game, Elemental
Puiblishing
Caplanne Jérémie
Baba Yaga, Purble Brain Creations / iello
Caputo Scott
Völuspá: Lightning Bolt, White Goblin Games
Völuspá: Order of the Gods, White Goblin
Games
Carl David
Warmachine: High Command, Privateer Press

Braun Shav
Ryce, SetSign

Castelli Stefano
C.O.A.L., Dast@Work
Gnominia, Asterion Press

Breese Richard
Keyflower: Emporium and Monument,
spielbox
Keyflower: Key Celeste, R&D Games, Huch! &
friends
Keyflower: Storyteller, R&D Games, Spielerei
Keyflower: The Farmers, R&D Games, Huch! &
friends

Castro Jesús Torres
Templar: Die verborgenen Schätze, Queen
Games
Templar: Queenie 1, Queen Games
Templar: Queenie 2, Queen Games
Templar: Queenie 3, Queen Games
Templar: Queenie 4, Queen Games

Breitenstein Kerry
Zombies!!! X Suchtopfer, Pegasus Spiele
Breitenstein Todd
Zombies!!! X Suchtopfer, Pegasus Spiele
Zombies!!! 11 Die Todes-AG, Pegasus Spiele
Zombies!!! 12: Zombie Zoo, Twilight Creations
Breton Dominique
Ignis, Huch! & friends
Brown Sean
Railway Express, Eagle Games
Railways of Great Britain, Eagle Games
Railways of North America, Eagle Games
Buber Nils
Lands of Orange, AB Spiele
Bücken Hajo
ajoRatz Fatz Fantasy Mau Mau, Haba
Ratz Fatz Pferde Mau Mau, Haba
Ratz Fatz Piraten Mau Mau, Haba
Ratz Fatz Weltreise Mau Mau, Haba
Büdeker Andreas
Sei Stark. Sag Nein!, Pegasus Spiele
Buonfino Aureliano
Dungeon Fighter: Feuer frei!, Cranio /
Heidelberger
Dungeon Fighter: Fire at Will, Cranio Creations
Dungeon Fighter: The Big Wave, Cranio
Creations
Steam Park, Heidelberger / Cranio Creations
Burgess E.R.
The Battle of Red Cliffs, Sunrise Tornado
uSpy, Sunrise Tornado
Burkhardt Günter
Glastonbury, franjos
Butterfield John H.
Conflict of Heroes: Awakening the Bear,
Academy Games
Bylina Thomas
Theomachie, Fabryka Gier Historycznych
Cadice John
Super Dungeon Explore Firefly Denizens,
Soda Pop Miniatures
Tentacle Bento, Soda Pop Miniatures
Cagle Athena
DrunkQuest, Loot Corps
DrunkQuest; The 90 Proof Seas, Loot Corps
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Caroland Nathan
Malifaux, Wyrd Miniatures
Cathala Bruno
C3K: Creatures Crossover Cyclades/Kemet,
Matagot
Le Fantôme de l’Opéra , Hurrican
Longhorn, Blue Orange
Pentos, Asyncron Games
SOS Titanic, Heidelberger / Ludonaute
Catron Jesse
Salmon Run, Gryphon Games
Salmon Run Fishermen Expansion, Gryphon
Games
Catty Paul
Activity Code Word, Piatnik
Chaboussit Cédrick
Lewis & Clark, Ludonaute / Heidelberger
Chance Travis R.
Infamy, Mercury Games
Chanry Olivier
L’aeropostale, Asyncron Games
Chaplin Mark
Invaders, White Goblin Games
Revolver, Pegasus Spiele
Revolver Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on the
Frontier, White Goblin Games
Revolver Expansion 1.4: The Tarnished Star,
White Goblin Games
Revolver Expansion 1.5: Death Rides a Horse,
White Goblin Games
Chevillon Fabien
30 Carats, Grosso Modo
Chevallier Charles
Cappuccino, Pegasus Spiele / Matagot
Continental Express, Bombyx
Kenya, Ilopeli
Leonardo, Ghenos Games
Sultaniya, Bombyx
Chiarvesio Andrea
Hyperborea, Asterion/Yemaia
Movie Trailer, Oliphante
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Chvátil Vlaada
Die Arena von Tash-Kalar, CGE / Heidelberger
Dungeon Petz: Dark Alleys, CGE
Dungeon Petz: Dunkle Gassen, Heidelberger
Galaxy Trucker: Brandneue Modelle, CGE /
Heidelberger
Mage Knight: Die verschollene Legion,
Pegasus Spiele
Mage Knight: Krang Character Expansion,
WizKids
Cieslik Chris
Consequential, Asmadi Games
Cimino Tony
Pinza de Ropa, Artipia Games
Wrong Chemistry Expand your Lab, Mage
Company
Wrong Chemistry: Bonus Nobel Prize
Scientists, Mage Company
Clark Daniel Lovat
Star Wars Rollenspiel: Am Rande des
Imperiums, Heidelberger / FFG
Coe Michael
Fantasy Frontier, Gamelyn Games
Coffin Stewart T.
LUV, RomBol
Cohen Redd
Puppet Wars Unstitched, Wyrd Miniatures
Evil Baby Orphanage Nerdfighteria Expansion,
Wyrd Miniatures
Colombier Frédéric
The Phantom Society, FunForge
Colovini Leo
Inkognito, Piatnik / Ares
Coolen Peter
Farmeroo, Quantuum Magic
Condette Frédérick
Guardians’ Chronicles, iello
Conrad Christwart
Armadöra, Blackrock Éditions
Boom: Runaway Bombs, Korea Boardgames
Matobo, Intellego Holzspiele
Cormier Pak
Chicago Stock Exchange, 1-2-3-games
Corral Alberto
Náufragos, Lookout Spiele
Corrao Ignazio
12 Realms, Mage Company
12 Realms Buildings, Mage Company
12 Realms Dark Lords, Mage Company
Cousins Dave
Rock, Paper, Scissors, BANG!, North & South
Games
Cramer Matthias
Der Millionen Coup, Ravensburger
Rokoko, Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele
Crane Curt
Thunderstone: Dungeons, Monster, reiche
Beute!, Pegasus Spiele
Crenshaw Bill
Global Mogul , Mayfair Games

Christiansen Holger
Bowling for Zombies!!!, Twilight Creations

Crépeault Bruno
Rockwell, Sit Down!

Chudyk Carl
Consequential, Asmadi Games
Impulse, Asmadi Games

Crosa Riccardo
Kragmortha, Stratelibri / Heidelberger
D’Orey Gil
Panamax, Mesaboardgames
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Danzer Daniel
Steam Noir: Revolution, Spielpunk

Doczkal Jȩdrzej
Raverun, G3

Erickson Thomas F., Jr.
Boxcars, Rio Grande Games

Daněk Jan
Malacca, Loris Games
Oeconomica, Loris Games

Domberger Jörg
Light-Line, Adlung Spiele

Ernest James
Geile Idee, Heidelberger

Dontanville Morgan
Asgard’s Chosen, Mayfair Games

Escoffier Laurent
Columba: Officia, Ludocom
Corto, Ludocom

Daněk Jiří
Malacca, Loris Games
Oeconomica, Loris Games
Darden Chris
Dungeon Roll, Pegasus Spiele / Tasty Minstrel
Games

Dorra Stefan
Pasha, White Goblin Games

Das Joost
Ortus, FableSmith

Doumen Jeroen
Roads & Boats, Splotter Spellen

Dauch Colby
Summoner Wars: Guild Dwarves Second
Summoner, Plaid Hat Games

Drevikovsky Jan
Malacca, Loris Games
Oeconomica, Loris Games

David Andrew
Revolver Expansion 1.3: Vengeance on the
Frontier, White Goblin Games
Revolver Expansion 1.5: Death Rides a Horse,
White Goblin Games

Dreier-Brückner Anja
Prinzessin Lillifee Die Suche nach dem
Bergkristall, Die Spiegelburg

Davis Duncan
In The City: Origins, Sherwood Games
de Rycke Tim
Alarm, Sandtimer
de Witt Justin
Dead Panic, Fireside Games
Degnan Jack
Word on the Street, Amigo
Degouy Nicolas
Krosmaster: Arena, Japanime
Krosmaster: Arena - Bad Boys Expansion,
Japanime
Krosmaster: Arena - Shak Attack Expansion,
Japanime

Droit Alexandre
Visual Panic, Cocktail Games

Eskue Michael
Council of Verona, Crash Games
Espreman Etienne
Bruxelles 1893, Pearl Games / Heidelberger
Faidutti Bruno
Bongo, Heidelberger
Formula E, Clever Mojo Games
Mascarade, Repos Productions
Feld Stefan
Amerigo, Queen Games
Amerigo Queenie 1, Queen Games
Amerigo Queenie 2, Queen Games
Amerigo Queenie 3, Queen Games

duBarry Philippe
Canalis, AEG

Feldkötter Michael
Käse würfeln, Amigo
Typisch Deutsch-Das Kaya-Spiel, Huch! &
friends

Duhan Matthew
Titans of Industry, Gozer Games

Feller Katrin
Augen auf - Augen drauf, Metermorphosen

Dunstan Matthew
Relic Runners, Days of Wonder

Ferlito Chiara
Kragmortha, Stratelibri / Heidelberger

Dvořák Jiří
Malacca, Loris Games
Oeconomica, Loris Games

Fiore Britta
Atlantic City, Noris Spiele

Ebbs Erik
Era of the Ninja, Mythical Eras of War

Fiorillo John
Ascension: Apprentice, Stone Blade
Entertainment

Eklund Phil
High Frontier Colonization, Sierra Madre
Games

Fisher Ken
Heartswitch, U.S. Games Systems
WOW: World of Words, U.S. Games Systems

Della Scaffa Dominique
Give me Five, Cocktail Games

Eickert Gunter
Conflict of Heroes: Awakening the Bear,
Academy Games

Fischer Bryan
Chicken Caesar, Nevermore Games

Denoual Thierry
Bendomino, Blue Orange
Gobblet, Blue Orange
Gobblet Gobblers, Blue Orange

Eickert Uwe
Conflict of Heroes: Awakening the Bear,
Academy Games

Dekonig Ivo
Nicht lustig - Noch mehr Laborchaos, Kosmos

Dépré Sylvain
Off the Dead, Ludimaniac
Deyda Michael
Kardey, D & K Spiele
Di Meglio Roberto
War of the Ring The Battle of Five Armies
Diaz Fran
Polis, Pegasus Spiele
Dilek C. H.
The Great Persuader, dV Giochi
Dill Aaron
Firefly: The Game, Heidelberger / Battlefront
Firefly: The Game Breakin’ Atmo, Battlefront
Spartacus: Die Schlange und der Wolf,
Heidelberger / Battlefront
Dirscherl Simon
Ritter Vincelot Flucht vor Fürst Finster, Die
Spiegelburg
Dirscherl Wolfgang
Fühlzwerge, Schmidt Spiele
Pipifax, Amigo
Pizza Fiesta, Beleduc
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Dorn Rüdiger
Las Vegas Erweiterung, ales/Ravensburger
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Eisenstein Bernd
Artifact, White Goblin Games
Palmyra, Irongames
Elliot Mike
Agent Hunter, AEG
Lost Legends, Queen Games
Lost Legends Queenie #1, Queen Games
Lost Legends Queenie #2, Queen Games
Thunderstone Advance Numenera, Pegasus
Spiele
Thunderstone: Dungeons, Monster, reiche
Beute!, Pegasus Spiele

Fischer Claas
Essence: Labyrinth des Lebens, Edition
Essentia
Fischer Denys
Hotel Tycoon, Asmodee
Fleron Rene
Mathmind, RWF
Foulon Rachel
Ovo, Gigamic
Fox Michael
Fox & Chicken, Sprocket Games
Fraga Florence
Ka-Boom, Huch! & friends

Engelstein Geoff
Space Cadets: Dice Duel, Stronghold Games

Fraga Roberto
Ka-Boom, Huch! & friends

Engelstein Sydney
Space Cadets: Dice Duel, Stronghold Games

Franklin Jonathan
Plunder, R&R Games

Enoksson Harald
Stockholm, Mondainai Games

Fremaux Jean-Baptiste
Gobb’it, OldChap

Enrico Massimiliano
Kragmortha, Stratelibri / Heidelberger

French Nate
Game of Thrones HBO, FFG / Heidelberger

Erickson R. S.
Boxcars, Rio Grande Games

Friese Friedemann
Falter, 2F-Spiele
Frieses Landlord, 2F-Spiele
Frieses Wucherer, 2F-Spiele
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Fünf Gurken, 2F-Spiele
Funkenschlag: Australien & Indischer
Subkontinent, 2F-Spiele
Futterneid, 2F-Spiele

Glowacz Filip
Piwne Imperium, Eigenverlag (Cube Factory
of Ideas)
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Munchkin Pathfinder Booster: Gobsmacked,
Steve Jackson Games

Godlewski Jürgen
Der Gipfelstürmer, Eigenverlag

Hagenauer Markus
42 Hyperspace Expressway, nestorgames
Cairo Corridor, nestorgames

Goldberg Eric
Junta, Pegasus Spiele

Hákansson Nina
Nations, Lautapelit / Asmodee

Fryxelius Enoch
Wilderness: Hunger Games Scenario

Goldsteen Elad
Alliances, Golden Egg Games
City Council, Golden Egg Games
Fallen City of Karez, Golden Egg Games

Hakansson Rustan
Nations, Lautapelit / Asmodee

Fryxelius Jakob
Space Station Core Modules, Fryx Games

Gomez Brian
Social Network, Brain Games

Führer Ernst
Activity Code Word, Piatnik

Gould Kris
Buccaneer Bones, Wattsalpoag Games

Gabrielson Christopher
Serpent’s Tongue, UnBound Games

Grayson Garey
Railway Express, Eagle Games

Gagné Marie-Pierre
Die nackte Wahrheit, Heidelberger

Gregg David
Nightfall: Eastern Skies, AEG

Garfield Richard
Android Netrunner: Spin-Zyklus, Heidelberger
King of Tokyo: Halloween, Iello / Heidelberger

Grein-Böttcher Edith
Schmatzspatz, Zoch Verlag

Frodema Brian
Chupacabra: Survive the Night, Steve Jackson
Games
Fryxelius Daniel
Wilderness Female Characters, Fryx Games

Garrity Sean Scott
What’s He Building in There, Baksha Games
Gary Justin
Ascension: Apprentice, Stone Blade
Entertainment
Ascension: Aufstieg von Vigil, Marabunta /
Asmodee
Ascension: Darkness unleashed, Stone Blade
Entertainment
Geis Klaus
Ebbes, Palatia Spiele
Geisert Ludovic
Da Clash, Ammon Miniatures
Georges Xavier
Ginkgopolis: The Experts, Pearl Games /
Heidelberger
Gerber Chris
Star Wars Rollenspiel: Am Rande des
Imperiums, Heidelberger / FFG
Gerding Alan
Two Rooms and a Boom, Tuesday Knight
Games
Gerdts Mac
Concordia, PD-Verlag
Giannakoulas Christos
Intrigue City, Purple Games
Giannios Babis
Shadows over the Empire, Artipia Games
Gibbs Justin
Malifaux, Wyrd Miniatures
Puppet Wars Unstitched, Wyrd Miniatures
Gilbert Brett J.
Karnickel, Lookout Spiele
Gill Heiko
Cthulhu: Die Bestie 1 - Praeludium, Pegasus
Spiele
Cthulhu Gaslicht, Pegasus Spiele
Cthulhu: Reisen - Passagen in den Tod,
Pegasus Spiele
Ginkgo
Heart of Crown, Flipflops / Japon Brand
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Griffioen Sjaak
Parallelo, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Grogan Paul
Mage Knight Board Game: Krang Character
Expansion, WizKids
Groppi Stefano
Florenza: The Card Game, Placentia Games
Grossmann Ben
Junta, Pegasus Spiele
Grossmann Jeff
Cuba Libre, GMT Games
Grubbe Gerhard
Are you joking?, Grubbe Media
Gruhl Ken
Unnatural Selection, R&R Games
Grunau Jürgen P. K.
Cuatro, Noris Spiele
Guild Christopher
Star Trek: Attack Wing, WizKids
Guischard Johannes
cuboro tricky way, cuboro
Guiton Édouard
Krosmaster: Arena, Japanime
Krosmaster: Arena - Bad Boys Expansion Pack,
Japanime
Krosmaster: Arena - Shak Attack Expansion
Pack, Japanime
Guiton Raphaël
Zombicide, Cool Mini or Not / Asmodee
Gyulai Alexander
Paradise Island, Innovative Games Creation
Haag Aaron
Yunnan, Argentum Verlag
Habalan Sergio
Formula E, Clever Mojo Games
Hackard Andrew
Munchkin Booster: Artig & Ungezogen, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Booster: Drachen, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Booster: Easter Egg, Steve Jackson
Games
Munchkin Legends, Steve Jackson Games

Hall Phil
Blue Max, Heidelberger / Stratelibri
Hamblen Richard
Merchant of Venus, Heidelberger
Hamelmann Tobias
Shadowrun 2050
Shadowrun Einstiegsbox
Shadowrun, 5. Edition
Shadowrun, 5. Edition, limitierte Ausgabe
Hanauer Jack
Telltale, Porcupine Press
Trix, Porcupine Press
Hanold David
Puppet Wars Unstitched, Wyrd Miniatures
Hansson Peter
Primate Fear, Gigantoskop
Harkins Ben
Legacy: Forbidden Machines, Floodgate
Games
Harrington Robert
Serpent Stones, Dangermoose Entertainment
Harrison Tim
American Rails, Quined Games
Harshman John
Blue Max, Heidelberger / Stratelibri
Haward John
Leviathans: Ship Quirks & Crew Abilities Card
Deck, Catalyst Game Labs
Hawes Peter
Francis Drake, Kayal Games
Francis Drake Montezuma’s Legacy, Kayal
Games
Francis Drake Spain’s Revenge, Kayal Games
Triassic Terror, Kayal Games
Hawthorne Jerry
Maus und Mystik, Heidelberger / Plaid Hat
Mice and Mystics: Heart of Glorm, Plaid Hat
Games
Hayashi Hisashi
Patronize, Okazu Brand / Japon Brand
Sail to India, Okazu Brand / Japon Brand
String Savanna, Okazu Brand / Japon Brand
Trains, Pegasus Spiele / AEG
Hayden Nate
The Mushroom Eaters, Blast City Games
Hebenstreit Michael
Peak Oil, Spielecht-Spieleverlag
Hecht Gerhard
Kashgar, Kosmos
Hein Ferdinand
Mondgewitter, F-Hein Spiele
Heinsoo Rob
Night Eternal The Game, Cryptozoic
Heismann Björn
Galapagos, Amigo
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Hendriks Michiel Justin Elliott
Legacy: Testament of Duke de Crecy, Portal
Games
Henn Dirk
Der Palast von Alhambra: Die Falkner, Queen
Games
Speculation, Queen Games
Speculation Queenie 1, Queen Games
Speculation Queenie 2, Queen Games
Speculation Queenie 2, Queen Games
Hennig Axel
Schnipp es!, Mücke Spiele
Henry Frédéric
Builders / Les Batisseurs, Bombyx
Cardline Globetrotter, Bombyx
Herbert Dave
Word A Round, Thinkfun/HCM Kinzel
Herbert Joe
Word A Round, Thinkfun/HCM Kinzel
Herda Michał
Neuroshima Hex! Mephisto, Portal Games
Heuser Marion
Robinson Crusoe: Voyage of the Beagle, Portal
Games
Hiese Kirsten
Ritter Vincelot Auf zum Ritterturnier, Die Spiegelburg
Hinkle Daniel
Seas of Iron, Battle Bunker Games
Hiron Maureen
Grabolo, Stragoo Games
Ho Rachel
Moobie, Capstone Games
Hoek Stefan
Two Crowns, Quantuum Magic
Hoekstra Ronald
Ugo, Playthisone
Hoffmann Dan
Ultimate Werewolf: Inquisition, Bézier Games
Werwölfe: Inquisition, Pegasus Spiele
Holcomb Jeremy
The Duke, Catalyst Game Labs
Hölscher Annemarie
Großer Spielezauber, Haba
Holzgrafe Rick
Railways of North America, Eagle Games
Homma Naoki
Parade, Z-Man Games
Hooper Luke
Laser Maze, Thinkfun/HCM Kinzel
Horn Fred
Copa, Steffen Spiele
Parallelo, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Höysniemi Jukka
Gear & Piston, Ludicreations
Huang Guan Chih
Office21, Swan Panasia
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Hüpper Christiane
Großer Spielezauber, Haba

Jenkins Daniel
Hold your Breath, Mayday Games

Huszcza Ireneusz
Piwne Imperium, Eigenverlag (Cube Factory
of Ideas)

Johns Eric
Malifaux, Wyrd Miniatures

Hutton Mike
1862: Railway Mania in the Eastern Countiesm
LMN+B

Johnson Bryan
Island Fortress, Frost Forge Games
Island Fortress 5-6 Player Expansion, Frost
Forge Games

Hutzler Christian
Oh Schreck, der Speck fliegt weg!, Haba

Jolly Tom
Wiz-War, Heidelberger

Hutzler Thilo
Maus van Klecks, Haba
Oh Schreck, der Speck fliegt weg!, Haba

Jome Eric
The Manhattan Project: Second Stage, Minion
Games

Hwang Hope S.
Holmes 13, Magpie

Jones Cory
The Walking Dead, Kosmos

Hyra Matt
DC Comics Deck-Building Game , Cryptozoic
The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers DeckBuilding Game, Cryptozoic
The Walking Dead Board Game: The Best
Defense, Cryptozoic

Joopen Peter-Paul
Kayanak, Haba

Ibañez Diego
Banjooli Xeet, Asylum Games
Iroglidis Anestis
Byzantio / Nekken, LudiCreations
Iroglidis Lefteris
Byzantio / Nekken, LudiCreations
Istomin Maxim
Berserk: Knights & Villains, Hobby World /
Asmodee
Berserk: War of the Realms, Hobby World /
Asmodee
Jacobsen John
Chupacabra: Survive the Night, Steve Jackson
Games

Jordan Kathleen
The English Academy, Joodix
Joris Walter
Black Hole, nestorgames
Jugel Mario
Admiral’s Order, Strategema Games
Admiral’s Order Trafalgar Expansion,
Strategema Games
Julis Peter
To je Fotbal, Sportable
Jung Thomas H.,
Lectio, Ubo Cnc

Jaffee Seth
Marswürfel, Pegasus Spiele

Jung Yeon-Min
Patchistory, Deinko

Jahnke Jens
Los Incognitos: Alien iacta est , Igramoon

Junker Gerhard
Blocky Mountain, Juhu Spiele

Jackson Steve
Dino Hunt Dice, Steve Jackson Games
Illuminati 2te Edition, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin 1+2, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin beißt 1+2, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Booster: Artig & Ungezogen, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Booster: Drachen, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Booster: Easter Egg, Steve Jackson
Games
Munchkin Cthulhu 1+2, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Freibeuter 1+2, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Holiday Surprise, Steve Jackson
Games
Munchkin Legends, Steve Jackson Games
Munchkin Pathfinder von Andrew Hackard,
Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Pathfinder Booster: Gobsmacked,
Steve Jackson Games
Munchkin Zombies 1+2, Pegasus Spiele
Ogre Designer’s Edition, Steve Jackson Games
Zombie-Würfel 2, Pegasus Spiele

Kalinin Aleksei
Founder of the Empire, Rightgames / RBG

Jansen Thomas
Let’s Start a Band!, Elven Ear Games
Ugo, Playthisone

Hoyt Randy
Relic Expedition, Foxtrot Games

Jasper Henry
Cornish Smuggler, Grublin Games Publishing
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Jordan Dirk
Deutschland - Mehr als Lederhosen, Joodix
Schach - Mehr als ein Spiel, Joodix
Schach - mehr als ein Spiel Kids Version,
Joodix

Jaffe Bill
Tide of Iron: Stalingrad, 1A Games

Huang Wei-Hwa
Roll for the Galaxy, Rio Grande Games

u

Joppig Peter
Balamari, Beleduc

Kałuża Adam
Duell im Felsental, Pegasus Spiele
Mount Everest, Heidelberger / Rebel.pl
Kanai Seiji
Braverats, Blue Orange
Cheaty Mages, AEG
Love Letter, Pegasus Spiele
Lost Legacy, One Draw / Japon Brand
Say Bye to the Villains, Kanai Factory / Japon
Brand
Kaneko Hiroki
Nanahoshi, Komado
Kang Woosuk
Link it, Huch! & friends
Kappler Kathi
Nullern, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
Kappler Paul
Raben stapeln, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
Kapusta Janusz
K-Dron, G3
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Kardinal Anne
Kardey, D & K Spiele

Kommerell Hartmut
Quint-X, Gerhards Spiel und Design

Kaźmierski Tomasz
Vikings: Warriors of the North, Rebel.pl /
Heidelberger

Konieczka Corey
Battlestar Galactica: Daybreak Expansion, FFG
Eldritch Horror, FFG
Star Wars X-Wing B-Wing, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing HWK-290, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing Raumfähre der LamdaKlasse, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing TIE-Bomber, FFG / Heidelberger

Kaznocha Tomasz
Vikings: Warriors of the North, Rebel.pl /
Heidelberger
Keller Michael R.
Captains of Industry, Tasty Minstrel Games
City Hall, Tasty Minstrel Games
Kermarrec Henri
Wiraqocha: Scolls of Quezacoatl, Sit Down!
Keyaerts Philippe
Twin Tin Bots, Flatlined Games
Kiesling Michael
Glück auf, Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele
Nauticus, Kosmos
Sansscouci, Ravensburger
Kiley Oliver
Hegemonic, Minion Games
Kim Gun-Hee (Gary)
Koryŏ, Moonster Games / Asmodee
Kim Jun-Hyup
Patchistory, Deinko
Kinney Jeff
Gregs Tagebuch Heissa Mama, Kosmos
Kirps Dennis
TF22 Reload, TF Verlag
Kisaragi Hayato
Lost Legacy, One Draw / Japon Brand
Kisenwether Joseph
Karesansui, Gryphon Games
Karesansui Weeds, Gryphon Games
Kitao Madoka
Let’s catch the Lion, nestorgames
Nanahoshi, Komado
Yōkaï no mori, Ferti
Klausner Thomas
Abyss, Dragon Dawn / Unbound
Black Hat, Dragon Dawn
Kniffen James
Star Wars X-Wing B-Wing, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing HWK-290, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing Raumfähre der LamdaKlasse, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing TIE-Bomber, FFG / Heidelberger
Knemeyer Dirk
The New Science, Conquistador Games
Tomorrow, Conquistador Games
Knizia Reiner
Catch, Intellego Holzspiele
Der Herr der Ringe, Kosmos
Die drei ??? und der Feuerdiamant, Kosmos
Duckomenta Art , Pegasus Spiele
Prosperity, Ystari
Qin: Toad and Dragon Turtle Game Boards,
eggertspiele
Knöbel Reiner
TF22 Mine, TF Verlag
Kokkinis Konstantinos
New Dawn, Artipia Games
Kolupaev Andrey
Kitchen Garden, Rightgames / RBG
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Konnov Alexey
Kings Under Mountains, Rightgames / RBG
Kouba Robert A.
Merchant of Venus, Heidelberger
Tide of Iron: Stalingrad, 1A Games
Kopera Agnieszka
Exodus: Proxima Centauri, NSKN
Kotajima Sota
Guild Stack, Hikidashi Trick
Kotarski Claire
Frogflip, Sprocket Games
Kotarski Jason
Frogflip, Sprocket Games
The Great Heartland Hauling Co., Dice Hate
Me
Kovaleski John
Firefly: The Game, Heidelberger / Battlefront
Firefly: The Game Breakin’ Atmo, Battlefront
Kovalic John
Rofl, Cryptozoic
Kozak Krystof
Malacca, Loris Games
Oeconomica, Loris Games
Knorre Dimitry
Evolution: Kontinente, Rightgames / RBG
Kraft Cymon
Crimebox Investigation, Heidelberger /
Ludonaute
Kramer Wolfgang
Flash10, Amigo Spiele
Glück auf, Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele
Nauticus, Kosmos
Kratochvil Gabriela
Lillis Lieblingskleider, Haba
Krieg Daniel
Copa, Steffen Spiele
Krivenko Konstantin
Hot War: Battle for Oil, Zvezda
The Ships: Armada Invincible, Zvezda
Krueger Uta
Talo, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
Krupnik Wojtek
Metallum, Galakta
Kubacki Błażej
Songs of Artha, LocWorks
Kudo Masayuki
Tanto Cuore Romantic Vacation
Kumpernaß Matthias
Die Sanduhren, F-Hein Spiele
Kurek Andrzej
2019: The Arctic, Schwerkraft Verlag
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Kwapiński Adam
Sigismundus Augustus, Fabryka Gier
Historycznych
Sigismundus Augustus: Queen Bona Sforza
d‘Aragona, Fabryka Gier Historycznych
Theomachie, Fabryka Gier Historycznych
The Outcast Heroes, Fabryka Gier
Historycznych
The Outcast Heroes Alternative Missions,
Fabryka Gier Historycznych
W Zakładzie, Fabryka Gier Historycznych
Lach Bernhard
Zahlen-Mobile, Kallmeyer-Verlag
Lakits Harald
Musinak, Weltmusik
Scalegame, Weltmusik
The Chromatical Gambler, Weltmusik
Lala Alessandro
Race! Formula 90, Gotha Games
Sardinia 1865, Gotha Games
Lambert Richard
Es war einmal, Pegasus Spiele
Once Upon a Time: Seafaring Tales, Atlas
Games
Lamont Fraser
Mush Mush, Fragor Games
Lamont Gordon
Mush Mush, Fragor Games
Landberger Per
DubbelYatzy , yonjuni Games
Landsvogt Torsten
Pick a Dog, Heidelberger / Jolly Thinkers
Pick a Pig, Heidelberger / Jolly Thinkers
Pick a Polar Bear, Jolly Thinkers
Lang Eric M.
Game of Thrones HBO, FFG / Heidelberger
Kaosball, Cool mini or not
Trains and Stations, WizKids
The Hobbit: Journey to the Lonely Mountain,
WizKids
Lanzavecchia Carlo Emanuele
Feuerdrachen, Haba
Larsen Erik
DC Comics Deck-Building Game Hero Unite,
Cryptozoic
Larsson Henrik
Duco, Goty Games
Laukat Ryan
Acht-Minuten Imperium, Schwerkraft Verlag
Eight minute Empire, Red Raven
Eight-Minute Empire: Legends, Red Raven
Launius Richard
Ace Detective, 8th Summit
Ace Detective Strange Tales , 8th Summit
Eldritch Horror, FFG
Mansions of Madness The Laboratory, FFG
Leacock Matt
Pandemie, Asmodee / Z-Man
Pandemic: In the Lab, Z-Man
Pandemic: On the Brink, Z-Man
Lebeau Pierre-Yves
Nosferatu, Grosso Modo
Leet Brian
New Haven, R&R Games
Lehmann Tom
Roll for the Galaxy, Rio Grande Games
Pandemic: In the Lab, Z-Man
Pandemic: On the Brink, Z-Man
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Leibbrandt Scott W.
Colonialism, Spielworxx

Lullien Jean-Baptiste
Zombicide, Cool Mini or Not / Asmodee

Mayer Brian
Freedom, Academy Games

Lemery Guillaume
Zombie 15, iello

Luzurier Thomas
Gobb’it, OldChap

Mayer Jürgen
Shinobi Clans, Posthuman Studios

Lemaire Vincent
Oss, Spiel-ou-face

Maan Nellie
Raani, Adrenaline Brush
Square Route, Adrenaline Brush

McCoy Sean
Two Rooms and a Boom, Tuesday Knight
Games

Machin Sergey
Evolution: Kontinente, Rightgames / RBG

McLaughlin Stephen
The Duke, Catalyst Game Labs

Madaj Karol
Letnisko, Gry Leonardo
Strajk!, Narodowe Centrum Kultury

Meister Heinz
Fühlzwerge, Schmidt Spiele

Lemay Christian
Die nackte Wahrheit, Heidelberger
Lemitre Cedric
Smog, The Thirtheenth Hour, Smart Max
Lepuschitz Wilfried
Professor Tempus, Gigamic
Leroy Claude
Full Moon, Blue Orange / Jactalea
Lewis Brian
Titans of Industry, Gozer Games

Maggi Marco
Venetia, Stratelibri
War of the Ring The Battle of Five Armies

Lieske Harald
Agora, Spielworxx

Magin Ron
Star Trek: Catan - Federation Space Map Set,
Mayfair Games

Light Bono
Bluff im Zoo, Swan Panasia
Wooolf!, Capstone / Smiling Monster
Lim Jung-Hun
Pharao Code, Amigo
Lippold Björn
Die Pracht der Vampire, Krimi total
Lisac Aleš
Firma Kids, Lisac & Lisac

Mainini Andrea
Origin, Matagot
Sails of Glory, Ares Games
Malmioja Kalle
Councils & Contracts, Mücke Spiele
Malz Louis
Edo Expansion #1, Queen Games
Rokoko, Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Lisac Blaž
Firma Kids, Lisac & Lisac

Malz Stefan
Edo Expansion #1, Queen Games
Rokoko, Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Llistosella Perepau
1, 2, 3, now you see me!, Homoludicus
1911 Amundsen vs. Scott, Kokorin Games
21 Mutinies Arr!, Asylum Games

Maman Jean-Michel
Oss, Spiel-ou-face
S-Evolution, Spiel-ou-face

Little Jason
Blood Bowl: Team Manager - Das Kartenspiel:
Sudden Death
Star Wars X-Wing B-Wing, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing HWK-290, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing Raumfähre der LamdaKlasse, FFG / Heidelberger
Star Wars X-Wing TIE-Bomber, FFG / Heidelberger
Litzsinger Lukas
Android Netrunner: Kontrolle und Schöpfung,
Heidelberger
Android Netrunner: Spin-Zyklus, Heidelberger
Lönnblom Erik
Stockholm, Mondainai Games
Looney Andrew
Fluxx The Boardgame, Looney Labs
Looveer Meelis
Om Nom Nom, Brain Games
Louder Darrel
Compounded, Dice Hate Me
Compounded Chemical Chaos, Dice Hate Me
Luchau Lauge
Gecko, Huch! & friends
Luciani Simone
Tzolk‘in: Stämme und Prophezeiungen, CGE /
Heidelberger
Ludtche = Ludovic Barbe
Pan t’es mort!, Facily Jeux
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Madura Christoph
Smog, The Thirtheenth Hour, Smart Max
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Mancino Roberto
The Sheep Race, Ghenos / Heidelberger
Manfredini Dan
Island Siege, APE Games
Island Siege Coquina, APE Games
Island Siege Rampart, APE Games
Marly Hervé
Skull, lui-même
The Phantom Society, FunForge
Martin Mack
Malifaux, Wyrd Miniatures
Marwecki Sebastian
Omertá, Bom Basta Spiele
Masanofu
Donburiko, Yū-gen Roman
Masson Robert
Robinson Crusoe: Voyage of the Beagle, Portal
Games
Matusik Krysztof
Craftsmen, G3
Maublanc Ludovic
C3K: Creatures Crossover Cyclades/Kemet,
Matagot
Le Fantôme de l’Opéra , Hurrican
Rampage, Repos Productions
SOS Titanic, Heidelberger / Ludonaute
Meyer Andrea
Funstir, Bewitched-Spiele
Sauschwer, Zoch Verlag

Mendez Jose
Colonial Space Wars: Vedra Games
Colonial Space Wars: New Horizons, Vedra
Games
Menzel Michael
Die Legenden von Andor: Der Sternenschild
Meyers Keith
Der kleine Hobbit, Piatnik
Mieg Edwin
Tipp-Kick Samba, Mieg
Migdalska Agnieszka
Top-a-top Kids, Kuźnia Gier
Mikolas Jiri
Nowheresville: Bandit Paradise, Jira’s Games
Milewski Piotr
Babelo, Trefl
Miłuński Filip
CV, Granna / Heidelberger
Moliis Jani
Vasaran alla Unter dem Hammer, Roll D6
Games
Moliies Mero
Vasaran alla Unter dem Hammer, Roll D6
Games
Monteiro Rui Alípio
Trench, Wise Games
Montiage Guillaume
C3K: Creatures Crossover Cyclades/Kemet,
Matagot
Moon Alan R.
Airlines Europe: Neue Bonusverbindungen,
Abacusspiele
Black Spy, Z-Man Games
Wizard’s Brew , Gryphon Games
Zug um Zug Die Niederlande, Days of Wonder
Motohashi Tomoki
Assaultous, Takoashi Games
Mückel Kristin
Trubel auf dem Bauernhof, Haba
Mühlhäuser Steffen
Copa, Steffen Spiele
Schokoly Chili, Steffen-Spiele
Müller Armin
Arbos Apfel, M+A Spiele
Multamäki Timo
Abyss, Dragon Dawn / Unbound
Black Hat, Dragon Dawn
Munro Eiman
Elemons: State Mode Battle Game, Elemental
Puiblishing
Mura Kuraki
Taiwan Snackbar 2, Swan Panasia
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Musgrave Julian
Camelot: The Build, Wotan Games

Paltsev Alexey
Kings Under Mountains, Rightgames / RBG

Naegele Bernd
Der Kleine König und seine Freunde, Adlung
Spiele
Zweins, Adlung Spiele

Panning Wolfgang
Edo Expansion #1, Queen Games
Der Palast von Alhambra: Die Falkner, Queen
Games
Fresko Bog Bix, Queen Games
Fresko: Erweiterung Module 8-10, Queen
Games

Naegele Dinah
Zweins, Adlung Spiele
Nakamura Motohiro
Card of the Dead, AEG
Negri-Clementi Silvio
Mysterien der Templer, Heidelberger /
Stratelibri
Nepitello Francesco
Venetia, Stratelibri
War of the Ring The Battle of Five Armies
Nicholson Scott
Going, going, Gone!, Stronghold Games
Nikisch Markus
Großer Spielezauber, Haba
Mimis Kullerspaß, Haba

Parks Andrew
Canterbury, Quixotic Games
Star Trek: Attack Wing, WizKids
Pauchon Sébastien
Corto, Ludocom
Paul Ralf
KickeT!, Ideenschmiede Paul & Paul
Pegasov Nikolay
Hollywood, Hobby World
World of Tanks: Rush, Hobby World
Zavriki - Sauries, Hobby World
Peise Udo
Rabbids: Das Partyspiel, Kosmos

Novac Andrei
Exodus: Proxima Centauri, NKSN
Perfect Storm, NSKN
Praetor, NSKN
W: The Board Game, NSKN

Perret Charles Amir
Oss, Spiel-ou-face

Nunn Kevin
Rolling Freight: Great Britain and India, APE
Games

Peterka Štěpán
Dr. Hrubec, Czech Board Games

O‘Beirne Thomas
LUV, Rombol
Obert Walter
Kragmortha, Stratelibri / Heidelberger

Perstrup Rasmus
Move it!, Abanico

Petersen Christian T.
Game of Thrones HBO, FFG / Heidelberger
Petersen Sandy
Cthulhu Wars, GreenEye Games

Odenhoven-Kaller Thomas
Stories, Schmidt Spiele

Peterson Paul
Smash Up Der endgültige Chtulhu, Pegasus
Spiele

Ohley Helmut
Russian Railsroads, Hans im Glück

Pettifer Phil
Mage Knight Board Game: Krang Character
Expansion, WizKids

Okui Akihisa
One Night Werewolf, 1nite Werewolf / Japon
Brand
Oomis Gertjan
Countdown: Special Ops, The Game Master
Oracz Michał
Theseus: The Dark Orbit, Portal Games
Orgler Leonhard
Russian Railsroads, Hans im Glück
Østby Kristian Amundsen
Escape: Quest, Queen Games
Escape: Queenie 4 Fountain, Queen Games
Ozon Michał
Czas Honoru, Phalanx Games Polska
Páez Jesús Sánchez
Abeja Reina, nestorgames
Paglia Pier Giorgio
Wings of Glory: WW2 Airplane Pack, Ares
Games

Pfister Alexander
Händler der Karibik, Österreichisches Spiele
Museum
Pietschker Lutz
Flash Point: Fire Rescue Dangerous Waters,
Indie Boards & Cards
Flash Point: Fire Rescue Extreme Danger, Indie
Boards & Cards
Piñan Jorge
Fanhunter: Las Montañas de la Locura,
Edigrafica
Pinchback Ben
Fleet: Arctic Bounty, Gryphon Games
Pinon Michel
L’aeropostale, Asyncron Games
Plancke Wolf
Yedo Sakoku, eggertspiele
Podurgiel Bill
Rivet Wars, Cool mini or not

Painter Jasn
DrunkQuest, Loot Corps
DrunkQuest; The 90 Proof Seas, Loot Corps

Poehl Henning
Die Ratten im Gemäuer, Sphinx Spieleverlag

Palm Michael
Bang! The Dice Game, Abacusspiele
Die Zwerge: Mit vereinten Kräften, Pegasus
Spiele
Kung Fu, White Goblin Games

Poloczek Bernd
Talo, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
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Pohjola Mike
Heroes of the Storm, Mindwarrior Games
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Pope Bryan
Mage Wars: Das Duell der Magier, Pegasus
Spiele
Mage Wars: Basis-Zaubersprüche 1, Pegasus
Spiele
Mage Wars: Basis-Zaubersprüche 2, Pegasus
Spiele
Mage Wars: Machtmeisterin vs. Kriegsherr,
Pegasus Spiele
Popov Ivan
Berserk: Knights & Villains, Hobby World /
Asmodee
Berserk: War of the Realms, Hobby World /
Asmodee
Pouchain Laurent
The Three Little Pigs, Purple Brain Creations
/ iello
Povis Brent
Fungi, Pegasus Spiele
Prinz Matthias
Die Pinguine aus Madagaskar - Auf und
Davon!, Kosmos
Pudlak Stepan
Malacca, Loris Games
Oeconomica, Loris Games
Putfin Alex
Crazy Time, in ludo veritas
Punke Helmut
Balamari, Beleduc
Quondam Michele
Gladiatori deluxe, Giochix
Gladiatori Weapons Erweiterung, Giochix
Romolo o Remo, Giochix
Romolo o Remo God Demands, Giochix
Romolo o Remo Hidden Terrains Erweiterung,
Giochix
Racky Florian
CIA vs. KGB, Racky-Spiele
Downtown, Racky-Spiele
Raimbault Christophe
Sandwich, Repos Productions
Randolph Alex
Inkognito, Piatnik / Ares
Jetzt fahrn wir übern See, Drei Hasen in der
Abendsonne
Ricochet Robots, Abacusspiele
Raoult Nicolas
Zombicide, Cool Mini or Not / Asmodee
Rapp Uwe
Zahlen-Mobile, Kallmeyer-Verlag
Ren YiDe
Ashes, QT Studio
Rice Charles
Star Trek: Catan - Federation Space Map Set,
Mayfair Games
Richie Mike
Dwarven Miner, Rather Dashing Games
Riddle Matt
Fleet: Arctic Bounty, Gryphon Games
Riedel Stephan
Café Melange, Clicker Spiele
Rilstone Andrew
Es war einmal, Pegasus Spiele
Once Upon a Time: Seafaring Tales, Atlas
Games
Risthaus Stefan
Monuments: Vergil, Abacusspiele
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Slicks, Ostia-Spiele
Slicks Tuning, Ostia-Spiele

Rüttinger Johann
Nullern, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Schneider Walter
Coconuts, Korea Boardgames

Rivera Mark
Luchador, Backspindle Games

Saarinen Veli-Matti
Peikkojahti, RollD6 Games

Scholten Arthur
Tetteretet, Sensalot

Rivollet Alain
Concept, Repos Productions
Panik, Ilopeli

Sadler Adam
Descent 2. Edition: Die Trollsümpfe FFG /
Heidelberger
Descent 2. Edition: Labyrinth des Verderbens,
FFG / Heidelberger

Scholten Marleen
Tetteretet, Sensalot

Robbins Eddie
Continental Divide, Winsome Games
Rohner Stefanie
Lesehexe, Haba
Rechenkönig, Haba
Romano Simone
Galaxy Defenders, Ares Games
Galaxy Defenders Elite Alien Army, Ares
Games
Rong Zhu
Kanzume Goddess, Japanime
Rönkkönen Jani
Inquisitio, Sewelli
Rosén Einar
Nations, Lautapelit / Asmodee
Rosén Robert
Nations, Lautapelit / Asmodee
Rosenberg Uwe
Agricola: Noch mehr Ställe für das liebe Vieh,
Lookout Spiele
Caverna: Die Höhlenbauern, Lookout Spiele
Die Glasstraße, Feuerland Spiele
Sissi! Die Bohnenkaiserin, Österreichisches
Spiele Museum

Schweitzer Bernhard
Hidden Cube Pack, RomBol

Sakaloglou Nikolas
Archon: Glory & Machination, Artipia Games

Seemann Beni
Erie Railroad, Winsome Games

Salmijärvi Juha
Pandemonium in New Arkadia, Revision
Games
Wall of the Dead, Revision Games

Seifferth Sebastian
Mission: Combat!, Smiling Monster Games

Sanhueza David Luis
Goblins Drool, Fairies Rule, Game-o-gami
Santandrea Emanuele
Blocks in the West, VentoNuovo Games
Santus Matteo
Carnival Zombie, Albe Pavo
Sarrett Peter
Sag’s mir! Familie, Repos Productions
Sag’s mir! Filme, Repos Productions
Sag’s mir! Personen, Repos Productions
Sato Jun’ichi
Eat me if you can, Kunpu /Junias / Japon
Brand

Rossbach Iris
Vaca Loca, Zoch Verlag

Sato Shinpei
Eggs of Ostrich, conception / Japon Brand

Rosset Ben
Mars needs Mechanics, Nevermore Games

Sautter Bruno
8 Masters’ Revenge, Serious Poulp
Power Tattoo, Serious Poulp
Steam Torpedo, Serious Poulp

Rotta Francesco
Battle Sheep, Blue Orange
Roubira Jean-Louis
Dixit 4, Libellud / Asmodee

Savola Petri
Kyoto, RollD6 Games
Sayaka
Witch’s coming, KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand

Roudy Ludovic
8 Masters’ Revenge, Serious Poulp
Power Tattoo, Serious Poulp
Steam Torpedo, Serious Poulp

Schacht Michael
Booh Booh Castle, White GoblinMogul,
gamefield
Scotland Yard Master, Ravensburger
Zooloretto Luchs, Abacusspiele

Rubbo Anthony
Renaissance Man, Rio Grande Games
Space Sheep!, Stronghold Games

Schechtel Krzysztof
Veto: The Boardgame, Kuźnia Gier

Ruesdisueli Patrick
Hubbly Bubbly Brew , Quantuum Magic

Schlegel Martin
Atacama, Mücke Spiele
Sauschwer, Zoch Verlag

Ruhnke Volker
A Distant Plain, GMT Games
Cuba Libre, GMT Games

Schlewitz Nicolas
Zombie 15, iello

Rumpelt Michael
Peak Oil, Spielecht-Spieleverlag
Ruskowski Marco
Fresko Bog Bix, Queen Games
Fresko: Erweiterung Module 8-10, Queen
Games
Russell Tom
Northern Pacific, Winsome Games
Prepotent, Numbskull Games
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Schumacher Georg
Papyros, moses. Verlag

Sagel Rolf
Wildcatters, Rass Games

Ross Susan McKinley
Qwirkle Erweiterung 1, Schmidt Spiele

Rossi Carlo A.
Der Schatz von Castellina, moses. Verlag
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Sadler Brady
Descent 2. Edition: Die Trollsümpfe FFG /
Heidelberger

Schoonover Will
Level 7 [Escape]: Lockdown, Privateer Press
Level 7 [Omega Protocol], Privateer Press

Schliemann Jens-Peter
Talo, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
Schmidt Andreas
Der Hobbit Smaugs Einöde, Kosmos
Polterfass, Zoch Verlag
Schmidt Jan-H.
Vetternwirtschaft, Jasu Design
Schmitt Matthias
Schnipp es!, Mücke Spiele

Seleznev Konstantin
Desktopia, Hobby World
Septikon, Hobby World
Selinker Mike
Pathfinder: Rise of the Runelords, Paizo
Pathfinder Rise of the Runelords Character
Add-On Deck. Paizp
Pathfinder Rise of the Runelords The Skinsaw
Murders Adventure Deck, Paizo
Pathfinder Rise of the Runelords The Hook
Mountain Massacre Adventure Deck, Paizo
Sentiero Nuno Bizarro
Madeira, What’s your Game
Sentis Julien
Rallye Photo, Cocktail Games
Shafir Haim
Mein erstes Quartett, Amigo
Speed Cups, Amigo
Shaklyarov Anatoliy
Kings Under Mountains, Rightgames / RBG
Sieber Elisabeth
Was ist Was Das Große Quiz, Kosmos
Siebert Stefan
Dreck weg!, Mücke Spiele
Siekkinnen Jarno
Jää Sulaa, RollD6 Games
Villit Kuviot Wilde Muster, RollD6 Games
Sieńko Michał
Sigismundus Augustus, Fabryka Gier
Historycznych
Sigismundus Augustus: Queen Bona Sforza
d’Aragona, Fabryka Gier Historycznych
The Outcast Heroes, Fabryka Gier
Historycznych
The Outcast Heroes Alternative Missions,
Fabryka Gier Historycznych
Sienholz Mark
Das Labyrinth des Pharao, Krimsus
Krimskramskiste
Das Labyrinth des Pharao
Mumienerweiterung, Krimsus
Krimskramskiste
Sihiveer Oliver
Dig Mars, Brain Games
Silaev Vitaly
Disney Pixar Cars Cool Twist, Zvezda
Silva Lorenzo
Dungeon Fighter: Feuer frei!, Cranio /
Heidelberger
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Dungeon Fighter: Fire at Will, Cranio Creations
Dungeon Fighter: The Big Wave, Cranio
Creations
Steam Park, Heidelberger / Cranio Creations
Simonich Mark
France ‘40, GMT
Simmons Bowen
The Guns of Gettysburg, Mercury Games /
Histogame
Die Kanonen von Gettysburg, Histogame
Sisk Stuart
Dread Curse, Smirk & Dagger Games
Sohre Michael
Triominos Tri-Balance, Goliath
Soledade Paule
Madeira, What’s your Game
Sommer Norman
Whacky Wit, Spielquader
Whacky Roll, Spielquader
Soós Balász-Norbert
Alarm! U-Boot!, Best-T.A.G.
Sorrentino Lorenzo Tucci
Dungeon Fighter: Feuer frei!, Cranio /
Heidelberger
Dungeon Fighter: Fire at Will, Cranio Creations
Dungeon Fighter: The Big Wave, Cranio
Creations
Steam Park, Heidelberger / Cranio Creations
Soued Rick
Railway Express, Eagle Games
Spil Andrè
Wildcatters, Rass Games
Spitzer Thomas
Kohle und Kolonie, Spielworxx
Stachyra Michał
Veto: The Boardgame, Kuźnia Gier
Stahl Jeph
1775 - Der amerikanische
Unabhängigkeitskrieg, Academy Games
1812
Der
zweite
amerikanische
Unabhängigkeitskrieg, Schwerkraft Verlag
Birth of America 1775 Rebellion, Academy
Games
Stang Christian
Wo hat der Rauhaardackel sein h gelassen?,
moses. Verlag
Stapelfeldt Tobias
Time ‚n‘ Pace, Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele
Stasiak Tom
Assault on Doomrock, Beautiful Disaster
Games
Steding Andreas
Five Points: Gangs of New York, Mayfair
Games
Hansa Teutonica: England, Argentum Verlag
Steely Shane
Walk the Plank, Mayday Games
Stegmaier Jamey
Viticulture, Stonemaier Games
Steinwender Arno
Professor Tempus, Gigamic
Stella Deke
Super Dungeon Explore Firefly Denizens,
Soda Pop Miniatures
Tentacle Bento, Soda Pop Miniatures
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Stern Michael
Der kleine Hobbit, Piatnik
Stetter Michael
Konstellation, RomBol
Stevens Patrick
C. C. Higgins Rail Pass, Numbskull Games
California Gold, Numbskull Games
First Emperor, Numbskull Games
Frozen Death, Numbskull Games
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Disc Duelers, Level 99 Games
Pixel Tactics 2, Level 99 Games
Kill the Overlord, APE Games
Kill the Overlord; Gravedigger, APE Games
Kill the Overlord: Village Sot, APE Games
Kill the Overlord: Patronage, APE Games
Tanguy Fabien
ChromaTikTak, Ilopeli

Still G. Keith
Quod, RomBol

Tascini Daniele
Tzolk‘in: Stämme und Prophezeiungen,
Heidelberger
Tzolk’in: Tribes & Prophecies, CGE

Stöckmann Britta
Los Incognitos: Alien iacta est , Igramoon

Tekin N.
The Great Persuader, dV Giochi

Stoll Ben
DC Comics Deck-Building Game , Cryptozoic
The Big Bang Theory: Das Partyspiel, Pegasus
Spiele

Terranova Ted
Rivet Wars, Cool mini or not

Stone Alan
Viticulture, Stonemaier Games
Street Nick
Lords of War: Elves versus Lizardmen, Black
Box Games
Suchy Vladimir
Der letzte Wille: Gefeuert, Heidelberger
Last Will: Getting Fired, CGE
Suckow Thorsten
Was ist Was Das Große Quiz, Kosmos
Suganuma Masao
Machikoro, Grounding / Japon Brand
Sukimono, Grounding / Japon Brand
Sundh Jacob
Suburban Dispute, Jamoma Games
Surace Nunzio
Galaxy Defenders, Ares Games
Galaxy Defenders Elite Alien Army, Ares
Games
Süßelbeck Marcel
Fresko Bog Bix, Queen Games
Fresko: Erweiterung Module 8-10, Queen
Games
Sweigart Sean
Firefly: The Game, Heidelberger / Battlefront
Firefly: The Game Breakin’ Atmo, Battlefront
Spartacus: Die Schlange und der Wolf,
Heidelberger / Battlefront
Swilczewska Julia
Boom Boom, Trefl
Tagmire Jason
Maximum Throwdown, AEG
Pixel Lincoln, Island Officials
Tahkokallio Touko
Eclipse: Ship Pack One, Lautapelit / Asmodee
Mauna Kea, Huch! & friends
Thermophyles, boardgametravel.com
Tahta Rikki
Coup, Heidelberger / Indie Boards & Cards
Coup: Reformation, La Mame Games
The Resistance: Coup, Indie Boards & Cards
Guatemala 1954, La Mame Games
Takahiro
Skirmish, KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand
Sushi Draft, KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand
Witch’s coming, KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand
Talton Brad D. Jr.
7 Card Slugfest, Level 99 Games
BattleCon Devastation of Indines, Level 99
Games

Teuber Klaus
Die Siedler von Catan, Kosmos
Die Siedler von Catan: Entdecker & Piraten,
Kosmos
Wien Catan, Kosmos
Teubner Marco
Hey, Piraten, Pegasus Spiele
Manno Monster, Kosmos
Rabbids: Das Partyspiel, Kosmos
Wo sind Zebra, Löwe & Co, Haba
Thiemann Heinz-Georg
Domus Domini, franjos
Thiesemann Karsten
Peak Oil, Spielecht-Spieleverlag
Tibbetts Brandon
The Manhattan Project: Second Stage, Minion
Games
Tikhomirov German
Disney Planes High Pilotage, Zvezda
Tinney Jared
Walk the Plank, Mayday Games
Tinney Kathy
Borkum’s 6, RomBol
Tomczyk Marcin
Might & Macig Heroes, Axel
Might & Macig Heroes Crag Hack The
Barbarian, Axel
Toppen Joel
Navajo Wars, GMT Games
Tourigny Yves
Blueprints, Z-Man Games
Expedition: Northwest Passage, Matagot
Tournier Paul-Adrien
Gobb’it, OldChap
Train Brian
A Distant Plain, GMT
Trzewiczek Ignacy
Robinson Crusoe, Pegasus Spiele
Robinson Crusoe: Voyage of the Beagle, Portal
Games
Tsantilas Sotirios
Archon: Glory & Machination, Artipia Games
New Dawn, Artipia Games
Tsao Vincent
Junta, Pegasus Spiele
Tsirogiannis Panagiotis
Lap Dance, Artipia Games
Trehgrannik
Kings Under Mountains, Rightgames / RBG
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Tyulenev Petr
Founder of the Empire, Rightgames / RBG

Walker-Harding Phil
Dungeon Raiders, Homoludicus

Boardgames
The Downfall of Pompeii , Mayfair Games

Urban Wolfgang
Blocco, Gerhards Spiel und Design

Wallace Martin
A Study in Emerald, Treefrog Games
Fields of Glory, Treefrog Games
Terry Pratchett: Die Hexen, Asmodee
Terry Pratchett: The Witches, Treefrog Games
Terry Pratchett: The Witches Collector’s
Edition, Treefrog Games

Wu Ta-Te
The Battle of Red Cliffs, Sunrise Tornado
uSpy, Sunrise Tornado

Uren Tim
Battlestar Galactica: Daybreak Expansion, FFG
Urinko Christopher
Hold your Breath, Mayday Games
Usera Ignacio Sánchez
Fanhunter: Las Montañas de la Locura,
Edigrafica
Uusitalo Hannu
Fuba, U&P Games
Vaccarino Donald X.
Dominion Die Gilden, Rio Grande / ASS
Dominion Special Edition, Rio Grande / ASS
Dominion: The Guilds, Rio Grande Games
Kingdom Builder: Crossroads, Queen Games
Kingdom Builder Big Box, Queen Games

Warnier Olivier
Western Town, Whyme
Western Town: Meeple Accessory Pack,
Whyme
Western Town: Telegraph, Whyme
Wasilewski Jakub
Theomachie, Fabryka Gier Historycznych
W Zakładzie, Fabryka Gier Historycznych

Valens Nikki
Eldritch Horror, FFG

Weber Claude
Drago-Tuku, Logis

Valtriani Marco
Super Fantasy, Red Glove

Weir Quentin
Unnatural Selection, R&R Games

Vande Ginste Thomas
Yedo Sakoku, eggertspiele

Weissblum Aaron
Wizard’s Brew , Gryphon Games

van der Zande Matthijs
Two Crowns, Quantuum Magic

Wełnicki Marcin
End of Atlantis, Galakta

van Moorsel Corné
Factory Fever, Cwali
Leelawadee, Cwali
Mayday! Mayday!, Cwali

Wichmann Peter
Finger weg! Zoch Verlag

van Schagen William
BancoBanco, Eigenverlag
van Tol Hans
Countdown: Special Ops, The Game Master
Vandenbogaerde Fabrice
Warlock, Quined Games
Vasel Tom
Nothing Personal, Dice Tower Games
Vaughn Eldon
Amaze, HCM Kinzel
Vaux Martin
Lords of War: Elves versus Lizardmen, Black
Box Games
Vega Isaac
BioShock Infinite, Plaid Hat Games
Vernes Jean-René
Rome & Carthage, Grosso Modo
Vernyns Sander
Alarm, Sandtimer
Vetlesen Eivind
Kampen om Norge, Aegir Games
Viard Alban
Age of Steam Box #3, AoS-Team
Town Center, Ludibay
Town Center Expansion N°1, Ludibay
Town Center Expansion N°2, Ludibay
Walczewska-Bińczyk Iga
W Zakładzie: Lubelski Lipiec ‘80
Walczewski Oskar
W Zakładzie: Lubelski Lipiec ‘80
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Wallis James
Es war einmal, Pegasus Spiele
Once Upon a Time: Seafaring Tales, Atlas
Games
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Wiersinga Joris
Roads & Boats, Splotter Spellen
Wiik Esa
Kings of Mithril, Mindwarrior Games
Terra Evolution, Mindwarrior Games
Terra Evolution Tree of Life, Mindwarrior
Games
Wilkins Richard
Mentis, nestorgames
Williams Martin
Sagario, Ságaze
Wilson Kevin
Abyss, Dragon Dawn / Unbound
Wiz-War, Heidelberger
Wojcik Wojtek
Metallum, Galakta
Wolf Christian
Lesehexe, Haba
Rechenkönig, Haba
Wolicki Krzysztof
Enclave: Zakon Krańca Świata , G3
Wonsyld Niels
Conjurers, Wonder Games
Worden Kevin
New Haven, R&R Games
Wootton Mark
Romance of the Nine Empires, AEG

Yann et Clem
Helden der Normandie, Schwerkraft Verlag
Helden der Normandie D-Day, Schwerkraft
Verlag
Heroes of Normandie, Devil Pig Games / iello
Yianni John
Hive: Assel, Huch! & friends
Young Corey
Cravwell, Cryptozoic
Yu Brian
Geister, Geister, Schatzsuchmeister!, Mattel
Kronen für den König, Mattel
Zach Lukas
Bang! The Dice Game, Abacusspiele
Die Zwerge: Mit vereinten Kräften, Pegasus
Spiele
Kung Fu, White Goblin Games
Zahn Gero
Star Trek: Catan - Federation Space Map Set,
Mayfair Games
Zak Valentin
Da Clash, Ammon Miniatures
Zasowski Maciej
Veto: The Boardgame, Kuźnia Gier
Zatz André
Formula E, Clever Mojo Games
Zaxariadis Manolis
Intrigue City, Purple Games
Zeimet Jacques
Geistesblitz 5 vor 12, Zoch Verlag
Zimmermann Eric
Quantum, FunForge
Zini Valerio
Shooting Star, dV Giochi
Zinoviadis Panagiotis
Among The Stars: The Ambassadors , Artipia
Games
Zirm Johannes
Großer Spielezauber, Haba
Richard Ritterschlag, Haba
Zizzi Pierluca
Hyperborea, Asterion/Yemaia
Movie Trailer, Oliphante
Zoch Klaus
Zicke & Zacke - Ran an die Federn! Zoch Verlag
Zucchini Alessandro
Lucca The City of Games, dV Giochi
Zuidhof Patrick
Ugo, Playthisone
Zuloné Laima
Welches Tier bin ich?, Logis

Woźniak Łukasz
7 Days of Westerplatte, G3
Nehemiah, Gry Leonardo
Kings & Assassins, Galakta
Wrede Klaus-Jürgen
Carcassonne Südsee, Hans im Glück
Heroes of the Three Kingdoms, Korea
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TIP #98

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

Designer: Rüdiger Koltze
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Year: 1985 ff.
Publisher: Ravensburger

KUHHANDEL
THE ART OF AUCTION
Dear reader! In the decades of the 80ties
and 90ties, a time of budding for playing games and game(s) culture, an
idea came into focus for game lovers,
in which trading and auction had a
dominant role: Klaus Teubers „Adel verpflichtet“, Karl-Heinz Kochs „Auktion“,
Reiner Knizias „Modern Art“ or Rüdiger
Koltzes „Kuhhandel“ are excellent representatives of this new genre. „Kuhhandel“
especially demands a lot of intuition, an
equal amount of ability to bluff and a
well-developed sense for the right time
for some essential „trading“. How fantastic, that even when you are playing
at your best you cannot triumph without
the necessary bonus of chance. It is due
to that fact that this classic bluff and card
game is very well suited for any group of
players. The modern edition, „Kuhhandel
Master“ has been expanded with new
mechanisms and introduces the „Plague
of Rats“, which we need to minimize - we
might succeed to do so by collecting geese and chickens. Try it out yourself! Some
entertaining hours will be yours to enjoy,
for instance at one of the many events
of Österreichisches Spiele Museum.
Website: www.spielen.at
Our lamp this time alights animal
heads: Horses, cows, pigs, donkeys,
goats, sheep, dogs, cats, geese and
chickens. All those beloved domestic
animals are of same value when collected which varies hugely from 1000
for horses to 10 for chickens. The trick
in this is that a single horse is expensive, but might have no value at the
end, as it it could change hands in a
„horse-trade“, here better „cow-trade“,
to translate the name of the game“.
Only a complete set of four animals
makes a collector happy. But, stop,
again we need to consider a detail in
the rules: Rüdiger Koltze has decided

FROM THE MUSEUM

www.ravensburger.de

for the final scoring that the total value of all quartets of a player is multiplied by the number of quartets he
has collected. Simply said, Horses 100 +
Goats 350 + Dogs 160, multiplied by 3,
yields 4530; but Pigs 650+ Goats 350 +
Sheep 250 + Chickens 10, multiplied by
4, result in 5040 points. So, what good
are the proud horses? Blind collecting
of expensive animals often does not
work, you need to own several types of
animals. How do I do that? Well, „Kuhhandel“ gives the active player, albeit
an incorrect definition, because all are
active all the time, two choices: He can
auction an animal from the draw pile
or do a horse-trade with another player
of his choice. Auction is fun, because
the active player will try to regulate
the price by clever timing, as he either
receives the money directly from the
player who won the auction or he can
make use of his prerogative to pay the
highest bid and get the animal, often
for a bargain, himself. If you decide on a
horse-trade you choose the animal for
which you want to „bargain“ by a secret offer in your hand“ with the player
of your choice. Who bid more money
takes the animal from the opponent
and adds it to his display. Should both
players involved have a pair of animals
each of the quartet, you play for both at
the same time. High-risk horse-trading!
Another problem are the money cards
of values 0, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 und 500.
500 are introduced into the game only
when a donkey is revealed. For auction
and trading you never get change if
you need to overpay. The surplus goes
to your opponent. So take care! You
can go broke quite fast and the others
will swoop down on your display like
vultures! „Kuhhandel“ needs steady
nerves!

PLAYERS:

3-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

45+



+

Competence
Info
Chance
It is hard to guess what amount of money is
available to your opponents as money changes hands rather quickly. This lack of information, paired with the assessment of the animal
display, introduces an element of luck into the
game. But foremost you need to read your
opponents „psychologically“ correct to ensure
that success will be yours.
Hugos EXPERT TIP
Absolutely, try your hand at the new edition
„Kuhhandel Master“. It has all elements of the
classic original, but due to a more elegant auction mechanism the collecting of „weak“ animals gets more interesting. And the rats make
us shudder a bit.
Hugos FLASHLIGHT
„Kuhhandel“ is a marvelous auction game
which does not look its age. It is fun, again
and again, to trick your opponent out of an
animal for a paltry sum or entice them pay an
exorbitant sum in the auction phase. No less
a personage than Bruno Faidutti expresses
his love for Kuhhandel as follows: “… favorite
game of many German game authors, the one
everybody is jealous of, the one everybody including me - would have liked to invent.”
VORANKÜNDIGUNG
COLORETTO
THE CHAMELEON UNIVERSE

Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at

IMPRESSUM
Offenlegung nach dem Mediengesetz: Medieninhaber, Eigentümer, Verleger und Hersteller: Verein „Österreichisches Spiele Museum“, vertreten durch Obfrau Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan, Raasdorferstrasse 28, 2285 Leopoldsdorf im Marchfelde, Telefon 02216-7000, mail-to: office@
spielen.at, Internet: www.spielejournal.at - www.gamesjournal.at - Chefredakteur: Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan
Blattlinie: Die Blattlinie ist die Meinung aller Redakteure, freien Mitarbeitern und Gastautoren. Die Spiele zur Erstellung der Rezensionen stellt
das Österr. Spiele Museum für die Dauer der Arbeit kostenlos zur Verfügung. Niemand erhält Sach-,Service-, Geldleistungen von den Verlagen.
(Alle nicht namentlich gekennzeichneten Rezensionen/Artikel zu den Spielen sind von Dagmar de Cassan) English Edition Version 1.0
Copyright (c) 2013 by Spielen in Österreich - Die Spiele Collection, Spiele Kreis Wien, Österreichisches Spielefest,
Spielefest, Wiener Spiele Akademie, Spiel der Spiele und zwei Spiele-Symbole sind eingetragene Warenzeichen.
Ihre Email-Adresse: Wir versenden oft an unsere Mitglieder, Abonnenten und Interessenten eine Erinnerung für
Termine und sonstige Infos. Wenn Sie noch nie eine Email von uns erhalten haben, fehlt uns Ihre Email!
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